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I, James E. Yurgealitis, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

1. I have been engaged by the Delaware Department of Justice to provide research 

and opinions related to Delaware HB 450 and SS 1 for SB 6.  More specifically, I have been 

asked to provide information and opinions about the banned weapons and accessories, their 

history, and their uses.  

2. This declaration is based on my own personal knowledge, research, and 

experience, and if I am called to testify as a witness, I could and would testify competently to 

the truth of the matters discussed in this declaration. 

3. I am being compensated at a rate of $400 per hour for my work on this report as 

well as any additional work required.  My travel + work rate is $1600 per day. 

I. PERSONAL BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS 
 

4. I am currently self-employed as a Legal and Forensic Consultant, providing 

firearms related technical and public policy consulting, testing and training services to 

corporations, legal counsel, and the public sector.  A detailed description of my work 

experience, education, and training are included in my Curriculum Vitae, which is attached as 

Exhibit A to this report.  I have also included, as Exhibit B, a statement of my qualifications as 

an expert witness in the areas relevant to my experience. 

5. I am a former Senior Special Agent/Program Manager for Forensic Services for 

the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF), U.S. Department of Justice, 

a position I held for nine years prior to my retirement.  In that capacity, I was responsible for 

all ATF firearms and forensic firearms related training and research at the ATF National 

Laboratory Center (NLC) in Ammendale, MD. 

6. Prior to my tenure at the ATF NLC, I was employed as a federal law 

enforcement officer, in various capacities, for approximately 16 years. 
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7. As detailed in Exhibits A and B, I have extensive training and experience with 

respect to firearms in general, as well as their history, manufacture, operation, and use. 

8. I have been provided with, and have reviewed, copies of documents filed in this 

case which I have referenced in doing this work.  These documents are listed in my 

bibliography.  Some of them are also enclosed as Exhibits.  

9. I have also reviewed current firearms statutes and regulations relative to the 

transfer and possession of firearms within the State of Delaware. 

10. I have also reviewed numerous materials, periodicals, publications, corporate 

websites, and documents in furtherance of my research and in formulation of my opinion(s) in 

this case.  To further illustrate my opinions, I may rely on photographic and / or video images 

during any deposition and any subsequent testimony.  A listing of the materials I specifically 

reference in this report is included in my bibliography. 

II. GENERAL FIREARMS TERMINOLOGY AND OPERATION 
 

11. In discussing modern firearms, it is important to understand how they are 

defined under statute, how they function, and the differences between types commonly 

available to the public. 

12. Gun related terminology and usages may vary significantly, particularly in 

connection with legal definitions adopted in various jurisdictions.  For example, under Section 

222 (13) of Title 11 of the Delaware Code, a Firearm is defined as follows: 

“Firearm” includes any weapon from which a shot, projectile or other object 
may be discharged by force of combustion, explosive, gas and/or mechanical 
means, whether operable or inoperable, loaded or unloaded. It does not include 
a BB gun.”1 

By contrast, under Section 921(a)(3) of Title 18 of the Federal Code, a Firearm is defined 

 
1  11 Del. C. § 222(13).  
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as: 

a. Any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed to or may 
readily be converted to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive; or 

b. the frame or receiver of any such weapon; or 
c. any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or 
d. any destructive device.2 

Such term does not include an antique firearm, as defined in Section 921 (a) (16), e.g., an 

antique ignition system firearm (e.g., matchlock, flintlock, percussion cap, etc.) or a firearm 

made in or before 1898, etc. 

13. In using relevant nomenclature throughout this report, I will adopt the Delaware 

legal definitions wherever applicable, except that I refer to all non antique or otherwise 

unregulated guns as “firearms” consistent with federal law.  I will define and explain other 

relevant terms in this and the following section. 

14. Modern Firearms operate utilizing the expanding gases generated by the rapidly 

burning gunpowder contained in modern ammunition.  Gunpowder (or smokeless powder) is 

the propellant contained within metallic cartridges or shotshells utilized by modern firearms.  

A single cartridge or shotshell is also referred to as a “round” of ammunition.  Once a cartridge 

or shotshell is “chambered” (or loaded) into a modern firearm and the trigger is pulled, the 

primer at the base of the cartridge or shotshell is struck by a firing mechanism.  The primer 

contains a pressure sensitive explosive compound which ignites when struck.  The ignition of 

the primer, in turn, ignites the main powder charge contained in the case of the cartridge or 

shotshell.  The main powder charge then burns rapidly in what is essentially a contained 

explosion.  This contained explosion generates gases at enormous pressures.  The generated 

gases push the projectile out of the mouth of the cartridge, down the barrel of the firearm and 

out of the firearm through the muzzle. 
 

2  18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(3).  
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15. More simply defined, a firearm is a weapon which utilizes gas pressure 

generated by explosively burning gunpowder in a modern ammunition cartridge to propel a 

projectile through the barrel and out of the firearm through the muzzle. 

16. All modern breech loading firearms,3 no matter the type, operate according to a 

nine-step process known as the “Cycle of Fire” as identified by the Association of Firearm and 

Toolmark Examiners (AFTE), a professional organization for Forensic Firearm and Toolmark 

Examiners that, in conjunction with the U. S. Department of Justice (USDOJ), National 

Institute of Justice (NIJ), has created a training program for apprentice forensic firearm and 

toolmark examiners.4  As these steps will be referenced throughout this report, they are 

included here for reference: 

1) Feeding: 

Feeding refers to the process for insertion of cartridges into the chamber; the breech 

bolt pushes the cartridge into final position.  Typically, the incoming round slides across the 

bolt or breech face during this caroming action.  The feeding function can be manual or 

performed by various kinds of magazines and clips.  For example, machine guns use belts of 

cartridges. 

2) Chambering: 

Chambering is the insertion of the cartridge into the chamber.  If a cartridge of the 

incorrect length or diameter is used or if there is foreign matter in the chamber, chambering 

may be obstructed, causing a malfunction.  Excess oil or grease in the chamber may cause 

overpressure, resulting in a ruptured cartridge case and potentially serious accidents. 
 

3  A Breech Loading firearm is one in which the cartridge is loaded and fired from the 
breech (back) end of the barrel as opposed to a Muzzle Loader wherein the propellant / powder 
and bullet are loaded from the muzzle (front) end. 
4  Cycle-of-Fire Steps, Firearm Examiner Training (2008), https://projects.nfstc.org/
firearms/module08/fir_m08_t04.htm. 
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3) Locking: 

The breech bolt mechanism locks the cartridge into position in the barrel before firing.  

Most quality firearms are equipped with an interrupter mechanism that disconnects the trigger 

from the firing pin, thus making it impossible to fire until the mechanism is safely locked.  

This critical relationship is referred to as timing.  (Blowback mechanisms involve a spring-

held bolt; the mechanism is not technically locked, but is held together by spring tension and 

bolt inertia.) 

4) Firing: 

When the breech is fully locked, a pull on the trigger mechanically translates to the 

firing pin release.  In the cocked position, the firing pin has a hammer behind it with a spring 

forcing it towards the primer, restrained only by a sear that is engaged by the trigger.  A pull 

on the trigger trips the sear from the engaging notch in the hammer.  The hammer, actuated by 

a cocked spring, drives the firing pin sharply against the percussion sensitive primer, which 

ignites the explosive compound and fires the cartridge. 

5) Obturation: 

Obturation occurs when powder gases under high pressure (e.g., two and one-half tons 

per square inch in the .30 06 Springfield cartridge) are sealed to prevent them from jetting 

between primer cup and cartridge case, cartridge case and primer wall, and projectile and bore.  

Cartridge cases must be sufficiently flexible to expand against the chamber wall and transmit 

the instantaneous powder pressure to the barrel metal that surrounds the chamber.  When the 

chamber pressure has returned to zero, the cartridge case must also be flexible enough to 

release itself from the chamber wall (even though it is now pressure form fitted to the 

chamber).  Likewise, the primer cup has been pressure held against the side of the cartridge 

case and depends upon the face of the breechblock for locked support during the interval of 
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high chamber pressure.  Obturation also occurs with the projectile; bullets are made 

sufficiently larger than the bore diameter to extrude into the rifling grooves and seal the gases.  

The sharp hammer action of the instantaneous high pressure and temperature may upset the 

projectile base, which means the cartridge case must be sufficiently flexible to expand against 

the chamber wall and transmit the instantaneous power pressure to the barrel metal that 

surrounds the charge.  When the chamber pressure has returned to zero, the cartridge case must 

also be flexible enough to release itself from the chamber wall (even though it is now pressure 

form-fitted to the chamber). 

6) Unlocking: 

This is the reverse of the locking process and is frequently performed in conjunction 

with extraction. 

7) Extraction: 

Although cartridge cases do not commonly exceed their elastic limit during firing, they 

have a tendency to stick to the chamber after firing.  After firing, cartridge cases are larger in 

diameter than before firing.  If the fired cartridge case is intended for reloading, it must be full 

length resized in a reloading die.  All cartridge cases are designed with a rim or groove 

(cannelure) at the base so that an extractor claw can grasp this edge in order to achieve 

extraction. 

8) Ejection: 

In the final stages of extraction, the cartridge case encounters a projection that is 

usually at right angles to the exit portal of the breech.  Rotating on the fulcrum of the extractor, 

the case base is contacted on the opposite side by the ejector, which flips the case out of the 

actuating mechanism. 
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9) Cocking: 

The hammer spring is usually cocked when the bolt of a rifle, pistol, or repeater 

shotgun is retracted.  An exception to this is the Ml917 Enfield Rifle, which cocks upon 

forward motion of the bolt.  Exposed hammer may be cocked by manual retraction, using the 

thumb.  The Walther series of pistols provides for manual cocking or trigger pull cocking 

(double action), as do most open hammer revolvers. 

17. Additional definitions often used when classifying firearms (in general) are 

Semiautomatic, Full Automatic and Select Fire: 

a. Semiautomatic: 

Refers to a repeating / self-loading firearm that fires one shot for each pull of 

the trigger until the ammunition supply is exhausted.  The energy of the fired cartridge 

is utilized to cycle the mechanism of the firearm to feed and chamber the next shot. 

b. Full / Fully Automatic: 

Refers to a firearm that will continuously fire successive shots when the trigger 

is pulled, and will only stop when the trigger is released or the supply of ammunition is 

exhausted.  Commonly referred to as a machine gun. 

c. Select Fire: 

A firearm capable of switching between and functioning in either fully 

automatic or semiautomatic fire mode.  Alternatively, some firearms can fire in “burst 

mode” meaning automatically with a mechanical limitation on the number of shots. 

18. Also relevant to any discussion regarding firearms in general, and to this report 

in particular, are the terms Rifling, Caliber and Gauge. 

a. Rifling: 

Rifling refers to a series of grooves cut or impressed inside the barrel in a spiral 
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pattern.  The “high” portions of this pattern are called “Lands.”  The “lower” portions 

of this pattern are called “Grooves.”  When a projectile (or bullet) is fired in a “rifled” 

firearm it comes into contact with the lands as it leaves the chamber and begins to 

travel down the barrel.  Because the lands are oriented in a spiral pattern, the rifling 

imparts a spin to the projectile, which improves stability and accuracy. 

b. Caliber: 

Caliber is a dimensional measurement of the inside (or bore) of a rifled barrel.  

In   the United States caliber is traditionally expressed in fractions of an inch.  For 

example, a .22 caliber firearm is designed to chamber and fire a projectile which 

measures .22 inches (or slightly less than a quarter of an inch).  A .50 caliber 

firearm chambers and fires a projectile which is approximately a half inch in 

diameter. 

In Europe, and the majority of other countries utilizing the metric system, 

caliber has historically been expressed in millimeters (mm).  Therefore, a 9mm firearm 

is designed to chamber and fire a projectile with a diameter of 9mm.  European 

caliber designations may also include measurement of the length of the cartridge case 

(9x19mm, 7.62x39mm, etc.). 

A number of firearm calibers widely manufactured have two separate 

caliber designations, one in inch measurements and one in metric, which are 

equivalent and interchangeable.  For example, .380 caliber ammunition in the US is 

referred to  as 9xl7mm caliber in Europe. 

It is important to note for the purposes of this report that the caliber designation 

of any given ammunition cartridge usually refers only to the diameter of the projectile 

(bullet) and not the relative “power” of the cartridge itself (in terms of muzzle energy, 
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effective range and muzzle velocity).  For example, there is an important distinction 

between cartridges commonly referred to as .22 caliber and cartridges commonly 

referred to as .223 caliber. 

.22 caliber ammunition is a popular and relatively low power cartridge 

developed in the 1880’s.  It is also known as “.22 rimfire” as the primer mixture in the 

cartridge is seated in the rim of the cartridge and not contained in a separate primer cup 

in the cartridge base.  It is commonly used for target shooting as well as hunting small 

game and can be fired from both handguns and rifles chambered in that caliber.  Bullet 

weights for .22 caliber projectiles / bullets are typically between 30-60 grains (0.08 to 

0.13 ounces).  Muzzle velocities are usually in the 1100-1300 feet per second (fps) 

range. 

.223 caliber ammunition by comparison is a high velocity cartridge developed 

in the 1950’s in part for use in the original AR-15 and M16 rifles.  It is a “centerfire 

cartridge.”  Although the diameter of the projectile / bullet is only slightly greater 

(approximately the width of a human hair) than the .22 caliber cartridge mentioned 

previously, it is a vastly more powerful cartridge in terms of muzzle velocity and 

range.  This caliber ammunition is also somewhat interchangeable with 5.56mm 

ammunition.  Here is a side-by-side comparison of .223 (left) and .22 caliber cartridges 

(right) with a quarter for size reference: 
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Common bullet weights for .223 / 5.56mm caliber projectiles are 

approximately 50 to 62 grains (0.11 to 0.14 ounces)—heavier than .22 caliber 

projectiles.  And common muzzle velocities are approximately 3,200 to 3,500 feet 

per second—about three times as fast as .22 caliber projectiles.  A heavier bullet 

and increased velocity equate to more of the cartridge’s energy being transferred to 

the target.  The National Rifle Association (NRA) American Rifleman Magazine 

tested the U.S. Army’s new .223 caliber cartridge (M855Al) in 2014 and the 

results can be read here:  https://www.americanrifleman.org/content/testing-the-

army-s-m855a1-standard-ball-cartridge/.5  

c. Gauge: 

Gauge is a dimensional measurement which is traditionally used to denote the 

bore of a non-rifled or “smoothbore” firearm (i.e. a shotgun).  Shotguns were initially 

designed to fire a mass of round shot as opposed to one solid projectile and therefore, a 

caliber designation is not readily applicable.  Gauge refers to the number of lead 

spheres which will fit inside the bore and equal one pound.  For example, in a 12-gauge 
 

5  Plaster, John L., Testing the Army’s M855A1 Standard Ball Cartridge, American 
Rifleman (May 21, 2014), https://www.americanrifleman.org/content/testing-the-army-s-
m855a1-standard-ball-cartridge/. 
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shotgun you can fit 12 spheres of lead, which are approximately 18.52mm or .73 inches 

in diameter, the total weight of which will equal one pound.  If the diameter of the 

spheres is increased, it will require less of them to equal one pound.  Therefore, the 

smaller the “gauge,” the larger the dimension of the bore.  The exception to this 

measurement system is the .410 gauge shotgun, which is actually a caliber designation. 

III. TYPES OF MODERN FIREARMS 
 

19. Modern firearms as currently manufactured for civilian ownership fall into two 

general types:  handguns and long guns (or shoulder weapons). 

Handguns: 
 

20. Handguns are generally defined as a firearm having a short stock (grip), and are 

designed to be held, and fired, with one hand.  The term “Handgun” defines two distinct types 

of modern firearms, the revolver and the pistol. 

21. A revolver is a handgun designed and manufactured with a revolving cylinder 

to contain, chamber and feed multiple rounds of ammunition.  In a modern double action 

revolver, pulling the trigger rotates the cylinder bringing an unfired cartridge of ammunition in 

line with the barrel and firing pin.  Pulling the trigger also cocks the hammer and then releases 

it either directly (or indirectly via a firing pin) to strike the primer of the cartridge, initiating 

the firing sequence as stated previously.  In this type of revolver, the trigger must again be 

pulled to rotate the cylinder in order to fire another cartridge.  When all cartridges have been 

fired, the cylinder is unlocked from the frame and swings out to facilitate removal of expended 

cartridge casings and insertion of unfired cartridges.  The cylinder is then closed and relocked 

within the frame and the handgun is again ready to fire when the trigger is pulled.  This 

animation details the overall operation and key components: https://www.youtube.com/
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watch?v=TXliIJ_66FQ 

22. A pistol is a handgun designed and manufactured with the firing chamber as an 

integral part of the barrel and utilizes a “box” magazine to contain and feed multiple rounds 

of ammunition.  In this type of handgun, generally, the box magazine is inserted into the 

firearm, and the slide or bolt is pulled back and released which springs forward and feeds a 

cartridge into the chamber.  When the trigger is pulled, a firing pin or striker is released, 

impacting the primer of the cartridge and initiating the firing sequence of the ammunition.  

Some pistols have no internal magazine capacity  and require the operator to 

manually reload the firearm after each shot fired.  These are called single shot pistols.  Many 

pistols, however, are capable of holding multiple cartridges and can operate semiautomatically 

in that a portion of the recoil or gas pressure generated by firing the cartridge is utilized to 

move the slide rearward, extract and eject the expended cartridge case and chamber another 

round from the magazine.  This sequence can be repeated by pulling the trigger once for each 

shot.  The pistol can then be reloaded by removing the empty magazine and inserting a 

loaded magazine (or refilling a permanently affixed magazine if the pistol is so configured).  

The overall operation of a Colt 1911 .45 Caliber pistol is illustrated in this animation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjQrhDKDWFk&t=12s 

Long Guns / Shoulder Weapons: 
 

23. In terms of modern firearms, long guns are generally of two distinct  types:  

rifles and shotguns. 

24.  A rifle is a firearm which is designed and intended to be fired from the 

shoulder.  It fires a single shot through a rifled bore for each pull of the trigger.6  A shotgun is 

 
6  Machine guns (any firearm with the capacity to fire more than one shot with each pull 
of the trigger) are defined separately under federal law. 
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a firearm which is also designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder.  It fires either a 

number of ball shot (commonly termed “buckshot” or “birdshot”) or a single projectile 

(commonly termed a “slug”) through a smooth (non-rifled) bore for each pull of the trigger. 

a. Rifles: 
 
In terms of   “types” of rifle, there are numerous variations.  All of these 

variations, generally speaking, are defined and distinguished by the way they are 

loaded and reloaded.  For example, single shot rifles fire one shot for each pull of the 

trigger.  They have no internal or external magazine capacity and must be reloaded 

with a new unfired        cartridge by hand for each shot.  Many of these have a hinged or 

“break open” receiver (or frame) to facilitate loading and unloading. 

A Pump Action Rifle requires the operator to manually manipulate a forearm 

piece, which is traditionally found underneath the barrel.  After firing the forearm is 

pulled backward which unlocks the bolt, extracting and ejecting the fired cartridge 

case.  Pushing the slide forward feeds an unfired cartridge from the magazine, cocks 

the firearm mechanism and locks the bolt for a successive shot.  Pump action rifles 

have been manufactured with both tubular and detachable box magazines.  The overall 

operation of a pump action rifle is illustrated in this animation:  https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=jyyQqXGUSx8 

Bolt Action Rifles require the operator to manually manipulate the bolt of the 

rifle.  After firing, the bolt is first unlocked from the chamber and then moved 

rearward.  This action also extracts and ejects the expended cartridge case.  The bolt is 

then moved forward which feeds an unfired cartridge from the magazine into the 

chamber.  Once the bolt is then again locked by the operator, it is ready to fire.  Bolt 
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action rifles usually have an internal fixed magazine or tubular magazine which will 

facilitate reloading via manipulation of the bolt until that capacity is exhausted.  Bolt-

action rifles were generally the choice of military forces, hunters and sportsmen 

through the end of World War II.  The overall operation of a bolt action rifle is 

illustrated in this animation:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Luu7R4WVw 

A lever action rifle is similar to the bolt action rifle in that the operator is 

required to manipulate the mechanism, or “action”, of the firearm.  A lever at the 

bottom of the receiver of the rifle is manipulated in an up and down motion in order to 

unlock the bolt and move it rearward, extract and eject the expended cartridge case, 

feed an unfired cartridge into the chamber and lock it.  The operator’s action is 

required for each shot fired through the rifle.  Generally speaking, lever action rifles 

are manufactured with tubular magazines which will vary in capacity depending on the 

caliber of the firearm.  The overall operation of a lever action rifle is illustrated in this 

animation:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58LbxVd4buo 

A semiautomatic rifle utilizes the energy generated by the firing of the cartridge 

to power the cycle of fire.  This is accomplished by siphoning off a portion of the gases 

generated by firing to operate the mechanism or by utilizing the recoil generated by 

firing much as in a semiautomatic pistol as described previously. 

Once a semiautomatic rifle is loaded, the operation of this cycle of fire is not 

dependent on the operator to effect any portion of the process other than to pull the 

trigger.  Semiautomatic rifles are, and have been previously, manufactured with both 

fixed internal magazines and a capacity to accept detachable external magazines.  As 

such this type of rifle is capable of firing with each pull of the trigger until the supply 

of ammunition is exhausted.  The overall operation of a semiautomatic rifle is 
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illustrated in this animation:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlCV6yellTI 

As stated previously, the majority of military firearms until the end of World 

War II were bolt action.  The exception to this rule was the United States entering the 

war with the semiautomatic Ml (Garand) .30-06 caliber rifle as standard issue.  The 

Garand had a fixed internal magazine with an eight round capacity.  As discussed 

below, since the end of World War II, virtually every military organization across the 

Globe has adopted a form of semiautomatic or select fire rifle, from among one of a 

series of designs. 

b. Shotguns: 
 

Modern shotguns, as stated previously in regard to rifles, are generally 

classified and characterized by their operating system (i.e. the manner in which they 

function, are loaded and reloaded).  Shotguns with multiple barrels are defined by 

placement or orientation of their barrels. 

Single Shot shotguns function similarly to the single shot rifle.  They may have 

a hinged receiver which allows the operator to open the action at the chamber area to 

facilitate loading and unloading of the firearm.  There are also single shot models 

that are loaded and unloaded through a bolt action mechanism and have no 

additional magazine capacity. 

Bolt Action shotguns are manufactured, as stated above, as single shot, or with 

internal or detachable magazines to facilitate easier and faster reloading.  They function 

in the same way as a bolt action rifle and require manual manipulation of the bolt by 

the operator to unload and reload. 

Lever Action shotguns, again function in the same fashion as a similarly 
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designed rifle.  Manual manipulation of the lever is required for successive shots. 

Pump Action Shotguns have the same general operating system as a similarly 

designed rifle.  The “action” of the shotgun must be worked forward and back by 

the operator to unlock the bolt, extract and eject the expended shotgun shell, reload,  

and relock the bolt for firing. 

Semiautomatic Shotguns, as with their rifle caliber counterparts, utilize energy 

(either recoil or gas pressure) generated by firing ammunition to “power” the operating 

system of the firearm.  These are manufactured with a number of different 

magazines, both internal and fixed, as well as external and detachable.  They are 

capable of firing a single shot with each pull of the trigger until the supply of 

ammunition in the magazine is exhausted. 

Break Open, Double Barrel and “Tip Up” Shotguns have a hinged receiver 

which facilitates access to the rear of the chamber for unloading and reloading.  They 

are manufactured in single shot and double barrel variations.  Double barrel 

variations are further delineated by the placement of their barrels.  Side by Side 

shotguns have two barrels situated next to one another in a horizontal arrangement.  

Over and Under shotguns have two barrels superimposed upon one another in a 

vertical plane.  The mechanisms in each of these allow staggered firing of each of the 

two barrels with a separate pull of the trigger.  When the hinged action is opened 

the expended shotgun shell hulls can be manually extracted although more complex 

designs with auto ejectors perform that function when “opened” without action by the 

operator.  The overall operation of a double barrel break open shotgun is illustrated in 

this animation:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXOYekeYlPo 
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 Other Types of Firearms: 
 

25. There are additional types and classification of firearms not discussed at 

length here for brevity and because they are less relevant to my opinions.  An example of 

this type of firearm is a “Drilling” which consists of a shotgun and rifle mounted to the same 

receiver.  Other types of firearms such as smoothbore revolvers, Short Barreled Shotguns, 

Short Barreled Rifles and Machineguns are regulated by ATF under the auspices of the 

National Firearms Act (NFA).  Manufacture, transfer, and ownership of these “NFA 

Firearms” is subject to more stringent regulations that include registration in a Federal 

Database. 

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF ASSAULT WEAPONS 
 
26. In recent years there has been an increase in the availability in the United States 

of semiautomatic rifles, pistols and shotguns with features initially designed (or patterned after 

those designed) for a military purpose. 

27. “Assault Weapons” have been defined at the Federal, State and local levels 

under various relevant legislation.  Under Delaware HB 450 “Assault long guns” are defined 

as:  

“Any of the following or a copy, regardless of the producer or manufacturer: 
[a] American Arms Spectre da Semiautomatic carbine. [b] Avtomat 
Kalashnikov semiautomatic rifle in any format, including the AK-47 in all 
forms. [c] Algimec AGM-1 type semi-auto. [d] AR 100 type semi-auto. [e] AR 
180 type semi-auto. [f] Argentine L.S.R. semi-auto. [g] Australian Automatic 
Arms SAR type semi-auto. [h] Auto-Ordnance Thompson M1 and 1927 semi-
automatics. [i] Barrett light .50 cal. semi-auto. [j] Beretta AR70 type semi-
auto. [k] Bushmaster semi-auto rifle. [l] Calico models M-100 and M-900. [m] 
CIS SR 88 type semi-auto. [n] Claridge HI TEC C-9 carbines. [o] Colt AR-15, 
CAR-15, and all imitations except Colt AR-15 Sporter H-BAR rifle. [p] 
Daewoo MAX 1 and MAX 2, aka AR 100, 110C, K-1, and K-2. [q] Dragunov 
Chinese made semi-auto. [r] Famas semi-auto (.223 caliber). [s] Feather AT-9 
semi-auto. [t] FN LAR and FN FAL assault rifle. [u] FNC semi-auto type 
carbine. [v] F.I.E./Franchi LAW 12 and SPAS 12 assault shotgun. [w] Steyr-
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AUG-SA semi-auto. [x] Galil models AR and ARM semi-auto. [y] Heckler 
and Koch HK-91 A3, HK-93 A2, HK-94 A2 and A3. [z] Holmes model 88 
shotgun. [aa] Manchester Arms ‘Commando’ MK-45, MK-9. [bb] Mandell 
TAC-1 semi-auto carbine. [cc] Mossberg model 500 Bullpup assault shotgun. 
[dd] Sterling Mark 6. [ee] P.A.W.S. carbine. [ff] Ruger mini-14 folding stock 
model (.223 caliber). [gg] SIG 550/551 assault rifle (.223 caliber). [hh] SKS 
with detachable magazine. [ii] AP-74 Commando type semi-auto. [jj] 
Springfield Armory BM-59, SAR-48, G3, SAR-3, M-21 sniper rifle, and 
M1A, excluding the M1 Garand. [kk] Street sweeper assault type shotgun. [ll] 
Striker 12 assault shotgun in all formats. [mm] Unique F11 semi-auto type. 
[nn] Daewoo USAS 12 semi-auto shotgun. [oo] UZI 9mm carbine or rifle. [pp] 
Valmet M-76 and M-78 semi-auto. [qq] Weaver Arms “Nighthawk” semi-auto 
carbine. [rr] Wilkinson Arms 9mm semi-auto ‘Terry.’” 

 
HB 450 also regulates “Assault Pistols,” which are defined as: 

 
“Any of the following or a copy, regardless of the producer or manufacturer: 
[a] AA Arms AP-9 pistol. [b] Beretta 93R pistol. [c] Bushmaster pistol. [d] 
Claridge HI-TEC pistol. [e] D Max Industries pistol. [f] EKO Cobra pistol. [g] 
Encom MK-IV, MP-9, or MP-45 pistol. [h] Heckler and Koch MP5K, MP7, 
SP-89, or VP70 pistol. [i] Holmes MP-83 pistol. [j] Ingram MAC 10/11 pistol 
and variations, including the Partisan Avenger and the SWD Cobray. [k] 
Intratec TEC-9/DC-9 pistol in any centerfire variation. [l] P.A.W.S. type 
pistol. [m] Skorpion pistol. [n] Spectre double action pistol (Sile, F.I.E., 
Mitchell). [o] Stechkin automatic pistol. [p] Steyer tactical pistol. [q] UZI 
pistol. [r] Weaver Arms Nighthawk pistol. [s] Wilkinson ‘Linda’ pistol.” 

 
Delaware HB 450 also regulates other similar copycat assault weapons containing features 

shared by Assault Long Guns and Assault Pistols.  

Development of Assault Rifles: 

28. It is generally recognized that the first “Assault Rifle” or “Assault Weapon” is 

the German StG 44 (Sturmgewehr Model 1944) which appeared in production form late in 

World War II.  Noted firearms historian and expert Ian Hogg referred to it as:  

“The Father of all today’s assault rifles”7: 
 

 
7  Hogg, Ian V. & Weeks, John S., MILITARY SMALL ARMS OF THE 20TH CENTURY, at 243 
(7th ed. 2000) (Exhibit C).  A brief history is also documented in Long, Duncan, THE 
COMPLETE AR-15/M16 SOURCEBOOK, WHAT EVERY SHOOTER NEEDS TO KNOW, at 4 (2001) 
(Exhibit D). 
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(image source: https://www.recoilweb.com/sturmgewehr-the-first-assault-rifle-100907.

html).  Earlier pre-production variants included the MP 42 and MP 43 (Machinenpistol 1942 

and 1943, respectively).  The Germans termed  the rifle “Sturmgewehr,” literally “Storm 

Rifle,” and a number of the features included utilization of a portion of the gas generated by 

the burning cartridge propellant to reload and operate the rifle, extensive use of steel stampings 

in its construction, a detachable magazine, a separate pistol style grip (not integrated with the 

shoulder stock), a barrel shroud, a bayonet mounting lug and a threaded barrel to facilitate the 

attachment of a grenade launcher.  It fired a cartridge that was smaller dimensionally and less 

“powerful” (in terms of muzzle velocity and foot pounds of energy) than the standard 8mm 

Mauser cartridge in use by the German Army in their standard issue bolt action Mauser K98 

rifles. 

29. It is important to note that the features designed into the German StG 44 were 

intended to increase potential ease of carry & lethality in battle: 

Gas-powered semiautomatic fire:  this feature enabled far more rapid fire than 
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was possible using the previous standard-issue bolt action rifles.  

Steel stampings:  as previous standard issue firearms used machined steel, this 

feature made for a substantially less heavy gun, increasing maneuverability. 

Detachable magazine:  because detachable magazines allow for the 

replenishment of multiple cartridges with one motion, this feature allowed for more 

rapid re-loading than previous standard issue firearms. 

Separate pistol style grip:  this feature greatly enhanced the ability of combat 

soldiers to quickly maneuver their firearms into firing position and retain stable 

control and aim while firing rapidly.  

Barrel shroud:  this feature encircles and protects the end of the barrel, 

keeping the barrel safe from damage caused by collision with objects and giving the 

soldier using the firearm an auxiliary grip on the barrel without burning his hand.   

Bayonet mounting lug:  this feature provided combat soldiers with an 

additional weapon for use in close combat. 

Threaded barrel for attachment of grenade launcher:  this feature also 

provided combat soldiers with an additional weapon, albeit for use at a greater 

distance.   

It is widely accepted that in the design of military small arms, “form follows function.”  

Each of these innovations primarily served to increase the firepower and lethality of the 

individual combatant. 

30. Following the end of the war, captured StG 44s were analyzed by the Allies, as 

well as the Soviets, and although there was reluctance to move to a smaller caliber cartridge a 

number of the features of the StG 44 found favor in the design of successive European, 

American and Eastern Bloc military rifles.  Noted firearm expert and historian Jim Supica 
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wrote in his forward to the book “Guns”:  

“Most military establishments hesitated to “downsize” the range and power 
of their primary rifles in the early Cold War years.  The semi-auto 
detachable  magazine concept was an obvious success and there was 
something to be said for full auto capability.”8 

 
As Lewis, Campbell, and Steele explain, allied and Eastern Bloc powers were 
realizing that:  

 
“Warfare favoring static defenses was a thing of the past. … Rapid 
deployment forces and superior firepower were … the watchwords of 
the future.”9   
 

As Supica further writes: 
 

“The assault rifle concept wouldn’t go away.  The Soviet Union accepted 
the lower power round idea in its fixed magazine semi-auto chambered for 
an intermediate power 7.62 x 39 mm round in 1945, the SKS, which saw 
wide distribution and production in Soviet client states.”10  

 
Two years later in 1947 the USSR followed the SKS with what Supica terms “The 

quintessential assault rifle – the Kalashnikov designed AK-47.” 

31. The design of the AK-47 carried forward a number of the features introduced 

on the German StG 44. These features include a gas powered operating system, use of steel 

stampings in its construction, a separate pistol grip, separate shoulder stock, a detachable 

magazine, a bayonet lug, and provision for attachment of a grenade launcher.  Due to the 

separate stock and pistol grip, the AK, much like the StG 44, also utilized a barrel shroud at 

the forward third of the rifle.  Some variations of the early AK-47’s (AKM) also featured a 

compensator at the muzzle that deflected gas upward and to the right to “compensate” for the 

rifle’s tendency to kick up and to the right with every shot. 

32. In the 1950’s numerous Nations sought to replace World War I and World War 
 

8  Supica, Jim, Introduction, GUNS, at 26 & 28 (2005) (Exhibit E). 
9  Lewis, Jack, Campbell, Robert K & Steele, David Eds., THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
ASSAULT WEAPONS, at 78 (7th ed. 2007) (Exhibit F). 
10  Supica, Jim, Introduction, GUNS, at 26 & 28 (2005) (Exhibit E). 
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II vintage bolt action and semiautomatic rifles with these newer and more effective designs.  

With the birth of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), however, utilization of 

Soviet Bloc AK or SKS Assault Rifles was not possible. Accordingly, a number of firearms 

manufacturers outside the Soviet sphere of influence developed military rifles which carried 

forward these same features to one extent or another.  Fabrique Nationale (FN) of Herstal, 

Belgium and Heckler Koch (HK) of Oberndorf, Germany are two noteworthy examples. 

33. FN developed the FN-FAL (Fusil Automatique Leger) and HK the G3, which 

found a ready market amongst nations that did not favor the Soviet AK type designs.  Both 

incorporated features which, like the AK, were derived directly from the StG 44.  Their 

designs featured some parts made from metal stampings as opposed to heavier and more 

expensive machined steel pieces.  A separate pistol grip, shoulder stock, detachable magazine 

and barrel shroud followed the basic design of the StG 44. As noted in paragraph 29, all of 

these features were designed by the Germans to maximize effectiveness in combat.  A flash 

hider and / or muzzle brake also appeared in production variations of both the FN-FAL and 

HK G3 rifles.  These rifles were destined from inception to become widely exported, as the 

domestic market in both countries was relatively limited.  The FN- FAL and G3 have been in 

production since the 1950’s and both FN and HK have licensed production to numerous 

countries in South America, Africa and the Middle East. 

34. By the late 1950’s through the late 1960’s most nations who could afford to do 

so had replaced early 20th century rifle designs with these newer and more effective rifles for 

their military forces. 

35. In the United States, progress in this arena moved at a significantly slower pace.  

The prevailing wisdom here was to stay away from lighter, smaller rifle calibers and cartridges 

as the .30-06 cartridge used in the M1 Garand Rifle during World War II had proven to be 
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more than successful.  The United States’ answer to the burgeoning move towards Assault 

Rifles was a variation of the basic M1 Garand operating system, the T44, or M-14.  

Outwardly, the M-14 retained a full length wood stock as did the Garand, but it featured a 

detachable magazine, select fire (both semiautomatic and full automatic) capability, and a 

flash hider.  It competed directly against the FN-FAL (designated T88) in U.S. Army trials and 

was selected in 1957. 

36. In the mid 1950’s, ArmaLite Corporation’s chief engineer, Eugene Stoner, 

developed a number of lightweight assault rifle designs which resulted in the AR-10 in .308 

caliber.  Its design closely paralleled what was now becoming standard assault rifle design:  

light weight (aluminum forged receivers as opposed to machined steel), separate pistol grip 

and shoulder stock, foregrip / barrel shroud, detachable magazine, and numerous flash hider / 

muzzle brake variations.  ArmaLite continued to refine the basic design of the AR-10, which 

resulted in the AR-15.  

37. In 1961, the Department of Defense purchased a quantity of AR-15 rifles from 

Colt for evaluation.  A number of these were subsequently shipped to US Army advisors in 

Vietnam to further test their suitability for issue to South Vietnamese Army forces.  Following 

the field evaluation, the Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency prepared 

a report11 summarizing the results.  Amongst the data compiled via surveys of the US Army 

Advisors are a number of comments regarding actual use of the AR-15 in the field and the 

resulting lethal injuries: 

 
11  Final Report of ASD / ARPA Research and Development Field Unit – Vietnam (Aug. 
20, 1962) (declassified at AD343778) (Exhibit G). 
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38. The AR-15s were also shipped to the Navy SEALs for testing.  As with the 

Army troops, the SEALs found the AR-15 to be an effective and lethal weapon.  Both sets of 
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troops reported on the AR-15’s light weight and low recoil, making it instantly popular.12  In 

fact, the AR-15 was so effective that the U.S. Army concluded that it was:  

“Found by its users and by MAAG advisors to be superior in virtually all 
respects to … [the] Thompson sub-machine gun and [the] Browning 
automatic rifle.”13 
 
39. Part of what made (and makes) the AR-15 so effective in certain combat 

settings was that it was (and is) designed to chamber and fire the 5.56 x 45mm cartridge 

(somewhat interchangeable with .223 Remington caliber).  It is therefore important to 

note the respective characteristics of the 5.56mm / .223 caliber cartridge that influenced 

the US Military’s decision to switch over from the 7.62 x 51mm / .308 caliber round used 

in the preceding model M-14 rifles.  

40. Dimensionally the 7.62 x 51mm cartridge is 71mm (2.8 inches) long 

overall and weighs approximately 0.9 ounces.  By comparison, the 5.56mm cartridge is 

57mm (2.24 inches) long overall and weighs approximately 0.4 ounces: 

 
12  Long, Duncan, THE COMPLETE AR-15/M16 SOURCEBOOK, WHAT EVERY SHOOTER 
NEEDS TO KNOW, at 19 (“popular with troops”) (Exhibit D); Dockery, Kevin, SPECIAL 
WARFARE: SPECIAL WEAPONS, THE ARMS & EQUIPMENT OF THE UDT AND SEALS FROM 1943 
TO THE PRESENT, at 127 (Emperor’s Press 2001) (SEALs “enthusiastically” using AR-15s) 
(Exhibit H). 
13  Final Report of ASD / ARPA Research and Development Field Unit – Vietnam, ¶ 3 
(Aug. 20, 1962) (declassified at AD343778) (Exhibit G). 
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(image source: https://www.intherabbithole.com/e176/).  Five pounds (80 oz.) of 7.62 

ammunition consists of 89 cartridges.  Five pounds of 5.56 consists of 200 cartridges.  

The lighter weight and smaller dimensions of a 5.56 / .223 caliber cartridge allowed more 

ammunition to be carried by an individual combatant for an equivalent weight.  The 

shorter overall dimensions of the 5.56 also commensurately allowed for smaller 

detachable magazines and / or larger Capacity magazines for the same size.  A 30-round 

magazine for a 5.56mm AR-15 rifle is smaller than a 20 round magazine for a 7.62mm M-

14 rifle.  

41. Performance in terms of muzzle velocity was also a consideration.  The 

7.62x51mm cartridge has a muzzle velocity of approximately 3200 feet per second (fps).  The 

5.56 cartridge has approximately the same velocity (for reference a 9mm pistol cartridge has a 

muzzle velocity of approximately 1100 fps).  But upon contacting tissue, 5.56mm bullets will 

“yaw.”  A bullet “yaws” when its nose begins to turn away from its direction of travel, 

contributing to the creation of large wound cavities.  By comparison, because they are heavier 
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and travel at a lower velocity, handgun bullets do not typically yaw upon contact with tissue 

and do not create as large a wound cavity or commensurate destruction of tissue.  The yaw 

movement of a 5.56/.223 bullet can also cause it to fragment upon striking bone, which 

contributes to additional tissue damage not immediately adjacent to the cavity itself.   

42. Noted Wound Ballistics expert Vincent DiMaio writes in “Gunshot 
Wounds,” 
 

“As the bullet enters the body, there is ‘tail splash’ or backward hurling of 
injured tissue.  This material may be ejected from the entrance.  The bullet 
passes through the target, creating a large temporary cavity whose 
maximum diameter is up to 11-12.5 times the diameter of the projectile.  
The maximum diameter of the cavity occurs at the point at which the 
maximum rate of loss of kinetic energy occurs. This occurs at the point 
where the bullet is at maximum yaw, i.e., turned sideways (at a 90-degree 
angle to the path) and / or when it fragments.  If fragmentation does not 
occur and the path is long enough, the yawing continues until the bullet 
rotates 180 degrees and ends up in a base-forward position.  The bullet will 
continue traveling base first with little or no yaw as this position puts the 
center of mass forward. 
  
The temporary cavity will undulate for 5-10 msec before coming to rest as 
a permanent track.  Positive and negative pressures alternate in the wound 
track, with resultant sucking of foreign material and bacteria into the track 
from both entrance and exit.  In high-velocity centerfire rifle wounds, the 
expanding walls of the temporary cavity are capable of doing severe 
damage.  There is compression, stretching and shearing of the displaced 
tissue.  Injuries to blood vessels, nerves,or organs not struck by the bullet, 
and a distance from the path, can occur as can fractures of bones, though, 
in the case of fractures, this is relatively rare.  In the author’s experience, 
fractures usually occur when the bullet perforates an intercostal space 
fracturing ribs above and below the bullet path.”14 
  

DiMaio further states, 
 
 “Projectile fragmentation can amplify the effects of the temporary cavity 
increasing the severity of a wound.  This is the reason for the effectiveness 
of the 5.56 x 45-mm cartridge and the M-16 rifle.  For the M-193 55-gr. 
bullet, on the average, the yaw becomes significant at 12 cm with marked 
tissue disruption occurring most commonly at 15-25 cm due principally to 

 
14  DiMaio, Vincent J.M., Gunshot Wounds, Second Edition, CRC Press, New York, NY, 
1999 (Exhibit I). 
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bullet fragmentation.”15 
 
The animation in the following video illustrates the temporary wound cavity DiMaio 

describes:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HM96wpPVoQ 

43. Despite some initial reliability problems due to improper maintenance by 

operators, the AR-15 was adopted as standard issue by the US Army in the mid 1960’s.  The 

production of the rifle had been licensed to Colt and initially the model designation was, as 

produced, AR-15: 

 

 
 
(image source: Ezell & Stevens, The Black Rifle, at 9516).  Shortly thereafter, Colt made a 

series of minor engineering adjustments requested by the U.S. military (aimed at 

improving reliability), and the AR-15 was designated standard by the U.S. military under 

the name M16.  The rifle proved to be as reliable and accurate as the AK type rifles 

deployed by the opposing forces in the Vietnam Conflict. 

 
15  DiMaio, Vincent J.M., Gunshot Wounds, Second Edition, CRC Press, New York, NY, 
1999 (Exhibit I). 
16  Ezell, Edward C. & Stevens, Blake R., THE BLACK RIFLE, at 95 (2004) (Exhibit J). 
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 Development of Assault Pistols: 

44. Like Assault Rifles, Assault Pistols derive from firearms initially designed and 

intended for use by the military in combat.  Specifically, the modern assault pistol is based on 

submachinegun designs.  

45. A submachine gun can generally be defined as a short or compact shoulder 

fired firearm which chambers and fires pistol caliber ammunition in select fire or fully 

automatic mode.  They are a pistol caliber (i.e. “subcaliber”) machinegun.   

46. Submachineguns share many construction and design features with assault 

rifles, including the StG44.  Like the StG44, submachine guns arose from World War II. Nazi 

Germany entered the war with the innovative “MP38” (Maschinenpistole 38).  It was 

chambered in 9mm and later, after several engineering changes, re designated the “MP40.”  

Like the Sturmgewehr rifle, its design features, commonly found in modern assault weapons, 

included an adjustable stock, separate pistol grip, detachable magazine, and use of steel 

stampings in its construction. 

47. While the United States initially entered World War II with a military variant of 

the Thompson .45 caliber submachinegun, it was heavy and expensive to manufacture, as a 

number of the major components were machined from solid steel.  Before the end of the war, 

the Thompson had been supplemented by the M3 “Greasegun” initially produced by General 

Motors.  The receiver was a stamped and welded sheet metal assembly with an adjustable 

sliding shoulder stock.  Like the MP38 the MP40, it had a separate pistol grip, a sliding / 

adjustable shoulder stock, and a detachable box magazine with a 30 round capacity.  In a 

utilitarian sense it was as effective as the Thompson, and at approximately $20, it was less 

than half as expensive for the US Government to purchase. 
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48. The United Kingdom produced over one million Sten Submachine guns during 

World War II.  A rugged and reliable firearm made largely from welded steel stampings, it 

was utility and ease of manufacture both combined and perfected.  Features shared with the 

M3 and MP40 included an adjustable and / or collapsible shoulder stock, a detachable box 

magazine and, on some variations, a barrel shroud allowing the operator to utilize the area 

surrounding the barrel as an auxiliary grip point without coming into contact with a heated 

barrel. 

49. Prior to and during World War II a number of other nations developed 

submachine guns, which followed the same design and construction philosophy.  Notable 

examples include the Soviet PPSH41, the Italian Beretta Model 38/42, and the Swedish Carl 

Gustav Model 45.       

50. Following World War II, most new submachine gun designs continued the 

design philosophy which combined utility, ease of manufacture and the features of wartime 

firearms.  In the early 1960’s, HK introduced the MP5, which became an immensely popular 

choice for military and Law Enforcement agencies worldwide due to its inherent reliability and 

accuracy.  Israeli military Industries also successfully marketed their UZI and Mini Uzi 

submachineguns for export. 

V. DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE-CAPACITY MAGAZINES 
 

51. The term “Large Capacity Magazine” (LCM) under Delaware Law refers to 

any magazine with a capacity exceeding seventeen (17) rounds, subject to certain exceptions. 

52. Modern semiautomatic rifles that are designed, manufactured and marketed as 

“hunting rifles” traditionally have had an internal magazine capacity of less than 10 rounds 

depending on caliber.  For example, the Browning BAR, as manufactured, has an internal 

magazine capacity of 4 rounds.  Modern assault weapons, including rifles and pistols, also do 
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not require large capacity magazines to operate.  In fact, based on my training, knowledge, 

and experience, I am not aware of a single firearm that requires a large-capacity magazine, as 

defined in SB 1 for SB 6, to operate. 

53. Large capacity magazines were not initially designed or intended for the 

civilian marketplace.  Instead, as with assault rifles and pistol caliber assault weapons, the 

lineage of high capacity detachable magazines can be traced directly to a military heritage.  

World War I introduced numerous magazine fed light machine guns to combat, and the trend 

continued through World War II.  As far as the individual infantryman’s rifle was concerned, 

in World War II the standard issue semiautomatic rifle for the US Army as well as the US 

Marine Corps was the M1 “Garand” chambered in .30-06.  The M1 has an internal (non 

detachable) magazine with a capacity of eight (8) rounds.  It was not until the mid 1950’s with 

the adoption of the M-14 that a rifle with a detachable magazine was approved for general 

issue to the US Military.  Loading and unloading of a M1 rifle is detailed here: https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=q9JPKQqiEL4  

54. From 1911 until 1985, the standard issue US Army handgun / sidearm was the 

Colt Model 1911.  The US Marine Corps and Navy also adopted the pistol in 1913.  

Chambered in .45, it has a standard magazine capacity of seven (7) rounds.  It was replaced in 

1985 by the Beretta 92 in a smaller caliber (9mm), which has a standard capacity of fifteen 

(15) rounds.  A brief Colt Model 1911 pistol animation is shown here: https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=SMC_gfza6Mk 

55. Magazine fed light machine guns developed or deployed prior to, during, and 

after World War I, and thereafter refined, improved the capability and reliability of this type 

of feeding mechanism on a large scale.  The ability to fire an increased quantity of cartridges 

without reloading increases the lethality and effectiveness of small arms in combat.  Less time 
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required to reload can equate to more time spent acquiring targets or shooting. 

VI. PROLIFERATION OF THE ASSAULT WEAPON PLATFORMS  
 
56. In the 1950s and 1960s, the move towards adoption of semiautomatic and 

select fire rifles by military forces became a global phenomenon.  Soviet Bloc nations rearmed 

with AK type rifles (and their variants), while NATO Nations adopted a number of designs 

from Colt, HK and FN, as stated previously, around a standardized caliber rifle cartridge. 

57. Colt sought to capitalize on the military acceptance of the AR-15 / M16 and 

soon proposed production of these rifles for sale to the civilian market.  Colt submitted a 

sample to the Treasury Department on October 23, 1963 for approval.  The sole difference 

between the military and civilian versions was removal of fully automatic capability.  This 

modification was achieved through nine changes to the fire control system.  These 

modifications did not change the general overall appearance or semiautomatic rate of fire of 

the rifle: 

                “1.   Removal of the automatic sear. 
                 2.   Elimination of the automatic sear hole in the lower receiver. 
                  3.   Elimination of the automatic sear well in the lower receiver. 
                  4.   Removal of the automatic sear hook on the hammer. 
                  5.   Removal of the automatic sear trip notch from the bottom rear portion of 
the  
                        bolt carrier. 
                  6.   Modification of the selector to eliminate the automatic setting. 
                  7.   Elimination of the “AUTO” position identification marking on the lower  
                        receiver. 
                  8.   Mechanical restriction of selector lever movement to two positions only:  
                        SAFE and FIRE. 
                  9.   Enlargement of the front pivot pin holes in both the upper and lower  
                        receivers, and use of a larger-diameter front pivot pin.”17 
 
The U.S. Treasury Department approved Colt’s semiautomatic version of the rifle, called 

the Model R6000 Colt AR-15 SP-1, in December 1963. 

 
17  Bartocci, Christopher R., THE BLACK RIFLE II, at 234 (2004) (Exhibit K). 
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58. All of the other features on these rifles that enhanced their capability as combat 

military firearms remained.  For example, the civilian versions retained the performance 

capacities of the military weapons they were based on, including the effective range, muzzle 

velocity and semiautomatic rate of fire.  In addition, the weapons retained the capability to 

accommodate large capacity magazines (more than ten rounds) as originally issued for 

military use.  The R6000 Colt AR-15 SP-1 even included the bayonet lug and flash hider.  As 

Popular Science magazine reported in 1965: 

“Out of the jungles of Vietnam comes a powerful, battle-proven rifle …. The sport 
version is an exact duplicate of the military weapon except for one alteration.”18 

 
The animation in this video illustrates the function of both semiautomatic and full 

automatic AR type rifles.  Note that the difference between the two consists of only a few 

parts in the trigger control group.  The same basic configuration and function of the 

military rifle, including its cartridge and firing velocity, is shared with the semiautomatic 

models:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omv85cLfmxU 

59. Like their assault rifle counterparts, post-World War II submachine gun 

manufacturers also created semiautomatic pistol versions.  HK’s MP5, introduced in the early 

1960s, included a pistol variant without a provision for a shoulder stock (HK SP89) (image 

source:  https://www.gunsinternational.com/guns-for-sale-online/pistols/9mm-pistols/

excellent-condition-factory-german-hk-sp89-9mm-pistol.cfm?gun_id=101037518): 

 
18  Popular Science, at 171 (Feb. 1965) (Exhibit L). 
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Israeli military Industries also successfully marketed their UZI and Mini Uzi submachineguns 

for export in civilian semiautomatic pistol variants (image source:  https://www.military-

today.com/firearms/uzi_pistol.htm): 

 

 
60. Additionally, a number of submachine gun designs proved unsuccessful in 

terms of Military and Government sales but nonetheless found a ready market when marketed 

as a semiautomatic pistol.  Notable examples include the Cobray MAC-10 (and successive 

variants) and the Intratec TEC-9, which began life as a Swedish designed submachine gun, the 
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Interdynamic MP-9 (image sources:  https://www.armslist.com/posts/11522946/st-louis-

missouri-handguns-for-sale--vulcan-mac-10; https://www.egunner.com/intratec-tec-dc9-

9mmpara,name,11952922,auction_id,auction_details): 

 

 
 

 

 
 

These assault-type pistols derive directly from their military counterparts. 
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61. From the start, firearms manufacturers and their marketing agents promoted the 

similarities between the semiautomatic civilian and full / select fire military versions of their 

assault weapons: 
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(image sources: https://gearsofguns.com/old-ar-15-ads/; Ezell & Stevens, The Black Rifle, at 

9819; 1964 Colt Catalogue20).  In the advertisements, Colt repeatedly advertised the AR-15 as 

its “answer to the demand for a semi-automatic version of the AR-15 automatic rifle purchased 

by the United States Armed Forces” that did not “sacrifice[e] any performance.”21 

 
19  Ezell, Edward C. & Stevens, Blake R., THE BLACK RIFLE, at 98 (2004) (Exhibit J). 
20  1964 Colt Catalogue (Exhibit M). 
21  1964 Colt Catalogue (Exhibit M).  Colt’s 1970 advertisement said substantially the 
same thing (Exhibit N), as did its 1978 advertisement (Exhibit O) (“The semi-automatic 
version of the U.S. Military M16A1 which meets the highest standards of function and 
dependability.”).  Importantly, Colt’s 1964 Colt also advertises the AR-15 for use with five-
round magazines.  As noted previously in paragraph 52, no firearm, including assault weapons 
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62. The firearms industry has continued to highlight their respective assault 

weapons’ military origins throughout the ensuing decades.  For example22: 

 

This includes manufacturers of assault pistols, who advertise their firearms as such23: 

 
like AR-15s, needs a large capacity magazine to operate.     
22  Guns & Ammo Magazine (July 2007). 
23  Kelly Enterprises, https://www.kellyenterprises.net/firearms/assault-pistols.html.   
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63. On page 15 of their Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, 

the plaintiffs incorrectly claim: 

“35. The State of Delaware mislabels scores of common rifles, common 
shotguns, common pistols, and “copycat’ weapons with a misnomer of 
“assault weapons.” 

 
They again claim on page 24: 

 
“What is more, the designation “assault weapons” is a complete misnomer, 
developed by anti-gun publicists” in their crusade against lawful firearm 
ownership.” 

 
Contrary to the plaintiffs’ claim of political contrivance, the term “assault weapon” derives 

directly from the StG 44 sturmgewehr, which literally means “storm rifle,” or “assault rifle.”  

The AR-15 was advertised as such consistently through the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, by which 

point references to “assault weapons” were common in the firearms community. Consider the 

1986 first edition of the “Gun Digest Book of Assault Weapons”:  
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In the book, which contains “detailed analysis of Assault Type Weapons,” editor Jack Lewis 

reviewed and test fired the Springfield SAR-48 (among other firearms), which is a 

reproduction of the Fabrique Nationale (FN) FAL rifle.  He found it to be “a weapon of 

war.”24 

64. Following the passage of the Federal and numerous State and local Assault 

Weapon Bans in the 1990’s, the firearm industry via the National Shooting Sports Foundation 
 

24  Lewis, Jack, Gun Digest Book of Assault Weapons, at 88-93 (1st ed. 1986) (Exhibit P). 
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(NSSF, a firearm industry trade and lobbying organization) reversed course and coined the 

moniker “Modern Sporting Rifle” to describe semiautomatic variants of the fully automatic / 

select fire M16.  But the semiautomatic variants of the select fire M16 are not sporting rifles at 

all.  Instead, assault weapons are semiautomatic copies of fully automatic (or select fire) 

firearms designed and intended for use by the military.  They retain features and performance 

characteristics (in terms of muzzle velocity, range etc.) originally designed and intended for 

use on the battlefield. 

VII. PROLIFERATION OF COPYCATS 

65. The expiration of Colt’s patents in the late 1970’s naturally spawned 

competition in the marketplace, and that competition accelerated in the years following the 

2004 expiration of the federal assault weapons ban.  Yet the basic configuration, appearance, 

construction, and operation of the internal gas operating system (as designed) has remained 

unchanged since its initial design and introduction as a military weapon.  Their specifications 

similarly remain standardized industry wide.  In fact, due to their modular construction, AR 

type rifles are easily constructed / configured with parts made by other manufacturers to suit 

the owner’s personal preference.  The rifle receiver itself (i.e., its frame) is designed as a two-

piece unit, and the “upper receiver” and “lower receiver” can be swapped out for other 

interchangeable pieces made by the same or another manufacturer with ease.  The design also 

facilitates replacement of internal fire control components and assemblies, which are generally 

completely interchangeable between military M16’s manufactured in the 1960’s by Colt and 

an AR-15 type rifle produced today by any one of hundreds of U.S. manufacturers that 

produce either receivers or internal operating parts.  For example, a Bolt Carrier manufactured 

in 1967 by Colt will fit, and function as designed, in an AR copy manufactured in 2023.  

66. The same is true of the overall configuration of “copycat” AR rifles, which 
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remain essentially identical to the original production design of the early 1960’s.  The basic 

design configuration is exactly the same:  a two piece hinged receiver frame, a shoulder stock 

in line with the chamber and barrel, an identically placed magazine, and the same external 

switches and other features.  The following video illustrates how the rifle’s hinged two-piece 

upper and lower receiver can be swapped out for other similar pieces with relative ease and 

facilitates replacement of internal fire control components and assemblies:  https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=F00FEJZbrb0 

67. While employed at the ATF NLC, I was a custodian of the Laboratory’s 

Firearms Reference Collection.  The firearms in the collection were regularly used by students 

in the National Firearms Examiner Academy and often required repair.  I have personally 

replaced internal parts in older Colt AR type rifles and Eastern Bloc manufactured AK rifles 

with recently manufactured parts from aftermarket vendors.  The parts fit without issue and 

the firearms functioned as designed after the repair. 

68. In fact, individual component pieces are so standardized and interchangeable 

that an individual can build a custom AR type rifle from the “ground up” as opposed to 

purchasing a complete firearm.25  A good illustration of this ease of customization, and the 

plethora of interchangeable parts and accessories, is the fact that Brownell’s Inc., an established 

gun supply retailer in Iowa, currently devotes the first 107 pages of their “Big Book” (74th 

edition) catalog of parts and accessories to AR type rifles alone:  https://www.brownells.com/.

aspx/bapid=835/ClientPage/brownells-catalog-74-pdfs. 

69. The same holds true for AK type rifles and, more recently, pistols available in 

the civilian market.  Although the design (and variants) of the AK-47 are more numerous 
 

25  Under Federal Law, the lower receiver of the AR platform is considered the “firearm” 
and requires a serial number.  Thus, a background check is required to purchase a completed 
lower receiver, but it is not required to purchase other components. 
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than the AR type rifle (as far as military production and use is concerned), it lags behind 

the AR in regard to domestic civilian popularity.  Nonetheless whether the AK Type rifle 

is of Russian, Chinese or other former Eastern Bloc manufacture, there is a robust 

secondary market in the United States for accessories, parts, sub- assemblies etc.  

Although not as easily modified as an AR style rifle due to its less “modular” design, 

there are customization options available, including a variety of shoulder stocks, sighting 

and illumination, etc. 

70. Additionally, much as with AR type rifles, there are numerous vendors selling 

all the necessary component parts needed for an individual to build an AK style rifle from 

“the ground up” as opposed to purchasing a complete rifle and subsequently modifying 

the firearm.  In actuality, the receiver of many AK rifles is simply a stamped metal “flat” 

which is available from numerous vendors online for as little as $14.99 (image source:  https://

www.buymilsurp.com/ak-receiver-flat-and-rails-p-3028.html): 

 
71. The AK ‘flat’ is bent into the correct configuration using a jig which can also be 

found from numerous vendors (image source:  https://ak-builder.com/images/detailed/1/ak_

builder_flat_bending_die_set.jpg):   
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72. As with the AR, the general configuration and specifications of internal AK 

operating parts and assemblies have remained consistent.  Regardless of the place of 

manufacture, there are numerous internal fire control, feeding and gas operating system 

components that are interchangeable between AK rifles produced by manufacturers over 

the past 40-plus years.  Again, as with AR type rifles, the overall configuration of the AK rifle 

receiver, internal operating systems and their parts, and performance (in terms of 

semiautomatic rate of fire, muzzle velocity, range etc.) are comparable to the military versions 

from which they evolved. 

73. As stated previously, the expiration of Colt’s AR patent in the late 1970’s 

spawned numerous “copycat” rifles from other vendors.  A similar situation occurred with 

respect to AK type rifles on an international scale.  These foreign manufacturers, including 

Norinco (China), Romarm (Romania) and Valmet (Finland), were or still are state owned 

enterprises, and tens of thousands of complete AK copies were imported into the U.S. by a 

number of foreign manufacturers before additional Federal regulation, Title 18, Section 

922(r), required that a certain percentage of the rifle’s parts be manufactured domestically. 

74. Regulation of imports, however, has not slowed the development of AK 
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“copycat rifles,” and numerous domestic manufacturers are producing rifles in the U.S. based 

on the original design and operating system. 

75. As with the assault rifles, the performance characteristics of pistol caliber 

assault weapons in regard to semiautomatic rate of fire, muzzle velocity, and effective range 

have not changed since their initial incarnation as military weapons, and their copycats likewise 

remain remarkably similar to the originals.  

VIII. PREVIOUS ASSAULT WEAPONS LEGISLATION 
 

76. Following previous longstanding legislation such as the 1934 Firearms Act, the 

1968 Gun Control Act, and the 1986 follow-up ban on machine guns, in September 1994 

Congress passed, and President Clinton signed, the “Public Safety and Recreational Firearms 

Act,” which was part of a larger omnibus  crime reduction act.  Commonly known as the 

Federal “Assault Weapons Ban” (AWB), the act banned the possession, transfer or 

importation of “semiautomatic assault weapons,” defined as: 

a. any of the firearms, or copies or duplicates of the firearms, known as— 
i. Norinco, Mitchell, and Poly Technologies Avtomat Kalashnikovs 

(all models) 
ii. Action Arms Israeli Military Industries UZI and Galil 
iii. Beretta AR-70 (SC-70) 
iv. Colt AR-15 
v. Fabrique National FN/FAL, FN/LAR, and NC 
vi. SWD M-10, M-11, M-11/9, and M-12 
vii. Steyr AUG 
viii. INTRATEC TEC-9, TEC-DC9 and TEC-22; and 
ix. revolving cylinder shotguns, such as (or similar to) the Street 

Sweeper and Striker 12 
b. a semiautomatic rifle that has an ability to accept a detachable magazine 

and has at least 2 of— 
i. a folding or telescoping stock 
ii. a pistol grip that protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the 
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weapon 
iii. a bayonet mount 
iv. a flash suppressor or threaded barrel designed to accommodate a 

flash suppressor; and  
v. a grenade launcher 

c. a semiautomatic pistol that has an ability to accept a detachable magazine 
and has at least 2 of— 
i. an ammunition magazine that attaches to the pistol outside of the 

pistol grip 
ii. a threaded barrel capable of accepting a barrel extender, flash 

suppressor, forward handgrip, or silencer 
iii. a shroud that is attached to, or partially or completely encircles, the 

barrel and that permits the shooter to hold the firearm with the 
nontrigger hand without being burned 

iv. a manufactured weight of 50 ounces or more when the pistol is 
unloaded; and 

v. a semiautomatic version of an automatic firearm; and 
d. a semiautomatic shotgun that has at least 2 of-- 

i. a folding or telescoping stock 
ii. a pistol grip that protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the 

weapon 
iii. a fixed magazine capacity in excess of 5 rounds; and 
iv. an ability to accept a detachable magazine 

 
77. The Federal AWB list of “named” firearms (specific models) (Part A of the 

above definition) and their “copies or duplicates” can be described as the “named firearms” 

list.  The firearms defined by review of their features were banned based on an evaluation that 

has often been called the “features” test.  Because of the conjunction “and” in the statute, both 

the named firearms (together their copies or duplicates) and firearms with certain features were 

banned. 

78. Subsequent to the passage of the Federal Assault Weapons Ban (AWB), firearm 

manufacturers and importers implemented modifications to a number of their firearms that 

were now banned under the “features test.”  The majority of these modifications were of a 
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cosmetic nature only in order to pass the test.  For  example, features of a ‘‘pre ban” Colt AR-

15 rifle could easily be removed / modified to meet the features test by removal of the bayonet 

lug, affixing a non-folding / collapsible or “fixed” shoulder stock, removal of the flash hider 

and removal of any attachment to accommodate a grenade launcher.  Modifications such as 

these had no appreciable effect on the operation and performance specifications of the banned 

firearms in terms of ammunition capacity, accuracy, semiautomatic rate of fire, effective 

range, or potential muzzle velocity of projectiles etc.  Cosmetically the rifles were different, 

but the lethal performance characteristics designed into these firearms when initially designed 

for battle remained identical.  

79. The larger crime reduction bill included a sunset provision for the AWB 

wherein the restrictions on named firearms, and those subject to the ban based on features, 

would expire in September 2004 unless extended by subsequent legislation.  The Federal 

AWB expired in September of 2004 and was not replaced or renewed by any subsequent 

Congressional legislation. 

80. For the purposes of this report it is important to emphasize two provisions in 

the State’s legislation.  First, as with the Federal AWB, it contains a list of “enumerated” (by 

make and model) banned firearms.  Second, the statute also bans “copies or duplicates” of 

those same specific enumerated firearms.  Third, state law also bans firearms that meet the 

features test which incorporates the same characteristics as had been present in federal law.  

Based on my training, knowledge, and experience, the enumerated firearms and copycats 

share specific features designed for military combat, described at length above, that are 

reflected in the features test portion of the regulation. 
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IX. RIFLE CALIBER ASSAULT WEAPONS AND SPORTING, HUNTING, 
AND SELF / HOME DEFENSE 
 
81. At numerous points throughout their complaint the Plaintiffs claim (without any 

supportive statistical data) that self defense is one of the primary reasons for the purchase of a 

banned firearm.  It is my opinion that an AR, AK or other banned assault weapon is a poor 

choice for this task. 

82. I have been asked on numerous occasions during my career what I would 

recommend for home or self-defense.  My recommendation is based upon my inquiry in 

return regarding the individual’s (and their family members’) personal experience and 

comfort level with firearms.  In over 25-plus years I have never recommended an AR, AK 

or other similar assault rifle as a home defense weapon. 

83. Home defense and / or self-defense situations are rarely, if ever, lengthy 

shootouts at long ranges with extensive exchanges of gunfire.  Banned assault weapons 

were designed to be effective at battlefield ranges of up to 500 yards.  The typical muzzle 

velocity of a .223 caliber bullet is 3,200 feet per second (+ or -). Common muzzle velocities 

for 9mm or .38 caliber handgun bullets are less than half of that.  Projectiles travelling at such 

high velocities pose a serious risk of over-penetration in most home construction materials 

such as gypsum board / sheet rock, and typical 2x4 lumber.  When this cartridge was 

designed for the AR-15 / M16, it was intended to kill or incapacitate enemy combatants at 

distances of hundreds of yards, not dozens of feet.  

In August 2014, the National Rifle Association’s “American Rifleman” published an 

article by Stanton Wormley called “The AR-15 for Home Defense: Penetration Tests.”26  

Wormley conducted penetration tests on nine different types of .223 / 5.56mm ammunition by 
 

26  American Rifleman, The AR-15 for Home Defense: Penetration Tests (Aug. 5, 2014), 
https://www.americanrifleman.org/content/the-ar-15-for-home-defense-penetration-tests/. 
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firing them through simulated wall sections constructed of gypsum board / sheet rock and 

wooden 2x4 studs.  When fired at a 90-degree angle to the walls all nine (including “frangible” 

rounds designed to disintegrate when hitting a hard surface) easily penetrated the wall section 

as well as water jugs placed three feet behind: 

“But just how much energy did the penetrating projectiles carry? All the loads, 
including the Glaser, exploded one-gallon water jugs placed 3 feet   behind the wall 
sections.”27 

 
The tests conducted by Wormley also included firing longitudinally through the wall 

sections resulting in the penetration of three successive 2” thick 2x4 studs by   a number of 

the projectiles.  These tests vividly highlight the inherent dangers of utilizing assault weapons 

with high velocity ammunition in a home defense scenario. 

84. In reference to the NRA American Rifleman article mentioned in paragraph 

18(b), current U.S. Army issue .223 caliber ammunition is capable of penetrating 3/8” 

hardened steel at 350 yards.  Potential over-penetration in a confined environment is 

problematic in terms of risk to bystanders or family members outside the target location.  Most 

jacketed, commercially available 5.56mm ammunition has impressive penetration capabilities 

in this regard.  Additionally, the (former) NATO issue M855 SS109 5.56mm is readily 

available for purchase by civilians.  This ammunition was designed to penetrate up to 3mm of 

“soft”, (non-hardened) steel. 

85. During a stressful situation such as a home invasion or break in, there may be 

multiple steps required by the operator to bring the weapon from a safe condition to a firing 

condition.  Manipulation of a charging handle, safety switch, or inserting a magazine may be 

difficult to accomplish under stress, particularly if the operator has not adequately trained or 
 

27  American Rifleman, The AR-15 for Home Defense: Penetration Tests (Aug. 5, 2014), 
https://www.americanrifleman.org/articles/2014/8/5/the-ar-15-for-home-defense-penetration-
tests/. 
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practiced with their firearm.  Other family members may not be familiar with bringing the 

weapon to a firing condition or fail to complete adequate steps to do so under duress.  

86. While I was employed as a Special Agent with ATF in the early 2000’s, the 

agency transitioned to an AR type rifle.  Each Agent was required to attend, and successfully 

complete, a one week / 40 plus hour transition training class in order to familiarize themselves, 

and qualify, with the firearm.  The training included repetitive live fire drills under stressful 

conditions.  Additionally, we were required to requalify with these firearms quarterly and 

repeat the same drills as during the initial transition training.  Nonetheless I witnessed Agents 

make errors during those drills, although they had performed them repeatedly under stress, that 

resulted in a failure of the weapon to fire.  It is worth noting here that the M4 carbines issued 

to ATF Field Offices were select fire rifles (i.e. machineguns capable of full automatic fire) 

that were converted to semiautomatic fire only.  

87. In terms of home defense and personal protection, I am of the opinion that 

assault weapons, whether in the form of a rifle or a pistol, are a poor choice for either purpose.  

Due to their weight and length many Assault Pistols enumerated in HB 450 require two hands 

to effectively aim and shoot.  Certainly the same can be said for a rifle.  In a home defense 

situation an individual may be required to use one hand to call 911 while attempting to operate 

a “two handed” firearm with one hand.  Such a situation would also preclude the homeowner 

from utilizing their “non gun hand” to pick up or guide a small child during such an event. 

88. It is also my opinion, based upon my training, knowledge, experience and 

research, that assault weapons were not designed for, are not well suited for, and are generally 

not preferred for traditional hunting purposes.  Neither was the .223 caliber cartridge 

developed for civilian hunting applications.  Because of the .223 caliber / 5.56 mm round’s 

proven record of causing significant damage upon impacting living tissue (when fired from an 
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AR type rifle), it is a counterintuitive choice.  There are numerous other traditional sporting 

rifles (and in fact military surplus rifles such as the Ml Garand) that are not banned by HB 450 

and are chambered in a caliber more suitable for hunting than .223 caliber / 5.56.mm.  The 

ATF found similarly in 1989 and again in 1998 when at the request of the Department of the 

Treasury it reviewed the features, characteristics, design, and capabilities of “assault-type 

rifles” and determined that those weapons should not be importable under federal law because 

they were not suitable for sporting purposes, including hunting and target shooting.  The ATF 

instead found that the assault weapons were “designed and intended to be particularly 

suitable for combat.”28   

89. If the individual seeking a home defense firearm has a preference for shoulder 

weapons, I have recommended a pump action 12 or 20 gauge shotgun (Remington 870, 

Mossberg 500 etc.) loaded and stored with the “hammer dropped” on an empty chamber, 

safety off.  The only action required to bring the shotgun from a safe unloaded condition to a 

firing condition is to work the pump action of the shotgun.  The advantages of this type of 

firearm and storage condition are unmatched stopping power, low probability of over 

penetration (as compared to rifle caliber and velocity projectiles), and little manipulation of 

safety mechanisms required in a high-stress situation.  The loading / chambering process itself 

is an audible deterrent.  Training and familiarization with this type of a firearm is simple and 

straightforward. 

90. For a handgun, my first inclination is to recommend an eight shot revolver in 
 

28  Department of the Treasury: Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, REPORT AND 
RECOMMENDATION ON THE IMPORTABILITY OF CERTAIN SEMIAUTOMATIC RIFLES, at 12 (Jul. 6, 
1989) (Exhibit Q).  The ATF concluded similarly in 1998 (Department of the Treasury, THE 
SPORTING SUITABILITY OF MODIFIED SEMIAUTOMATIC RIFLES (April 1998)) (Exhibit R), and 
again as to assault shotguns in 2011.  (Department of the Treasury: Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, and Firearms, STUDY ON THE IMPORTABILITY OF CERTAIN SHOTGUNS (2011)) (Exhibit 
S). 
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.38 caliber or .357 Magnum (Similar to S&W Model 627, Taurus Model 608, etc.) loaded with 

hollow point bullets.  As with my rationale for recommending a pump action shotgun, there 

are no complicated safety mechanisms to manipulate in a high stress situation, low probability 

of over penetration and ease of reloading with a speed loader should more than eight shots be 

required.  Revolvers are also easier and less complicated for other family members to learn to 

operate especially if they have less familiarity with firearms. 

91. In terms of a carry handgun, I value concealability over ammunition capacity.  

The advantage of concealed carry is protection without broadcasting the fact.  In a street 

robbery scenario, I believe the best course of action is to quickly extricate yourself from the 

“kill zone” and not engage in a protracted gunfight.  When I was employed as a Special Agent 

with ATF we were issued a Sig Sauer P229 in .40 S&W caliber as a primary duty weapon.  

We were also given the choice of a Sig SauerP239 in .40 S&W or a five shot Smith and 

Wesson Model 640 in .357 Magnum as a backup firearm.  When off duty I carried the S&W 

640 and a speed loader extensively as opposed to the P229.  I found it easy to conceal and am 

of the opinion that ten (10) rounds was an adequate amount of ammunition to enable me, or 

myself and my child, to extricate myself from a street or retail location robbery should I 

encounter one.  Consequently, I have most often recommended either a lightweight small 

revolver (S&W Bodyguard, Ruger LCR, Smith and Wesson Model 36,640 or variant) carried 

with a speed loader or a low profile small semiautomatic pistol (Sig Sauer P236, Ruger LCP, 

Colt Pocketlite etc.) with a spare magazine. 

92. The types of firearms classified as assault weapons under the HB 450 are direct 

developmental descendants of military weapons designed for use in combat.  The “civilian” 

AR-15 type retains the same performance characteristics (in terms of muzzle velocity, range 

etc.) as does the Military M16 and its variants (M16A2, M-4 etc.).  According to the US Army 
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Rifle Marksmanship M16A1, M-16A2/3, M16A4, and M4 Carbine Manual,29 the maximum 

range of these rifles is 2650-3000 meters.  They were not designed, nor are they particularly 

suitable, for home defense in short range close quarter situations. 

 
X. ASSAULT WEAPONS AS A GENERAL THREAT TO PUBLIC SAFETY 
 

97. As mentioned previously in this report, many of the firearms prohibited by 

statute directly trace their origins to those developed for use in combat.  As such, they were 

never initially intended for general distribution / sale to the public. 

As tragically demonstrated by recent mass shootings such as the Pulse Nightclub in 

Orlando Florida in 2016 (49 fatalities, 50+ wounded), the 2017 Las Vegas shooting (60 

fatalities, 400+ wounded), the 2022 Uvalde Texas School shooting (21 fatalities + 17 
 

29  U.S. Army Manual FM 3-22.9 on Rifle Marksmanship M16A1, M16A2/3, M16A34 & 
M4 Carbine, at 2-1 (April 2003) (Exhibit T). 
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wounded), and the July 4th 2022 shooting in Highland Park (7 fatalities + 48 wounded), the 

assault weapons (in conjunction with high capacity magazines) identified in the statutes are 

capable of inflicting significant carnage upon civilians in a short period of time. 

98. Assault weapons as prohibited under HB 450 pose a significant risk to Law 

Enforcement Officers.  It has been my experience that soft body armor issued to most 

Uniformed Officers has a “Level II” or “Level IIIA” National Institute of Justice (NIJ) 

protection rating.  These two ratings are suitable for protection against most handgun bullets as 

those projectiles range up to a 1200FPS (+ or -) velocity.  Rifle caliber assault weapons (AR & 

AK type) can, as stated previously in this report, achieve muzzle velocities of 3200FPS (+ or -

), which can readily penetrate Level II & IIIA Body Armor (as well as some Level III hard 

body armor, which is not universal standard issue amongst Law Enforcement Agencies 

nationwide).  Not only do these firearms pose a threat to overall public safety, they increase 

the likelihood that first responders charged with stopping such a threat, or attending to 

wounded citizens, may be injured or killed in the performance of their duty.  

This online video illustrates the capability of commonly available .223 / 5.56mm 

caliber ammunition to penetrate Level III body armor.  The author / narrator states that this test 

was performed at a distance of “about seven yards”:  https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=oMYkEMhPsO8. 

99. The argument that commercially available AR type rifles are somehow less 

dangerous or lethal simply because they fire only in semiautomatic mode is misleading.  They 

retain the identical performance capabilities and characteristics (save full automatic 

capability) as initially intended for use in combat.  With even minimal training, an operator 

can fire 40-50 shots per minute in semiautomatic mode, which is the U.S. Army’s standard 
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“rapid fire” rate in combat scenarios.30  According to the U.S. Army’s Field Manual, the most 

effective use of the M16 at ranges beyond 25 yards is rapid semiautomatic fire.31  Not full 

automatic fire:  

 

 

 
  
Such capability, combined with the performance characteristics of .223 / 5.56 ammunition 

originally intended for combat, can, and have, resulted in catastrophic civilian mass casualty 

events.  

 

 
30  U.S. Army Rifle & Carbine Manual, at 8-17 through 8-22 (2016) (Exhibit U). 
31  U.S. Army Manual FM 3-22.9 on Rifle Marksmanship M16A1, M16A2/3, M16A34 & 
M4 Carbine, at 7-8 (April 2003) (Exhibit T).  In fact, the U.S. Marine Corps adopted the 
M16A4 in 1998, which replaced fully automatic fire capabilities with a three-round burst.  
Military Today, M16 Assault Rifle, http://www.military-today.com/firearms/m16.htm. 
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James E. Yurgealitis 
 

 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

SUMMARY: 

Self employed as a Legal and Public Policy Consultant providing Technical Firearms and Forensic 
Consulting, Testing and Policy Research / Training Services to Corporations, Legal Counsel and the 
Public Sector

EDUCATION: 

B.A., Political Science and Psychology, St. John Fisher University, Rochester, New York – May 1985

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

December 2012 to Present: Independent Legal and Policy Consultant / Subject Matter Expert 

Currently provide independent consulting services to Corporations, Legal Counsel and Governmental 
entities in regard to Public Policy and Technical matters relating to Firearms, Firearms Policy, Forensics 
and Law Enforcement. Current and former clients include the Office of the District Attorney for Cook 
County Illinois, The City of Sunnyvale, California, The City of Highland Park, Illinois, The Office of the 
Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Center for American Progress, 
Washington D.C. I have provided sound policy and technical assistance for my clients to include expert 
testimony which successfully endured the opposition’s legal appeals to the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
and the U.S. Supreme Court.   

December 2003 to December 2012: Senior Special Agent / Program Manager for Forensic Services 
ATF National Laboratory Center (NLC), Beltsville, Maryland. U. S Department of Justice, Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) 

Directed the administration and management of ATF’s Forensic Training Programs to include the 
National Firearms Examiner Academy (NFEA) a 12-month training program for State and Local Forensic 
Firearm Examiner Trainees. Also managed two additional forensic training programs. Administered a 
$1M + budget in accordance with strict ATF and National Institute of Justice (NIJ) guidelines and 
reporting requirements. Responsible for oversight of all Forensic Firearms related research at the NLC. 
Supervised a full and part time cadre of fifty-two (52) instructors and administrative personnel.  
Maintained liaison with commercial firearms and ammunition manufacturers and subject matter experts 
and ensure that lesson plans and curriculum reflected the latest technical developments in firearms 
manufacture, forensics and their application to federal and state law. Applied for, received and managed 
in excess of $2M in external grants to facilitate uninterrupted delivery of training during internal budget 
shortfalls. Detailed to the Department of Homeland Security Command Center in 2005 with overall 
responsibility to coordinate and direct Federal, State and Local Law Enforcement assets during and 
following Hurricanes “Irene” and “Katrina” and again in 2010 for “Andrew” and “Danielle”. 

June 1997 - December 2003:  Special Agent / Violent Crime Coordinator, ATF Baltimore Field Division, 
Baltimore, Maryland 
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Responsible for management of ATF’s “Project Disarm”, a joint law enforcement initiative between ATF, 
The United States Attorney’s office for the District of Maryland (USAO), the Baltimore City Police 
Department, the Baltimore City States Attorney’s Office and the Maryland State Police. Duties included 
reviewing over 400 state and local firearms related arrests annually for subsequent referral to the USAO 
and Federal Prosecution. Managed a caseload of 75 – 100 criminal cases annually. Responsible for 
selection, referral, follow - up investigation and subsequent indictment and prosecution of armed career 
criminals. Testified in front of Federal Grand Juries in excess of 75 times annually. Was recognized, and 
testified, as an expert witness in the Identification, Operability and origin of Firearms and Ammunition in 
three Federal Judicial Districts. Toured over 25 firearms and ammunition manufacturing facilities in 
Europe and the United States. Temporarily assigned in 2001 for three months to the 9-11 Task Force 
investigation in conjunction with FBI Assets. Temporarily assigned to the D.C. Sniper Task Force 
Intelligence Group in 2002 for two months. 
 
June 1990 – June 1997: 
Special Agent, ATF Baltimore Field Division, Baltimore, Maryland 

Served in various capacities as a street-level Special Agent.  Acted as Group Supervisor and Assistant 
Special Agent in Charge on numerous occasions. Served on the Washington – Baltimore High Intensity  
Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) task force from 1995 – 1999.  Investigated armed narcotics trafficking 
organizations, seized assets, authored and executed Federal and state search and arrest warrants, 
conducted surveillance, interviews / interrogations, testified in Federal and state courts as a fact witness, 
purchased firearms, explosives and narcotics while in an undercover capacity, investigated fatal bombings 
and arsons, firearms trafficking, alcohol and tobacco trafficking, homicide, fraud and gun store burglaries. 
Also while detailed for 8 months as the Public Information Officer authored press releases, provided 
interviews to local and national print and television media outlets and made presentations to local and 
national public and special interest groups and associations. 

April 1989 – June 1990 and July 1986 – March 1987: Special Agent, United States Department of State, 
Diplomatic Security Service (DSS), Washington Field Office, Rossyln, VA 
 
Conducted investigations of violations of Federal Law under the department’s purview to include 
Passport and Visa Fraud, Illegal trafficking of restricted firearms and war materials to prohibited 
countries, human trafficking, seized assets, authored and executed State, local and Federal Arrest and 
Search Warrants,  testified in Federal Court as a fact witness, detailed on an as needed basis to the  
Dignitary Protection Division as Agent in Charge of  multiple protective details for visiting and resident 
foreign dignitaries, temporarily assigned to support Physical and Personal Protective Security in various 
U.S. Embassies overseas on an as needed basis, detailed to the Secretary of State Protective Division on 
an as needed basis to supervise agents assigned to augment the permanent protective detail. 
 
March 1987-February 1989: Special Agent, DSS, Secretary of State Protective Division, Washington, DC 
 
Served in various capacities as Acting Agent in Charge, Acting Shift Leader, Lead Advance Agent and 
Shift Agent. Responsibilities included close personal protection of the Secretary of State both 
domestically and overseas, extensive foreign travel to facilitate and prepare security arrangements for 
overseas visits to include Presidential Summit meetings, liaison with foreign host government officials to 
plan and solicit assistance with security arrangements, supervision of agents temporarily assigned to 
augment the detail, liaison with U.S Government Intelligence Agencies and other Federal, State and Local 
Law Enforcement Agencies to identify and protect against potential threats to the Secretary of State.   
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CLEARANCES:  Top Secret March 1986 valid through February 2015. Numerous prior SCI Clearances. 
 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE: 
 

- Instructed at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC), for ATF and other Federal 
Law Enforcement Agencies  

- Instructed at the International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA) in Budapest, Hungary 
- Instructed for numerous State, local and / or regional law enforcement agencies both in the United 

States, Canada and Central America 
 
LINKEDIN PROFILE AND ENDORSEMENTS: 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-jim-yurgealitis-68618464?trk=nav responsive tab profile pic 
 
REFERENCES: 
 
Available upon request 
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 Professional Qualifications of James E. Yurgealitis 

Independent Legal, Public Policy and Forensic Consultant 

 
I, James E. Yurgealitis, being duly sworn, depose and state: 
 
1.)   That I was previously employed as a Senior Special Agent / Program Manager with    

  the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms & Explosives, (ATF) United States  
  Department of Justice, and had been so employed since 1990. Prior to 1990 I was  
  employed as a Special Agent with the Bureau of Diplomatic Security, (DSS) United  
  States Department of State and had been so employed since 1986. 

 
2.)   I have a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Political Science and Psychology from St. John    

  Fisher College, Rochester, New York. 
 
3.)   I am a graduate of the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center, Glynco, Georgia,       
        the Criminal Investigator Training Program, Bureau of Diplomatic Security New  
        Agent Training, and the Bureau of ATF New Agent Training Program. 
 
4.)   I have completed the Firearms Interstate Nexus Training Program conducted by the       
        Firearms Technology Branch, ATF Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 
 
5.)   I have completed both Advanced Interstate and European Nexus Training conducted      
        by ATF in conjunction with several domestic and European firearm manufacturers. 
 
6.)   I have testified in excess of 200 times before Federal Grand Juries regarding the    
        classification, operability, and commerce of firearms and / or ammunition. 
 
7.)   I have previously qualified as an expert witness regarding the origin, operability /      
        classification and interstate movement of firearms and ammunition in U.S. District   
        Court for the District of Maryland, U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware  
        and the Circuit Court For Baltimore City, Maryland. 
  
8.)   I have conducted regular training for local, state and federal law enforcement    
        agencies both domestically and overseas regarding firearms classification,  
        operability and firearms statutes. 
 
9.)   I maintain a personal library of books, printed material and documents that relate to  

  the field of firearms, ammunition, and firearms classification, attend local and     
  national trade shows and professional association meetings, and regularly review    
  periodicals relating to firearms and ammunition. 

 
10.)  I attend trade shows, maintain contact with, and regularly consult with other     
        persons, to include  published authors and recognized experts in the origin,    
        identification and  classification of firearms and ammunition. 
 
11.)  I have, during my tenure with ATF, personally examined in excess of five thousand  
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 Qualifications Of  James E. Yurgealitis contd. 
 
firearms to determine their origin and classification and operability, and to facilitate  
the tracing of  those firearms.  
 
I have toured production facilities for numerous firearms and ammunition manufacturers. The 
tours were conducted by corporate historians, corporate officers, or production engineering 
personnel. 
 
Domestic Firearm Manufacturers: 
Bushmaster Firearms, Ilion, NY, USA 
Colt, New Haven CT, USA (4x) 
H&R 1871 Inc., Chicopee, MA, USA (2x) 
Marlin, North Haven CT, USA (4x) 
O.F. Mossberg & Sons, North Haven, CT, USA (4x) 
Remington Firearms, Ilion, NY, USA 
Savage Arms Inc., Westfield, MA, USA (4x) 
Sig-Sauer / SIGARMS Inc., Exeter, NH, USA (3x) 
Smith and Wesson, Springfield, MA, USA (4x) 
Sturm Ruger, Newport, NH, USA (4x) 
Yankee Hill Machining, Florence, MA, USA 
 
Foreign Firearm Manufacturers: 
Carl Walther GmbH, Ulm, Germany 
Ceska Zbrojovka (CZ), Uhersky Brod, Czech Republic 
Fegarmy (FEG), Budapest, Hungary 
F.N Herstal S.A., Herstal, Belgium 
Glock GmbH, Deutsch-Wagram, Austria 
Heckler & Koch GmbH, Oberndorf au Neckar, Germany 
J.P. Sauer & Sohn GmbH, Eckernforde, Germany 
 
Domestic Ammunition Manufacturers: 
Fiocchi Ammunition, Ozark, MO, USA 
PMC, Boulder City, NV, USA 
Remington, Lonoke, AR, USA (4x) 
Sierra, Sedalia, MO, USA 
Starline Brass, Sedalia, MO, USA 
 
European Proof Houses 
Beschussamt Ulm, (Ulm Proofhouse) Ulm, Germany 
Beschusstelle Eckernforde, (Eckernforde Proofhouse) Eckernforde, Germany 
Czech Republic Proofhouse, Uhersky Brod, Czech Republic 
Liege Proofhouse, Liege, Belgium 
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Qualifications Of   James E. Yurgealitis contd. 
 
I have been allowed regular access to the following reference collections: 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms and Explosives Reference Collection, Martinsburg, West 
Virginia, USA consisting of 5,000+ firearms 
 
Liege Proofhouse, Liege, Belgium consisting of 1,000+ ammunition cartridges 
 
Springfield Armory National Historic Site Firearms Collection, Springfield, MA, USA 
consisting of 10,000+ Firearms 
 
Smithsonian Institution (Museum of American History) Firearms Reference Collection 
Washington, DC, USA, consisting of 4000+ firearms 
 
Wertechnische Studiensammlung des BWB, (Federal Defense Procurement Bureau Museum) 
Koblenz, Germany consisting of 10,000+ Firearms 
 
I have toured the following museums: 
Heeresgeschichtliches Museum, (Museum of Military History), Vienna, Austria 
Hungarian Military Museum, Budapest, Hungary 
Springfield Armory National Historic Site, Springfield, MA, USA 
United States Air Force Museum, Dayton, OH, USA  
United States Army Ordnance Museum, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen, MD, USA 
United States Military Academy Museum, West Point, NY, USA 
United States Naval Academy Museum, Annapolis, MD, USA 
Wertechnische Studiensammlung des BWB, (Federal Defense Procurement Bureau Museum) 
Koblenz, Germany    
 
Membership in Professional Organizations: 
 
Member, International Ammunition Association (IAA) 
Technical Advisor (pending approval), Association of Firearm and Toolmark Examiners (AFTE) 
Member, Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association (FLEOA) 
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To: 
From: 

Subject: 
Enclosure: 

CONlFllDENTilAL 

ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY 
Washington 25, D. C. 

20 Au1u■t 1962 

Addressee, 
OSD/AR.PA ·- . 
F~eld Teet Report, AR-15 Armalite Rifle ;-:; .. ' - · . . .. .J]I 
Final Report, OSD/ARPA Research and Development IU~l , A~ :

1 
\ 

Unit -- Vietnam U 
: ··-· -.:.. J .. u-·~ 

·: 1.SlA Jl 

l. The AR-15 Armalite rifle has been subjected to a comprehensive 
field evaluation under combat condition• in Vietnam. The results of this 
evaluation, contained in the attached report, are forwarded for your informa
tion. 

2. Because of the controversy which has surrounded this weapon, 
particular care was exerci■.ed to insure that the te1t• were objective, 
thorouah and adequately documented, and to in1ure that valid data and 
concluaion• were derived therefrom. 

3, The auitability of the AR-15 as the basic 1houlder weapon for the 
Vietnameae ha• been e■tabliahed. For the type of conflict now occurri111 in 
Vietnam, the weapon was alao found by it• users and by MAAG adviaon to be 
superior in virtually all respects to the - a. M-1 rifle, b. M-1 and M-2 
Carbines, ~- Thompson Sub-machine gun and!· Brownin1 Automatic rifle. 

•• Test data derived from recent Ser.vice evaluation• of the AR-15 
in the U.S. support the technical conclu1iona of the report. The Central 
lntelli1ency A,ency has conducted similar tests; it is understood that the 
reaultllof that evaluation are eaaentially identical to those contained in the 
report. 

5. Photoaraph• 7 and 8, Appendix D, picturH of Viet Con1 KIA ahow
b11 the wowad effect of the AR-15 bullet, were deleted from the attached report 
by thi• office. 

6. The concluaion, and recommendation• of this report have been made 
a available to COMUSMACV and CINCPAC by the orl1R.r and~o D d 
, CIA by OSD/ ilP A. k' 

' , 
• C. Phelp 

Down1raded at 3 year CON ]F n JD! N T ll A n.. Aut Director. for 'AGILE 
intervals; Declauifled 
after 12 year•. DOD Dir 5200.10 
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MACRD 

CONIFlllDEN'll'HAL 

RESEARCH • DEVELOPMENT FIELD UNIT 
Advanced ReHarch Projects Aa•ncy 

Office of the Secretary of DefenH 
APO 143, San Franciaco, California 

SUBJECT: Report of Task No. 13A, Teat of Armalite Rifle, AR-15 (U) 

THRU. 

TO: 

Commander (3) 
U. S. Military Auiatance Command. Vietnam 
APO 143, San Franciaco, California 

Commander in Chief, U. S. Pacific (3) 
c / o Fleet Poat Office 
San Franciaco, California 

Advanced ReHarch Project, A1ency (3) 
Office of the Secretary of DefenH 
The Penta1on 
Waahinaton 25, D. C. 

31 July 1962 

1. (C) Forward herewith ia the final report of the tHt of the Armalite Rifle 
(AR-15). It ahould be noted that the report proper in it• prHent form refiecta the 
view• of the U. S. element of CDTC only. It ia bein1 handled in thi• faahion to avoid 
the inference that the Vietnamese, in Hekin1 a newer weapon, miaht have influenced 
the recommendation• in the report. 

2. (C) However, combat evaluation• in Vietnam are neceaaarily joint ven
turea and the reaulta ·muat be made known to appropriate QVN authoriti••· Thi• 
report will no• be coordinated with the VietnameH element in CDTC and will be 
officially cloaed out a• a combined report. It ia thouaht that thi• ia unlikely to 

CON·FIDEN'Ti'.AL 
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CONJFllDEN'll'RAL 

re1ult in any 1ub1tantive chan1e in the report •• now written. 

1 Incl. 
AR.-15 Report w/5 Annexet 

Copie1 furniahed; 
CHMA.AO, VIETNAM (4) 

WILLIAM P BROOKS, JR. 
Colonel, Arty 
Chief 

DOWNOaADED AT 3 YEAR. INTER.VA] 
DECLASSIFIED AFTER lZ YEARS 
DOD DIR 5200. 10 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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CON IFllDEN Til AIL. 

RESEARCH le DEVELOPMENT FIELD UNIT 
Advanced Reaearch Projectl Agency 

Office of the Secretary of Defenae 
APO 143, San Francisco, California 

REPORT OF TASK NO. 13A 

TEST OF 

ARMALITE RIFLE. AR-15 (U) 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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CONJFlllDENTilAL 

REPORT OF TASK NO. 13A 
TEST OF 

ARMALITE RIFLE, AR-15 (U) 

l . (U) REFERENCES. 

a. (U) OS,D Meuaae, DEF 907037, DTG 122354Z December 1961. 

b. (U) MACRD Meuaae 367, DTG 050203Z June 1962. 

c. (U) US Army Infantry Board Report of Project 2787, 27 May 
1958, Subject: Evaluation of Small Caliber, Hi&h Velocity Rifle - Armalite 
(AR-15). 

d. (U) Final Report, Li&htweiaht Hi1h Velocity Rifle Experiment, 
US Army Combat Development Experimentation Center, Fort Ord, Califor
nia, dtd 30 May 1959. 

e. (U) Evaluation Report of the Colt Armalite AR-15 Automa.tic 
Rifle, US Air Force Mark■man■hip School, Lackland AFB, Texa■ , dtd 
22 September 1960. 

f. (U) Report No. DPS-96, A Te■t of Rifle, Caliber . 223, AR-15, 
Aberdeen Provina Ground, Maryland, dtd 9 January 1961. 

I· (U) Fourth Report on the THt of the US Carbine, Cal. . 30, 
Ml, ORD Proaram f4972, Aberdeen Provin1 Ground, Maryland, cltd 13 
Aua 1942. 

h. (U) Fir■t Report on Te■t of Production Model■ of the Carbine, 
Cal . 30, M2, ORD Proaram f4972, Aberdeen Provtna Ground, cltd I Au, 
1945. 

i. (U) US Army Infantry Board Supplemental Report of Project 
No 2787, "Evaluation of Small Caliber, Hi1h Velocity Rifle• - Armalite 
(AR-15)", cltd 13 Auau■t 1958. 

2. (C) PUaPOSE. 

The purpo•• of thi• te■t wa• to determine if the Aa-15 Rifle i ■ 
compatible with th• amall atature, body confipration ancl li1ht weiaht of 
the VietnameH Solclier and to evaluate the weapon muter actual combat 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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CONFlllD>ENTilAL 

condition• in South Vietnam. At the :request of MAAG, Vietnam, the 1cope 
of the tHt was expanded to include a comparison between the AR-15 and 
the M2 Carbine to determine which is a mo:re suitable :replacement for other 
shoulder weapon• in selected units of the Republic of Vietnam Armed ForcH 
(RVNAF). 

3. (U) DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL: 

The AR-15 Rifle is a li1htwei1ht, aaa-operated rUle equipped with 
a 20-round, detachable maaaaine. It ia chambered for Cartrid1e, Caliber 
. 223. When fired in the rifle, thi1 round aives the 55 1rain bullet a muaale 
velocity of 3200 feet per second. It has a pla1tic 1tock with a rubber butt, 
auembled in line with the bore. Thia, in conjunction with it1 hi1h line of 
si1bt and separate band &rip, is de1i1ned to minimise rotation about the 
1houlder durina firin1, The two piece upper band 1uard i1 made of metal 
and plastic and i1 de1i1ned for ea1y di1auembly and rapid di11ipation of 
heat. A lever above the a rip on the left aide of the receiver provide• a 
selector for the triger 1afety, semi-automatic and automatic fire. A 
bolt catch hold• the bolt to the rear after the la1t round ha• been fired. A 
cover i1 provided for the ejection port in the :receiver. A three-pron,ed 
muaale attachment, threaded to the barrel, Hrve1 a1 a fla1h 1uppre11or, 
arenade launcher, and a front 1upport for a bayonet. The lower part of 
the front 1l1ht i1 machined to form a bayonet lua. Standard accea1ori•• 
include: Bayonet w/1cabbard: bipod w/caH; 1renade-launchina 1i1ht: and 
a clea.nin1 rod. Photoaraph1 of the weapon appear in Annex "D". 

4. (C) BACKGROUND. 

a. (U) Th• problem of Hlectin1 the moat 1ultable ba1ic weapon 
for the Vietnam••• 1oldler i• complicated by bia 1mall 1tat~• and liaht 
weiaht. The aver .. • 101dler atancl• five feet tall and weiah• ninety poaada. 
Principle US weapon• preHntly i11ued to VietnameH troop• lnclucle the 
Ml918A2; the Thompaon Sub-Machine Oun, Caliber . 45: and the US Car
bine, Caliber . 30, Ml. 

b. (U) BecauH of it• availability and the reault1 of extenalve 
studle1 and previoua teatin1 by military a1encle1. the Colt Armalite Aa-15 
Rifle waa Hlected in July 1961 a• the moat 1ultabl• weapon for initial teat•. 
Thia weapon wa1 developed by the Armalite Dlvi1ion of l'alrclaild Aircraft 
Corporation to meet the military charactel'iatlca for a Uahtwelallt rifle 
utiliaina the hiah velocity 1mall caliber principle. a waa flret teated by 
the US Army Infantry Board ln 1958 (Ref 1. c.). llnce then, the weapoa 
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and its ammunition have underaone exten•ive enaineerin& and •ervice te•t• 
by: Aberdeen Provina Ground; the Combat Development Experimentation 
Center, Fort Ord, California; and the US Air Force at Lackland Air Force 
Baae, Texa•, (Reh 1. d., 1. e., 1. f.). The rifle, with aeveral modifica
tion• reaultina from theae teat ■, i• preaently beina manufactured by Colt'• 
Patent Firearm• Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Connecticut. (Prior 
to completion of thia report, the U. S. Air Force adopted the AR.-15 a• it• 
ba•ic •houlder weapon, replacina the M2 Carbine, the Brownina Automatic 
Rifle and the M3 Sub-Machine Gun). 

c. (C) Baaed upon favorable obaervation• of the AR.-15 by both 
US Advt.on and R VNAF Commander■ followina limited firina demon•tra
tion• conducted in Vietnam durina Auau•t 1961, weapon• were requeated in 
numben •ufficient to conduct a full •cale combat evaluation of the AR.-15 
by aelected unit• of the RVNAF. In December 1961, the Secretary of 
Defen•e approved the procurement of 1000 AR.-15 Rifle•, nece••ary ammun
ition, •pare part• and acce••orie• for evaluation. 

d. (C) 05D/AR.PA neaotiated a contract with the firm of Cooper
MacDonald, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland, for procurement and air •hipment 
of all materiel. The fint •hipment wa• received on 27 January 1962 and 
•ubaequent increment■ arrived approximately every three week• until the 
contract wa• fulfilled on 15 May 1962. Operational evaluation and te•tina 
beaan on 1 February and terminated on 15 July 1962. 

5. (C) SUMMARY OF TESTS: 

a. (C) General. 

(1) (C) To accompli•h the •tatecl purpo•• of thi• te•t, it wa• 
divided into two parta, One part wa• a combat evaluation of the AR.-15 in 
which the weapon• were iHued to •pecially ••lected AR.VN Unit• for u•• 
in their operation• aaam•t the Viet Cona. Alona with the rifle• and ammuni
tion. Vietnam••• Unit Commander■ and US Military Advieor■ were 1iven 
weapon preference and operational que■tionaire• and requeeted to complete 
and return them after trainina and combat uae of the AR.-15. Sample■ of 
the•• queetionnair•• appear a• Appendlc•• 1, 2, and 3 of Annex "A". 

(2) (C) The other part of the te•t con■i■ted of a compari■on 
between the AR-15 Rifle and the M2 Carbine. Area■ in which the two wea
pon■ were compared included: phyaical characterietica; •a•• of di■aHembly 
and aHembly; markaman■hip ability at known diatanc••• ••mi-automatic 
and automatic fire; markman•hip ability at unknown dietanc••• Hmi-
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automatic and automatic fire; rugedneu and durability; adequacy of aafety 
featurH; effect• of open atoraa• in a tropical environment; ability to pene
trate denH bruah and heavy folia1e; and, the individual Vletname•• aoldier'• 
preference between the two weapon•. 

b. (C) R.eaulta, Combat Evaluation. 

(1) (C) For detailed report He Annex "A". 

(2) (C) Summary. The Vietnam.•• Unit Commander• and 
US Adviaor• who participated in the evaluation coneider th• AR.-15 R.ifle 
to be a more deairable weapon for UH in Vietnam than the Ml R.ifle, BAR., 
Tbompaon Sub-Machine Gun, and Ml Carbine for the followina reaaona: 

(a) (C) It i• ea•ier to train the Vietnameae troop• to 
uH the AR.-15 than the Ml IU11e, BAR., Ml Carbine, or the Slab-Machine 
Oun. 

(b) (C) The AR.-15'• phy•ical cbaracteri•tic• are well 
•uited to the •mall atature of the Vietname•• aoldier (Ne photosrapb• 
1 and 2, Annex "D''). 

(c) (C) It i• ea•ier to maintain the AB.-15 both in the 
field and in 1arriaon than the Ml llifle, BAR., Sub-Machine 0ml, or the 
Ml Carbim. 

(d) (C) Th• runeclneH and durability of the All-15 are 
comparable to that of the Ml Rifle and auperlor to that of the BAR., Slab
Machine 0ml, and Ml Carbule. 

(e) (C) The All-15 lmpoN• le•• loalnlcal burden than 
any of th• fom principal weapone preNlltlJ •me UH 'by VlMD&nM•e Force•. 

(f) (C) The All-15 l• tactically more veraatile than ay 
preHnt weapon beiDC uHd 'by Vi•tname•• Fore••· 

(a) (C) . In Nllli•aatomatlc fin, die accvacy of die 
Aa-15 l• COIUli•rN C0119Arable to that of the Ml adle, and aaperior to 
that of the Ml Carbim. 

(h) (C) In automatic fire, the accvacy of the Aa-15 ia 
con•idel'ed comp&l'able to the Bl'OWIWII Automatic &lfl• and auperior to the 
Sub-Maclaim Oaa. 
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c. (C) Re•ult•, Compari•on T••t of the All-15 Rifle and the M2 
Carbine . 

(1) (C) For detailed report He Annex "B". 

(2) (C) Summary: 

(a) (C) Te•t fl, Compari•on of phy•ical characteri•tic• 

(i) (C) Th• AR- U i• comparable to the M2 Carbine 
in •i&e and weiaht. 

(ii) (C) The addition of an int•aral arenacte launcher, 
tele•cope mount, and an acceHory bipod the AR-15 Rifle capabiliti•• 
that the M2 Carbin• doe• not poueH at preHnt and attainment of which 
would require modification of the weapon (He photoSraph 3, Annex "D"). 

(iii) (C) Both the All-15 and the M2 Carbine are com
patble with the U1ht weiaht and diminutive •tature of the VietnarneH 
•o~di•r (•ee photoSraph• 4 and 5, Annex "D"). 

aHembly. 
(b) (C) Te•t 12, Comparative ea•• of dba••embly and 

(i) (C) The All-15 i• •impler than the M2 Carbine 
u,,, require• l•H time to di•aHembl• and r•-••••mbl• for normal field 
c . -'Ulllll (••• photoSraph 6, Annex "D"). 

(ii) (C) The averaa• Vietnam••• •oldier can be trained 
in the di8&Hembly and aHembly of the All-U in leH time than for the M2 
Carbine. 

(c) (C) T••t fl, Mark•mu•bip ability, known di•tance. 

(i) (C) Tb• AllVN eoldier'• ability to •11nr accarate 
-emi-automatic fin at known dl•tanc•a up to 200 meter. with the All-15 and 

.he M2 Carbiae ia comparable. (It la noted that a lll&her pfK•ataa• of te•t 
participuta find .-U,Jilll aeon• with both tile All-15 and the M2 Carbla• 
than with die Ml 1\We.) 

(li) (C) TM AllVN eoldier can •11wer far more 
accurate autaaaatic fin at kaown diatanc•• up to ZOO meter• with the All-15 
tbaa be can with the MZ CarblM. 
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CONFIDENTRAL 
(d) (C) THt t•, Mark1man1bip ability, unknown di1tance. 

(i) (C) The AllVN 1oldier'1 ability to deliver accurate 
1emi-automatic fire on tar1et1 ol unknown ran1e u1in1 the All-15 and the M2 
Carbine ii comparable. 

(ii) (C) The AR.VN 1oldier can deliver more accur
ate automatic fire on tar1et1 ol unknown ranae ~th the All-15 than he can 
with the M2 Carbine. 

(e) (C) Te1t f5, Comparative rugedne11 and durability 

(i) (C) The AR.-15 i1 more durable than the M2 Car
bine under condition• that require prolon1ed firina. 

(ii) ( C) The All-15 will 1tand up to roup handUn1 
normally encountered in combat 1ituation1 better than the M2 Carbbaa. 

(f) (C) Te1t f6, Compari1on al the adepacy al 1afety 
feature,. 

(i) (C) The 1afety feature• on the Aa-15 &Dd the M2 
Carbine are comparable with re1ard to their adequacy and the AllVN ,oi.; 
dier•• ability to wulerltluul bow they function. 

(ii) (C) The location al a 1inpe 1elector 1witc:h, 
which combi11e1 the flm.ctiou al 1afety and type al fire Hlector, • the 
left if.de of the All-1511 receiYer where it i1 euily acce11i'ble to the tlmmb, 
enable• the AJlVN 1olclier to 1et the fir1t round off faater widl die All-15 
than be cu with the M2 Carbine. He muat mu.iplllate the •afetJ •elector 
• die M2 Carbme with hi• triger finaer, t1aen return it to die triger to 
fire. Wltla the All-15, he can keep hi1 fin1er ca the tri11er while muipa
latiq die aafety 1elector with hi8 U.mb. 

<• (Q t••& fl, Fffect• sC MC etnau !a a vmtw 
IPrirmm• 

(i) (C) The f1mctioni.q capahUity of die All-15 la 
le11 affected bJ proloaaecl apoaure to tropical weather tllUI dial of the M2 
CarblM. 
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CONFIDENTRAL 
(h) (C) THt 181 Bruah penetration 

(i) ( C) The trajectory of the All-15 bullet ia not ai1-
nificantly affected when fired thr0111h denH underbruah at ranae• up to 50 
meter■• 

(ii) (C) The All-15 round will penetrate jwlale under-
1rowth equally aa well a■ the M2 Carbine round at ran1e1 up to 50 metera. 

(i) (C) Teat 19, Troop opinion poll 

(i) (C) The areat majority of the AllVN aoldiera who 
participated in the compariaon teat prefer the All-15 to the M2 Carbine. 

6. (C) DISCUSSION: 

a. (C) The exteemely mobile type of oUenaive warfare beina 
■treHed by US Adviaora in Vietnam and the •mall atature ancl lipt weipt 
of the Vietnameae aoldier place a hip premium on amall, liptweipt wea
pona. In addition, the violent abort claallea at cloae ran1e• which are 
characteriatic of perrilla warfare in Vietnam make it hiply deairable to 
have a dependable 1N&pOD capable of producin1 a hip rate of accurate and 
lethal full automati~ fire. 

b. (C) From the viewpoint of atanclarclisation and aimplicity of 
trainin1 and the renltant lODI raaae reduction ol. die lopatica buda.. 
characteriatic• of exiatin1 -..apon1 W11re atwliecl to determine if a ~ 
weapon coalcl be fomul that wwld meet the requirement• for a buiciiioalder 
weapon for Vietaameae troapa. Bia be1inN that ncll a ....,_ NOIIW •
compaH the fo11owms deairable characteriatica of lndi.tclaal weapaaa: 

( 1) The effective ru1e ol. the Ml &ifle. 

(z» TIie lipt weipt and. amall me ol. t1Mt Ml Carbine. 

(J) Tlae full ntomati~ capability ol the BAL 

(4) TIie ailllplic:ity of the IMO. 

OCIMtr ldply deairule, U aOlt mMMl&tory, feature• WOllld iadade a 1-ywt, 
penade leuchm1 _. mper capuility. 
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CONFHDENTRAL 

c. ( C) The Alli. 15 appeared to more nearly •ati•fy the above 
pre•cirbed characteri•tic• than any other US weapon. The import of the 
Al\-15 weapon/ ammunition weipt for unit. that conduct extended opera
tion• without normal re•upply capabilitie• can be Hen in comparln1 the 
24 lb. weipt of an Ml with a battle load of 220 r~• of ammunition with 
the 12 lb. wei1ht of the All-15 with 220 round•. Thia weipt difference 
equal• approximately 430 :round• of Al\-15 ammunition. 

d. (C) The Compari•on Te•t (Annex "B'') •how• the AB.-15 to 
be dl•tinctly auperior to the M2 Carbine. Althoup the M2 Carbine h •uf
ficiently lipt for u•e by the Vietnam••• aoldier, it doe• not poHeH the 
euential characteri•tic• of a ba•ic weapon for affen•ive warfare. It ladt• 
the effective ran1e of the Ml Rifle and ha• a hip malfunction rate (B.ef 
1. e. and 1. h. ). However, it i• apparently available and wa• con•idered 
by MAAG a• the prime competitor a1ain•t the AB.-15. 

•• (C) The Combat Evaluation (Annex "A.11) •how• that all US 
Advi•on and Vietnam••• Commander• who participated in the evaluation 
prefer the AB.-15 to any other weapon with which the llVNAI' are now 
armed. The lethality of the AB.-15 and ita reliability record were parti
cularly impre•aive. All confirmed ca•ualtie• inflicted by the AB.-15, 
includln1 extremity hita, were fatal (•ee photoarapha 7 and 8, Annex 11D"). 
The hip de1ree of reliability and trOllble-free performance of the weapon 
reflected in previ•• teat report• (B.ef 1. c., 1. d., and 1. f.) wu alao note
worthy clurina the te•tlna and evalutaion here. No put• breakaa• waa 
encountered while firln1 approximately 80, 000 romu!• clurln1 the Compari
•on Te•t. Oaly two put• have been i•ned to date to replace breakaae for 
the entire 1,000 weapon•. Stoppaa•• Oil the Aa-15 are eaaily cleared by 
the inclividual aoldier thra11p the application of "immediate acU..11• 

f. (C) A tboroup review of the numerou atateaide Aa-15 teat 
report• referenced In paraaraph 1 reveala notldaa wlaich would make the 
fore1oma viewa uaaoaDd. The reported poor performance of the Aa-15 
under cold weadler condition■ i• of ao concern ill Vietaam. TM widely 
held Yiew tllat the Aa-15 operate• pi,orly under rainy caditi-■ wu Ila· 
proved ln the weapoD'• ••ccmd teat by Aberdeen Proriaa Groaad (a.I 1. f. ). 
Tlloae renlb were cOllfirmed here clurma field operatioaa. No deftcieacie• 
in the W.apGll recautrilla correction prior to adaptiOD were fouad 4uia& the 
teat ill Vietnam, a!thonp two minor c:Juma•• are recommended for prod\act 
impl'OYemeat. TIM•• recommeadati•• appear bl 4-- "C". 

1- (Q TM comNt evahaatioa part of tlda ten la aomenat au
jectiye lllac• it la baaed OD the indiYidual ,-.-•• of may uera. Jt ia 
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CONJFIJDENTRAL 

believed, however, that the profeuional jud1menta ol. the aenior US 
Advi1on and Vietnameae Commander■ of the unit• te•tin1 the weapon, all 
of whom are mature, experienced 1oldier1, doe1 provide for a 1ound com
bat appraiaal. 

h. (C) From an operational viewpoint, it ii believed that the teat• 
conducted in Vietnam ahow the 1uperiority of the All-15 over the MZ Carbine 
and over other weapon• now iuued to llVNAF. It i• believed that the deci-
1ion a1 to what unit• miaht be iuued the All-15 or which weapon• the 
All-15 mipt replace i• dependent on coat and lo1iatical factor• which are 
beyond the puzview of thi1 unit. 

7. (C) CONCLUSIONS: It i1 concluded that: 

a. ( C) The All-1 S i1 more compatible with the li1ht weipt and 
1mall 1tature of the Vietnameae aoldier than the Ml llifle, the Browmn.1 
Automatic lUfle, and the Thompaon kb-Machine Oun. 

b. (C) The All-15 ie auperior to the M2 Carbine. 

c. (C) The M2 Carbine lack• the neceaAry dependability and 
veraatility for conaidera~on a1 the baaic ahow.der weapon for Vi•tnameae 
troop,. 

d. ( C) The AR.- 1. 5 ::.s capable of replacina any or all of the 
ahowder weapon• cuucmt.:..y ',t!-.:.nl used by the Arm.eel l'orcea of the &epuWic 
of South Vietnam. 

e. (C) The AR.-15 ;s con11idered by both Vietnam••• Commanclera 
and U.S. Military Adviaore who participated in the teat• u the beat "all 
around" ahoulder weap,., .... :'.n v:etnam. 

8. (C) llSCOMMENDATlONS: It ia recommended that: 

a. (C) The AR-1.:- be con1iderecl for adopticm u the baaic we&pOD 
for all RVNAI' with a,.~,. .• .- °:()Ward imprcwma effectiven••· and ~ 
traimn1 and weapona/le:~::.a~c:s 1y11tema. 

b. ( C) Prior lty ior adopticm ol die A&-15 be pv• to dlo•• mt• 
wlllda fNfl'l9atly operate in Junale environmeat for ...._ perioda. INtc••• 
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CONFIDENTRAL 

of the 1ipificant operational and lo1i1tical advanta1e• accruin1 to their 
havin1 the li1hte■t and mo■t effective weapon/ ammunition combination 
available. 

c. (D) The Ml and/or MZ Carbine continue to be i■■ued only 
to tho■e individual■ who, becau■e of their duty or po■ition, can function 
effectively with a weapon be■t ■uited for a defen■ive role. 

ANNEXES: 
A. Combat Evaluation w/3 Appendice■ 
B. Compari■on Te■t 
C. Su11e1ted Corrective Action• 
D. Photo1raph■ 1 throu1h 8 
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. ANNEX "A II 

DETAILS OF THE 
COMBAT EVALUATION OF THE All-15 

L (C) GENERAL • 

. :Selected Vietnamese Unit• which had previoualy been en1a1ed in 
conaiderable combat were iHued All-15 lliflea and ammunition for uae 
aaainat the Viet Cona. In addition, each Unit Commander and US Military 
Adviaor with theae unit• waa pven queaticmnairea in which he waa requeated 
to evaluate the All-15 in compariaon with the other weapcna preaently uaed 
by the llVNAF. (See Appendicea 1, 2, and 3 for aamplea of queationnairea.) 

n. (C) DlSTlUBUTION OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION. 

Unit All-15 IUflea Ammunition 

7th Infantry Diviaion 100 SO, 000 rda 

llanaera 100 SO, 000 rda 

Airborne Briaade 390 195,000 rd1 

VN Marine• 100 50,000 rda 

VN Special Force• 100 so. 000 rda 

Special Battalion• 125 120,000 rda 

5th Infantry Diviaion 40 25,000 rda 

J'ather Hoa 10 10. 000 rda 

Total 965 550,000 rd• 

m. (C) DSTAIJ..S OJ' TUT. 

A. (C) ~go .. : To evaluate the performance of the All-15 Rifle 
under actual comliat ooaditioaa and to com.pue tlu.• performance to that of 
the weapon• preantly betn.1 uaed by the RVNAI'. 
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CONFIDENTRAL 

B. ( C) Method: Each Unit Commander and US Military Ac:lvi1or of 
thoH unit• receivin1 All-15 1Ufle1 evaluated it• performance in combat and 
compared it to the performance of thoH weapon• pre1ently bein1 u1ed by 
the R.VNAF. Area• in which the All-15 wa1 evaluated and compared in
cluded: trai.nin&; phy1ical characteriltic1; ea1e of maintenance; ru11edne11 
and durability; lop1tical con1ideration1; accuracy; and tactical ver1atility. 
In the que1tionnaire1 1iven them, Commander• and Ac:lvi1or1 were inltructed 
to award 5 point• to the mo1t de1irable weapon, 4 point• to the 1ecand, 3 
point• to the third, 2 point• to the fourth, and 1 point to the leut dHirable 
weapon in each cate1ory delineated above. 

C. (C) R.e1ult1: The re1ult1 from the que1tionnaire1 are Ht forth 
in the table below and reflect the evaluation of the All-15 by Commander1 
and Advi1or1 of mo1t of the different type• of tactical unit• in Vietnam (a1 
b1ted in paraaraph 11 above). The fipre• indicate the total number of 
point• awarded to each weapon by VietnameH Unit Commander1 and U.S. 
Military Ac:lvi1or1 in their joint re1pon1e1 to the que1tionnaire1. 

1. Trainina. Ml Ml Max. 
All-15 R.ifle BAil SMG Carbine Po••• 

a. Simpleat to train the 
troop• to u1e 59 " 15 37 55 70 

b. Simpleat to train in 
functioninl 61 so 15 37 47 70 

c. Simpleat to train in 
di1a11embiy and a11embly 63 48 H 37 48 70 

Total 183 142 " 111 150 210 

2. PhI•ical Characteri1tic1 Ml Ml Max. 
AR.-15 IUfle Bil SMG Carbine Po11. - -a. J:a1ie1t for aoldier to 

aim and fire 60 29 17 42 62 70 

b. J:a1ie1t to carry over 
open terrain 59 29 H 43 70 

c. J:a1ie1t to carry throuah 
Jun1le terrain 59 29 H 45 63 70 

d. J:a1ie1t to hold on a tar1et 
while firtna 1everal round■ 69 40 24 24 53 10 

Total 24? 12? 69 154 242 210 
2 
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3. Maintenance Ml Ml Max. 

AR.-15 R.ifle BAR. SMG Carbine Pou. 
a. Simple•t to di•auemble 
and auemble 65 43 14 39 49 70 

b. Ea•ie•t to maintain in 
the field 63 51 16 34 46 70 

-
Total 128 94 30 73 95 140 

4. Ru11edneu • Du.rabili!I Ml Ml Max. 
AR.-15 R.ifle BAR. SMG Carbine Pou. 

a. Mo•t rugged weapon 52 59 33 35 31 70 

b. Had fewe•t •toppage• or 
malfunction• during firing 59 59 20 32 39 70 

c. Mo•t reliable under all 
condition• 57 60 28 30 35 10 -Total 168 1'18 81 97 105 210 

5. Lo1i•tic• Ml Ml Max. 
AR.-15 R.ifle ~ SMG Carbine Pou. -a. lmpoH• lea•t logi•tical 

burden 66 47 17 30 50 70 -Total 66 47 17 30 50 70 

6. Tactical Ml Ml Max. 
AR.-15 Rifle BAR. SMG CarMne PoH. 

a. Eaaie•t to employ 64 40 18 39 49 70 

b. Preferred in ambu•h/ 
counter-ambu•h •ituation• 69 28 36 29 70 

c. Preferred aaain•t maHed 
troop, 65 32 61 33 19 70 

d. Tactically moat veraatile 69 43 38 29 31 70 - -
Total 267 14S:- UJ 149 128 210 
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CONFIDENTHA.R. 
7. General Ml Ml Max. 

, AR.-15 R.ifle BAR. SMG Carbine Poaa. 
a. Preferred by troop• 67 28 7a 46 51 70 

b. Preferred by commanden 
and advi1on 6f 33 21 39 f3 70 

c. Mo1t 1uited to VN 1oldier 
under pre1ent tactical condi-
tion1 67 30 21 ,2 50 70 

d. Mo1t effective at moat 
common ranae for enaaaina VC 
(0-200 metera) 63 f6 f9 22 30 70 

Total 261 137 109 lf9 174 280 

Recapitulation: In all aspect• covered, the total ratin11 for all weapon• were 
a1 followa: 

AR.-15 MlR.ifle 

1320 868 

BAR. 

503 

SMG 

763 

MlCarbine Maximum Po■1ible 

894 1470 -
8. Accuracy. Advi1on and Unit Commander• were requeated to evaluate 
the accuracy of the AR.-15 and compare it with other preHnt weapon■ iD both 
automatic fire and 1emi-automatic fire. Their evaluation ia reflected in the 
followin1 table: 

a. Semi-automatic fire 

b. Automatic fire 

AR.-15 
61 

65 

Ml 
R.ifle 
62 

BAR. SMG -
57 42 

Ml 
Carbine 

45 

Max. 
Po••• 

16 

70 

9. (C) R.emarka. Unit Commandera' and Adviaon' remark• conc•nuna the 
value of the All-15 to Vietn&meae Unit• and it• worth a• a combat weapon in 
the war in South Vietnam a• oppoaed to exi1Un1 weapon• were alao req,aeated. 
Generally, the comment• were extremely favorable to the All-15. All of 
the comment• received are preaented below in their entirety and in the form 
in which they were received. 

(1) (C) "On 160900 June 62, one platoon from the 140 R&naer Company 
waa on an operation vie. YT260750 and contacted 3 armed VC in heavily 
toreated Junale. Two VC had carbine1, arenad••• minH, and one had a 
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SMO. At a di1tance of approximately 15 meter■, one R.anaer fired an 
AR.-15 full automatic hittina one VC with 3 round• with the fint l:Nr ■t. One 
round in the head-took it completely ofi. Another in the riaht arm, took 
it completely off, too. One round hit him in the ript 1ide, cau1in1 a hole 
about five inche1 in diameter. It cannot be determined which round killed 
the VC l:Nt it can be aHumed that any one of the three would have cauaed 
death. The other 2 VC ran, leavina the dead VC with 1 carbine, 1 arenade 
and 2 min••· " (R.anaer ■) 

(2.) (C) "On 9 June a R.anaer Platoon from the 40th ln1 R.eat waa 
aiven the miaeion of aml:N1hin1 an e■timated VC Company. The detail■ 
are a1 follow1: 

a. Number of VC killed: 5 
b. Number of AR.-1511 employed: 5 
c. R.anae of en1a1ement: 30-100 meter■ 
d. Type wounda: 

1. Back wound, which cau■ed the thoracic cavity to explode. 
2. Stomach wound, which cau■ed the a~ominal cavity to 

explode. 
3. Buttock wound, which deetroyed all ti11ue of both 

buttock■• 

•· Che1t wound from riaht to left, de■troyed the thoracic 
cavity. 

5. Heel wound, the projectile entered the 'bottom of the 
riaht foot cau1in1 the lea to 1plit from the foot to the 
hip. 

The■e death• were inflicted by the AR.-15 and all were in1tan
taneou1 except the buttock wound. He lived approximately five minute■• 

The followma i• a li1t of minor deficiencie■ noted durina thia 
period: 

a. The stock and heat deflector will reflect liaht. Thia lipt 
i1 vi1ible for approximately 150 feet at nipt. 

b. A braaa bruah is needed to remove carbon from the bolt 
carrier. " (llanaen) 

(3.) (C) "72 AR.-15 lliflH were carried into thi1 action (airborne a1-
1ault). The drop aone waa barely acceptable and many troop■ luuled in 
hip tr•••• Several LMO'• and BAR.'• were not operational after the drop. 
Only one Alt.-15 waa reported 1liptly clama1•d (clama1ed pi•tol 1rip) alMl 
all were operational. Tlucnapout the entire operation, which la•ted 6 daya 
and covered over 40 kilometer■ of difficult terrain incl11Cti.ns den•• j\mpe 
and fr .. unt water croaain11, the weapon• (Alt.-15) held up exceptionally 
well. " (Airborne Bri1ade) 
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CONFIDENTRAL 
(4.) (C) "The AR.-15 proved to be an effective weapon on thi1 opera

tion for the followin1 rea1on1: 

a. The weapon held up very well on the paradrop which took 
place on a 1mall drop zone 1urrouncled by den1e fore1t1. Landin11 of the 
trooper■ were much rou1her than normal. Many troapa landed in hip 
treea. Thil aubjected the individual weapon, to a much more Hvere te1t 
than uaual. Some of the LMG'• and BAil'• were not operational after the 
jump. All All-15'• were functional. 

b. Field maintenance on thia weapon (All-15) proved to be much 
1impler than on the other weapon,. 

c. While no decilive en1a1ement wa1 made ao that the 1trikin1 
power of thi1 weapon (Aa-15) could be obHrved, the troop• had 1reat 
confidence in it and it i• my belief that it wow.d have 1reatly increaHd our 
overall firepower had it been teated. 11 (Airborne Briaade) 

(S.) (C) 11Durin1 the period from 16 April to 11 May 1962, the 8th 
Battalion, Airborne Briaade, participated in two (2) operation• of five ( 5) 
and four (4) day• duration. 

The All-15 wa1 carried durin1 both operation,. I waa not in a po1i
tion to obHrve the en1a1ement of Viet Con1 with the All-15 durina either 
operation althou1h it wa1 fired on different occaaion1. 

The followin1 remarks therefore, are confined to other ob1ervation1 
and peuonal opinion• on the AR.-1 S: 

a. Maintenance requirements for the il-1S were ne1li1ible. 
1 in1pected numerou• weapon• throughout the entire period stated above and 
alway• found the weapon• in excellent firing condition. 

b. A 1reat 1implification in the •mall arm, weapon• could be 
effected by the adoption of the il-15 to replace the BAil, Ml, and Car
bine. The effectivene11 of the weapon (AR.-15), however, I cannot atte1t 
to at thi• time. 

c. The troopen have a areat amount of re1pect for the il-1 S. 
If the weapcm were adopted a• TOlt& for Airborne Unit,, there wauld be a 
tremendCNI p1ycholo1ical uplift in the individual aoldier'• belief in hi• 
ability to ,hoot and kill." (Airborne Briaad•) 
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CCONFIIDENTRAL 
(6.) (C) "One company (96 off• EM) completely equipped with the 

All-15. Six operation• took place prior to any real u1e of the weapon. 

Five VC were hit, all five with body wound1, and all five killed. 
Four were probably killin1 wound• with any weapon li1ted., but the fifth 
wa1 e11entially a fle1h wound. The AR.-15 made it a fatal wound. 

The troop, have a 1reat deal of re1pect for the weapon and prefer it 
to all othen. They take excellent care of it. 

One left upper handpard wa1 cracked and broke durin1 routin1 a 
1tubborn captive from a wooded area. The 1oldier concerned placed the 
handpard a1ain1t a VC head with con1iderable force. " (7th Infantry Div
i1ion) 

(7.) (C) "On 23-24 May 1962, one company completely equipped . 
with AR.-1511 (87) plua Bn Hq element• waa involved in one lipt and one 
heavy action. No wounded were captured and all ca1ualtie1 were inflictecl 
with the AR.-15. 27 Viet Con1 were killed (24 counted by the advi1or) and• 
25 captured. Grenade• were ueed for the firat time and were very effec
tively employed at ran1e• of 100-500 meter•. They 1erved a1 the real 
artillery 1upport a1 we could not 1et the artillery to fire any cloHr than 
400 meter■• About 36 1renade1 were utilized in the havy action, all pro
pelled from the AR.-15. The troop• are very entbu1iaatic about the weapon 
and treat it with 1reater care than u1ual. " (7th Infantry Division) 

(8. ) (C) "To date, thi8 weapon has been u1ed only for trainin1. The 
aimplicity of construction ha1 reduced t:-a.ini--1& time neceaaary for main
tenance by approximately fifty per-cer..t. It iA believ-,d that thia ia an ideal 
weapon for thia type weather and terrai.•~. " (Special Battalion&) 

(9.) (C) "On 13 April, 62, a Spec::.a.l Forces team m11de a raid on a 
1mall vU1a1e. In the raid, ■even VC were killed. Two were killed by 
All-15 fire. llan1e wae SO meten. One man was h:t in the head; it looked 
like it exploded. A ■econd man wa1 hit i~ the chest; hi• back wa1 one bi1 
hole. " (VN Special Forcee) 

(10.) (C) "Thi• weapon ia ideal for this country primarily for the•e 
rea1on1: 

a. Dllrability • ea1e of maintenance. 
b. Good Accuracy. 
c. llapid rate of fire. 
d. Liaht weipt (1ize • 1bape make it ea1y for Vietnamese to 

handle). 
•• Excellent killin1 or atoppin1 power. " (Airborne Bri1ade) 
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<CONFlllDEN1'R All.. 

D. (C) Analy•i,: Based on the numerical rating• and the comment• 
of US Advisor• and VN Unit Commanders, the AR.-15 i• the mo•t de•irable 
weapon for UH in Vietnam for the followin1 rea•ona: 

1. Ea•e of training. 

2. Suitable phy.ical characteristic•. 

3. It i• ea•y to maintain. 

4. It is more rugged and durable than preHnt weapon•. 

5. It impoHe the lea•t logistical burden. 

6. It 18 the beat weapon for all-around tactical employment. 

7. It• eenu-automatie firing accuracy i• comparable to that of 
the Ml R.ifle, while it• automatic firing accuracy i• coneidered superior 
to that of the Browning Au.tom1r.tic Rifle. 

8. Vietnamese troopa, Commanders and US Advieon prefer 
it to any other weapon presently b«iing used in Vietnam. 

APPENDICES: 
1. Weapon, Quest.:.~,n- ..:.re 
2. l'or the R.VNAF P:,:.; C.o"nm·.· r!rr 
3. QueRt.;ln-:1a.irf'l for t'.t: S, ... :. ·:- MAA(· Adv.cur 
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CONFIDENTRAL 
WEAPONS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Baaed upon your experience and observation a• the Commander 01 

Advisor of a unit of the R VNAF, rate the weapons on the ri1ht side of this 
questionnaire in order of preference with respect to the characteristic• and 
questions listed. Your answers should reflect your opinion a• to the value 
of the weapons to the Vietnamese, not the US Forces. 

Rating Key; 5 - fint choice 2 - fourth choice 
4 - second choice l - last choice .. 
3 - third choice 

A. TRAINING Ml Ml 
AR-15 Rifle BAR SMG Carbine 

l. Which weapon is ea11er to train 
the troops to use? 

2. Which weapon is easier to train 
the troops ~n functioning? 

3. Which weapon ia easier to train 
the troops to disassemble and 
assemble? 

Ml Ml 
B. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AR-15 Rifle BAR SMCi Carbine -
l. Which weapon, because of 1ts size 

and shape, ia easiest for the 
soldier to aim and fire? 

z. Which weapon, because of size, 
shape and we1ght 1 is easier for 
th41!' soldier to carry over open 
te, rain? - - -

3. Which weapon, b41!'cau•e of 1:ze, 
shape and weiaht, is eaaie1 i'or the 
soldier to carry in the junale? -

4. Which weapon is easiest to hold on a 
taraet while finna eeveral round•? - -

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE lS CLASSIFlED KIN, CONFIDENTIAL, WHEN FILLED IN 

APPENDIX l, ANNEX "A" 
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CONFIDENTRAL 
Ml Ml 

C. MAINTENANCE AR-1S Rifle BAR SMG Carbine -
l. Which weapon ii aimple•t to 

diaaa1emble and aa1emble? 

2. Which weapon ii eaaieat for the 
troop• to maintain in the field? 

Ml Ml 
D. RUGGEDNESS ll DUR.ABILITY AR-15 Rifle BAR SMG Carbine -
l. Which weapon is moat ru11ed? 

2. Which weapon had the fewHt 
•toppaa•• and malfunction•? -

3. Which weapon ii the moat reliable 
under all condition•? 

Ml Ml 
E.. LOGISTICS All-15 Rifle BAil SMG Carbine - -
l. Which weapon lmpoH• the •mall••t 

lopnlcal burden? (Conialder 
wei1bt, •pare part•, ea•• of repair, 
etc.) 

. Ml Ml 
'I'. TACTICAL All-15 Rlfl• BAil SMG Carbine - - -
l. Which weapon la eaeleat to employ? - - -

Why? 

2. Which w•~pon would you prefer in 
am1Maeh/coute1·-amb11eh eitua;oae? - - -
Wby? 

,. Wlalch weapon WOl&ld you prefer 
.,alnet maH attack•? - - -.,, 

THII QUDTJONN.WU: 11 CLAllll'JSD KIN, CONnDl:NTLU. WHSN nt.LJ:D IN 
APPSNDIX 1, ANNEX "A" CONFIDENTIAL 
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CONFllDEN'll'IlAL 

4. Which weapon do you con•ider 
mo•t ver•atile? (Con•ider all 
capabilitie•) 

G. ACCURACY (Rate 5, 4 le 3) 

AR-1S 

AR.-1S 

1. Which weapon appear• mo11t accurate 
when fired Hmi-autoipatically? 

2. Which weapon appear• moat accurate 
when fired automatically? 

ff.GENERAL AR-1S 

l. Which weapon• do, the troop• prefer? --
Why? 

2. Which weapon would you prefe1· for 
your per•onal u•e? 

Why? 

3. Which weapon do you think i• moat 
auited to the Vietname•e •oldier 
under pre•ent tactical condition•? 

Why? 

4. At what ran1e do you think mo•t 
Viet Cona ~re enaa1ed? 

5. Which weapon do you think ia moat 
effective at that ran1e? 

6, If the TO•s of you1· unit only allowed 
a •male weapon, which one would 
you cboo••? 

Why? 

Ml 
Rifle BAR. 

Ml 
Rifle BAR 

Ml 
Rifle BAR. 

--
--
--

Ml 
SMG Carbine 

Ml 
SMG Carbine 

Ml 
SMG Carbine -

-
-

THII QUJ:ITIONNAIR.S IS CLAISIJ'ISD KIN, CONl'IDSNTIAL WHEN FILLED IN 

APPSNDtx l, ANNSX "A" CONFIDENTIAL 
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CONFIDENTHAL 

I. R.EMAIU<S: In the •pace below, pleaH make any pertinent remark• you 
may have concerniq the AR.-15 lUfie, it• effectiveneH in Sollth Vietnam, 
it• aHet• or it• •hortcomina• (Continue on back of p .. e if neceHary). 

Unit ________ _ 

.,.. ________ _ ........ ______ _ 
THII QUDTIONNAIU II CLAllll'ISD ICIN, CONnD&NTIAL WHSN 11LU:D IN 

APPl:NDIX l, ANND "A" 

CONPIDINTIAL 
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CONFHDENTRAL 
J'Oll THE 1l VNAF UNIT COMMANDEll 

QUESTION NO. 1: 

How many weapon• of each of the followin1 type• were carried into the 
combat en1a1ement, how many round• of ammunition per weapon were car
ried, and how many round• fired? 

No. Weapon• Ammo rde/weap. Am.mo rd•. fired 

BAil 

Ml 

SMO 

Carbi.'le 

All-15 

QUl:STlc»I NO. 2: 

How many VC were killed? 
wounded? ------

How many of die VC were KlA by die Aa-15? _____ _ 

How many of the VC were wouaded by the All-U? -----
QUUTION NO. 3: 

WW percema1e of the fri•dly fir• wa■ flll1 avtomaUc? ____ _ 

WW percenta1e of the Aa-15 ftre wu full au&oaaatic? ------
WW percemaae of the Aa-15'• had the ■afety device m■talled tlaat 

all°'"41 eiiMr fu1 or ••mi-automatic fire? ------
QUaTION NO. 4: 

Wllat wa• the maximum ran1e at which••• were fired at the VC? 

WW wa■ die averaa• ruae? ----
-

TIIII QUDTIONNAIU JI CLAlllrlSD KIN CONDWSNTIAL WHIIC rlLLSD IN 

APPl:NDIX a, ANNSX "A" 
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CONFllDENTHAll. 
QUESTION NO. 5: 

Were aimed ehote fired through li1ht brueb? -----
If eo, about what percent of the total fire from all weapon• (BAR., SMG, 

Ml, Caraine, All-15) were aimed ehote throup lipt brueh? 

LeH than 5-,_ WH than 20'9 ----- ------
LeH than 50-,_ More than 50'9 ----- -----
In your opinion were ehota from the AB.-15 miHed becauee of brueh 

defiection? ------
If your anewer to thie queetion ie yee, i• it y011r opinion that the full 

automatic feature of the All-15 and the extra round• that can be carried 
for a pven weipt allowance do or do not compeneate for thi• bruda deflec-
tion? Yee______ No ______ No Opinion _____ _ 

QUESTION NO. 6: 

Were any rifle barrel• bent in air drop• or other roup handlin& and 
hard uea1e? -----

Were any barrel• dama1ed by bein1 fieed with water in the bore?_ 

Were there any malfunction• of any type? -----
If yee, pleaae elaborate :m the remark• eection of thia queetiannaire. 

QUUTION NO. 7: 

Aa a unit commander of the RVNAI', how would you rate the AR-15 
lUf1e in the perr1lla warfare action you expect to fiaJlt u compared with 
the other type• of weapon• lieted?. 

In each epace uae: A - l'or the All-15 ia betar than 
B - l'or there ia no clilference 

lpeed of employment 
Accuracy 

C - l'or tile AR-15 ia worae than 
D - l'or no opinion 

Ml BAR 

a 

SMQ 

THII QUl:ITIONNAlllS JI CLASSJl'ISD KIN CONl'IDDffL\L WHSN l'JLJ..SD JN 
APPSND1X il ANNEX".\!.' 
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Strikin1 power 
Fire power 
Reliability 
Field maintenance 
Weipt 
Size 
Overall 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Ml 

Overall for ambu•he• only 

QUESTION NO. 8: 

BAR. SMO Carbine 

If the VC tactic• arow into Iara• •cale attack• and the ''human ••a" 
type tactic i• uHd, how would you rate the All-15 overall aaain•t the•• other 
weapon•? (Same •cale a• abore: A, B, C, D) 

Ml BAil SMO Carbine 

QUUTION NO. 9: 

Would the •oldier who carried the All-15 into tm■ en1a1ement choo■e 
it a1ain over the weapon he formerly carried? 

J'ormerly carried the BAil 
l'ormerly carried the Ml 
l'ormerly carried the SMQ 
l'ormerly carried the Carbine 

QUUTION NO. 10: 

l,woalcl 
cllooH All-15 

Aa an llVN.AI" Wlit com.mancler, if y• llacl JCIIIII' choice of we&pGD■ c•
•l•liAI ol all fovr of the followin&: BAil, Ml, ntG, Cubiae or tbe All•lS. 
wlaio WOllld be JCIIIII' clloice? 

OPTION A: BAil, Ml, IMO, Carbf.M ----• 

OPTION B: Aa-lS ____ • 
s 

THIS QUSITIONNAIRI: II CLAIIJl'll:D KIN CONJ'IDSNTIAJ., WHDI l'ILLJ:D IN 

APPJ:NDIX 2, ANND "A" 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

If your an•wer i• option A, would you chooH to completely replace 
any of the four weapon• with the AR-15? 

Would completely replace: BAR -----
Ml -----
SMG -----
Carbine .. ----

QUESTION NO. 11: 

PleaH elaborate in the •pace 'below or u•inl extra •beet• an any 
point not adequately covered above. 

4 

THII QUSITIONNAllt.S JS CLASlll'l&D KIN CONrlDDffJAL WHSN I'll.LED IN 

APPJ:NDJX &. ANNSX "A" 
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CONJFRDENTRAL 

QUESTlONNAlllE FOR THE SENIOR MAAG ADVISOR 

1. In the en1a1ement with the VC covered by thi1 que1tionnaire, how many 
of each of the followin1 weapon• were carried by your unit? 

BAR SMG Ml Carbine AR-15 --- --- --- ---
2. If the AR-15 had not been uaed, how many of each would have been carried? 

BAR SMG Ml Carbine --- --- --- ---
3. Aa a MAAG Adviaor to the R VNAF you obtain inaipt into the combat 
aituation in SVN not available to the CDTC or to other US Government officiala. 
Th••• que1tionnaire1 can only gain a little part of the whole individual weapon• 
problem. Some of the que1t1on1 alked of the RVNAJ' unit commander are, 
therefore, repeated here becau,e they are conaidered of prime importance. 

QUESTION: How do you a1 a MAAG Adviaor rate the All-15 Rifle in the 
SVN auerrilla war as compared to the followina weapon•? 

A. The All-15 i1 better. 
B. No difference. 
C. The All-15 ia worae. 
D. No opimon. 

How would you rate the AR-15 a1ain1t 
theH weapon• for am1N1he1 only? 

How would you. rate the All-15 i.n a 
''human ••a" attack aaam1t th••• 
weapon•? 

Ml SMO Carbine 

Aa a MAAG Adviaor to RVNAI", if you were to recommend the TOIIE of the 
abcwe waapcma or the il-15 only which WOllld ym recommend? ____ • 

THII QVUTIONNAIU JS CLAIISll'll:D KIN CONl"lDJ:NTIAL WHJ:N nu.SJ> lN 

APPDIDIX J, AMND "A" 
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CONFIDEN'l'KAL 

4. li you would not recommend completely replacin1 all four of the above 
weapon• with the All-15, would you recommend completely replacina any 
one of the four ? 

Would recommend completely replacin1 Bil -----Would recommend completely replacin1 Ml 
Would recommend completely replacin1 SM,..G _____ _ 
Would not completely replace any of th••• weapon• -----

5. R.emark•: Jn the apace below or on additional •he•t• pleaH elaborate on 
any point■ not adequately covered above. 

(Sipature) 

THIS QUSSTIONNAIU IS CLASSll'U:J> KIN CONl'IJ>DITUJ.. WHDC l'lLLSJ> 1N 

APPDIDlX 3, ANND "A" 
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CONFRDENTRAJL. 
ANNEX 11B 11 

DETAILS OF COMPAJUSON TEST 
BETWEEN THE AR.-15 AND MZ CAR.JUNE 

1. (C) GENERAL. 

Per•onnel from a VietnameH company that bad jun completed 
advanced individual trainiq wen uHd a• test 1ubject1 for moat of tbia com
pari,on. The unit of 180 men wa• divided into two 1roup1 of 90 men each. 
Group A received one MZ Carbine per man, while Group B received an 
AR.-15 for each man. Each 1roup wa• then 1iven a courae of inatruction on 
their reapective weapon. The inatruction for each wu identical in time and 
1cope of material covered. Followiq thil, both 1roup1 underwent an 
identical teat pro1ram which co111i1ted of: a1Hmbly and dlla11embly; 
known cliatance firiq, both Hmi-•utomatic and automatic fire; unknown 
dietance firin1, semi-automatic and automatic fire; bayonet couree;_ and, 
infiltration courae. Thia phaae la•ted for one week (-k houri). Ai the end 
of the firat week, the two 1roupa traded weapon• and the courae of iutruc
tion and the teat• were repeated. 

ll.(C) SUMMAR. Y OF TESTS. 

To arrive at a valid concluaion concerniq the relative 1uitability of 
the AR.-15 a• oppoaed to the MZ Carbine for poHible uee by aelected unit• 
of the Armed Force, of the R.epublic of Vietnam, a total of nine teat• were 
conducted. They were: 

1. Compariaon of Phyaical Cbaracteri1tlc1. 
2. Comparative Ease of Diaa11embly and A.Hembly. 
3. Mark1man1bip Ability - Known Diatance (aemi-automatic and 

&utol:ft&tiC fire). 
4. Markamambip Ability - Unknown Dietance (aemi--automatic and 

automatic fire). 
5. Comparative R.us1eclneH and Durability. 
6. Adequacy of Safety Feature•. 
7. J:ffec:t• of Open Stor .. e iii a Tropical Environment. 
8. Comparative Ability to Penetrate DenH Foll .. •. 
9. Troop Preference Poll. 

ANNJ:X ''B'' 
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CONFIDENTRAL 

m. (C) DETAILS OF TESTS. 

THt No. 1. Comparieon of Phy1lcal Characterlltlc1. 

Purs;H: To compare the phy1lcal characteriltlc1 of the All-15 Rifle 
and the 2 Carbine. 

Method: Both weapon• were wei1hted and mea111red and the re111ltlnc 
data. r•corded. 

R.e111lt1: 

a. Wei1ht1 (lb1. ): 

Weapon (leH •lina, ma1~lile 
and acce11orie1) 

Ma1azine ( empty) 

Ma1azine (loaded - 20 rda) 

Ma1aziile (loaded - 30 rd1) 

Bayonet 

Blpod 

Slin, 

All-15 

6.24 

0.18* 

0.68 

0.62 

0.50 

0.19 

Total,: w/20 rd ma1 loaded 8. 23 
w / 30 rd maa loaded 

*Flau• not included i.n total•. 

M2 Carbine 

5.98 

0.25• 

· .1.·02 

0.72 

(No Blpod) 

0.07 

7.79 

R.elatlve Battle Load (lb1.) - includlna accea1orle1 of •llna• 
bayonet. blpod. 

Weapon w/12 maaulne1 (240 rd1) 15. 71 
Weapon w/8 m .. ulne1 (240 rd1) 1,&. 93 

b. Dlmen1lon1 (lnche1): 

Leftlth of barr• 

Onrall leqth 

Onrall l•nsth w/bayonet 

AR.•15 

20.00 

37.50 

42.91 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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M2 Carbine 

18.00 

35.58 

42.26 
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CONlFllOENTRAL 

Analy1i1: The Ar-15 and the MZ Carbine are comparable in 1ize and 
weiaht and both are compati'~le with the light weiaht and ■mall stature of 
the VN ■oldier. An intearal grenade launcher and tele ■cope mount and an 
a.•:ce1101·y bipod are included in the weapon weight of the AR-15. The■e 

are not ■tandard item■ for the MZ Carbine. 

Te■t No. 2. Comparative Ea■e of Dilauembly and A■■embly. 

Purpo■e: To compare the ea■e of dilauembly and a■■embly of the 
.AR-15 Rifle and the MZ Carbine and the difficulitie■ of training encountered 
therein. 

Method: 

a. Each aroup of test 1ubject1 received a two hour period of in■truc
tion in the di1a11embly and a11embly of their re■pective weapon■ • After 
completina thil in■truction, te ■t per■onnel ■elected random ■ample■ of 
10 men and had them di1a11emble and re1a11emble their weapon•. Thi• 
procedure wa■ repeated with each group until 100 men bad been te■ted with 
each weapon. Time• were recorded by Non-Commiuioned Officer■ and 
the weapon■ were in■pected for proper auembly'y Te■t Committee Cadre. 

b. Fer the purpo■e of thil te1t, both weapon• were dila11embled only 
a■ far a1 wa■ nece11ary for field cleaning, i.e., "field ■tripped". 

R.e1ult1: 
AR.-15 

a. Averaae time required for 
di1a111ambly & a11embly. 1 min. 17 ■ec. 

b. Could not reauemble (percent) 0~ 

c. R.eauembled improperly {percent) 4~ 

d. Number of part■ handled by 
1oldie1· in field ■trippina 7 

Analy1t1: 

MZ Carbine 

3 min. 17 HC. 

19~ 

10~ 

11 

a. Th• ;A&-U i8 ■impler and require■ leu time to di1a11embl• and 
u■embl• for normal field cleanin,. 

ANNEX ''B" 
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CON lFll DEN ,r R All.. 
b. The average Vietnamese aoldier can be trained in the diaauembly 

and auembly for field cleanin1 of the AR.-15 in a aborter time than for the 
MZ Carbine. Thia iii further emphaaized by the fact that all teat aubjecte 
had previoualy received 12 hours of in1truction on the Ml Carbine while 
under1oing baaic combat training. 

Teat No. 3. Markamanahip Ability, Known Diatance. 

Purpose: To compare the ability of AR.VN aoldien to deliver accur
ate aemi-automatic and automatic fire on tar1eta at known ran1e• uain1 
the AR-15 and the M2 Carbine. 

Method: 

a. Each 1roup of teat aubjecta received 10 hours of preliminary 
markamanahip trainin1 on their reapective weapon. Upon completion of 
formal inatruction, zeroin1 of weapon, and practice firin1 at 26, 100 and 
200 meters, each group fired a qualification couree for teet purpoaea. 
Each teat participant completed thia qualification course with both the All-15 
and M2 Carbine. 

b. In aemi-automatic fire, the course fired for the teat waa the 
atand&rd All VN Ml rifle qualification course. The acorea obtained by the 
te•t 1ubject with both weapon• in thi• firin1 were compared with each other 
and with previoua acorea fired by the teat aubject• in qualifyin1 with the Ml 
Rifle while under1oin1 Baaic and Advanced Individual Trainina. 

c. In automatic fire, the teat aubjecta en1a1•d the •tand&rd AllVN 
ailhouette taraet at ranae• of 75, 100 and 200 meters. Each individual 
fired a total of 40 round• from each ranae. Score• were computed on the 
baai• of 5 point• per target hit and an averaae of 50ft hit• waa uaed aa the 
baai1 for qualification. 

d. Throuptout all firina, 1toppa1e• or malfunction• due to mechani
cal failure• were noted and recorded. 

e. ThrCNpout all firing, obaervation• concernin1 the adequacy of 
aafety featurH and the AllVN •oldier'• ability to underetand them were 
recorded. 

ANNEX 118 11 
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CONFllDEN'll'RAL 

All-15 M2 Carbine Ml R.W.e 
Semi-automatic: 

Percent ctuahfied 27ft 15ft 

Automatic: 
Percent qualified 71ft 

Analy•i•: 

a. The ability of the AaVN •oldier to deliver accurate Hmi-automatic 
fire on tar1et• of known ran1e with the All-15 and the M2 Carbine i• com
parable. Te•t participant•, a• a 1roup, fired a hiper percent&&• of (lUali• 
fyin1 acorea with both the Aa-15 and M2 Carbine than they bad previously 
fired with the Ml Bifle. 

b. The AaVN aoldier•• ability to deliver accurate automatic fire on. 
tar1et• of known ran1e ia far 1reater with the All-15 rifle than with the M2 
Carbine. 

Teat No. 4. Mark•manahip Abillity, Unknown Diatance. 

PurpoH: To compare the AaVN aoldier'• ability to deliver accurate 
Hmi-automatic and automatic fire on tar1et• of unknown ran1e u•in1 the 
All-15 Bifle and the M2 Carbine. 

Method: 

a. The atandard AllVN Tranaition firin1 courH wa• uHd for thi• 
te•t. 

b. Semi-automatic fire. Each man received 40 round• to en1a1e 20 
taraeta at varyin1 ran.1•• from 50 to 250 meter■• l'or a firat round hit, he 
wu awarded 10 point•• For a aecond raund bit, he wa• awarded 5 point•. 
Qualification acore for the courae wa• 100 pointa. 

c. Automatic Fire. Each man received 80 round• to enaa1e 20 tar
aeta in 8hort INrata. Tar1et• were located at varyina ranae• from 50 to 
250 meter■• Score• -..re computed an the ba•i• of 5 point• per tar1et hit. 
Q\lalification •core for the courae wa• 100 pointa. 

d. Throupout all firin1, 1toppa1e• or malflmction• due to mechani
cal failure• were noted and recorded. 

ANN&X "B" 
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CON lFlllDEN 'll' R AL 
e. Throuahout all firina, obaervationa concernina the adequacy of 

aafety feature• and the AllVN 1oldier'• ability to underatand them were 
recorded. 

B.eaultl: 
AB.-15 M2 Carbine 

Semi-automatic run: 
Percent qualified 23'9 

Automatic run: 
Percent qualified 2311A, 15'9 

Analyaia: 

a. The AR.VN aoldier'• ability to deliver accurate Hmi-automatic 
fire on taraet• of unknown ranae uaina the All-15 and the M2 Carbine i• 
comparable. 

b. The AB.VN •oldier'• ability to deliver accurate automatic fire on 
taraeta of unknown ranae i• areater with the All-15 tllan with the M2 Carbine. 

Te•t No. 5. Comparative B.ua1edneH and Dlarability. 

PllrpoH: To compare the ru11edneH and dul'&bility of the All-15 
llifle and the M2 Carbine. 

Method: 

a. Concurrent with all other te•tina, ob•enati.Oll8 concenuna the 
ru11•dneH and durability of each weapon were recorded. Dlarin1 all firin1 
excerci•e•, any 1toppa1e or malfunction of either weapon cau•ed by mechan
ical failure wa• noted and recorded. 

b. l'ifty AB.-15 lliflea and fifty M2 Carbin•• were each RD throup 
the atandard AR. VN Bayonet AHault Courae twice. At the completion of the 
cCNr••• the weapon■ were inapected and "dry fired". Any deficiencie• 
noted were recorded. 

c. Fifty Aa-15 IUflea and fifty M2 Carbine• were each RD thrCNp 
the •t&Ddard AR. VN Infiltratian Courae twice. At the compledoa of the 
cwr••• the weapoaa were in•pected and "dry fired". Any deflcienci•• 
noted were recorded. 
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CON FH DEN 11' n AIL. 
R.eaulta: 

a. After the !irat week of !irin1, aeven M2 Carbine• were eliminated 
from the teat. Six of theae would not !ire automatically becauae of defective 
diacannector aprin1•; the other would not !ire at all becauae of a broken 
diaconnector pin. In contraat, all All-151 • functioned properly thrCNp.out 
the entire teat period. 

b. After ne1otiatin1 the Bayonet AHault CCNrae the eecond time, 
two M2 Carbine• were eliminated from the teet becauae of broken atodta. 
No All-15 Riflea were dama1ed. 

c. Both the MZ Carbine and the il-15 were carried throu1h the 
Infiltration Coune twice without aclvene effect. 

Analyaia: 

a. The il-1 S ia conaidered to be more ruged and clurable than the 
M2 Carbine under condition• which require prolOD1ed firm1-

b. The All-15 will etand up to roql- bendJtn1 normally encomitered 
in combat eituationa better than the M2 Carbine. 

Teet No. •• Compariaon of the Adequacy of Safety J'eaiue .. 

Purpoee: To compare the adequacy of the eafety feature• of the 
All-15 aif1e and the M2 Carbine with reepect to their fuac:ttm Uld locaUm 
and the A&VN aolclier'• ability to underatancl them. 

Method: 

a. Concurrent with all firin1 and teete in wlaich A&VN eolcliere 
handled the A&-15 and M2 Carbine, teet committee cadre DUMle onena
tim• conc•flWll the adequacy of the eafety feature• with reapect to their 
function and locatian and the aolclier•• ability to uacleratancl them. 

a.aulta: 

a. No miafire• occurred thrCNpOl&t the firma that ... re aatrilNtable 
to improper fuactionia& of the eafety mecltaniam on either die All-15 or 
the M2 Carbiae. 

It. The A&VN aoldiera llad ao dilftcw.ty ia _..rataadia1 the fwtion 
Uld operation of the aafety mecllaniam• • either-.,..,_., 

., 
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CONFIDENTRAlL 

Analy1i1: 

a. The 1afety feature, on the All-15 and the M2 Ct.~•ine are con1iclered 
comparable with re1ard to function and the AllVN aoldil'I''• ability to under-
1tand them. 

b. The location of a 1in1l• eelector 1witch which cQkibin•• the function• 
of 1afety Hlector and rate of fire Hlector, on the left ~J.cl• of the receiver 
where it i1 ea1ily acce11ible to the thumb, enable• tha it,.I.VN 1olclier to aet 
the first round off fa1ter with the All-15 than he can ri$ A the M2 Carbine. 
With the M2 Carbine, he mu1t manipulate the 1afety 1eui:?ector with hi• tri1-
1er fin1er, then return it to the tri11•r to fire. With tll• A.ll-15 he can 
keep hi• fin1er on the tri11er while manipulatin& the 1-"8ty •elector with 
hi• thumb. 

Teet No. 7. Effect, of Open Storaae in a Tropical ~virc:mment. 

Purpoee: To determine the effect• of open atora1e ii• i a tropical climate 
on the All-15 llifle and the M2 Carbine and compare U..f re1ult1 of 1uch 
1tora1e on each weapon. 

Method: 

a. Two All- IS l\ifle• and two M2 Carbine• were 1te1nred in the open for a 
period of two week• without any care or maintenance. ~t tbe end of the 1tor
•••• the weapon• were examined and pertinent ob••"~ft:ion• recorded. 

R.eaw.ta: 

a. M2 Carbines: 

1. Becauae of ruat and 1and which had coUect4i bi in the receiver 1, 

operatin1 handle• on both weapon• could not be oS"r&t4i bi manually and force 
wa1 required to open the bolt,. 

2. The operatina •lid• atopa wCNld not fulctio.~ properly becauH 
aand and 1r1t had fouled the operatina •licl• atop epTIDI'-'•· 

3. Both maauin•• were ruety and had collec'44 W enoup a and to 
preYnt them from operatin1 properly witbcNt flr•t beufall tborouply cleaned. 

•• The chamber• and bore• of both weapaa1 wri•re ruaty. 
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CON lFRIDENTRAII.. 
5. The rear 1i1ht1 on both weapon• could not be adjuated for wind

aae due to the collection of ruat and 1rit on the windaae 1crew1. 

6. Approximately twenty minute• were required to clean each wea
pon before te1t personnel conaidered it aafe to fire. 

b. All-15 lliflea: 

1. The char1ing handle1 on both weapon• were clifiicult to operate 
becauae 1and had collected within the receiver. 

2. The bolt and bolt carrier■ of both weapon• were ruaty. 

3. The chambers and borea of both weapon• were ruaty. 

4. Approximately five minutea were required to clean each weapon 
before te1t personnel con1idered them aafe to fire. 

Analyaia: The All-15 llifle, becauae it ha• fewer movin1 part,, will 
function more readily than the M2 Carbine after extended period• of 1tor
•1• in the open under tropical condition•. 

Te1t No. 8. Bru1h Penetration. 

Purpo1e: To determine whether denH bru1h and underarowth affect• 
the trajectory of the All-15 bullet and to compare it• ability to penetrate 
heavy foliaae with that of the M2 Carbine. 

Method: 

a. Silho,iette. tar1et1 were po1itioiied behind den•• underbru1b which 
aenerally con1i1ted of bamboo 1aplin11, bu1b, araH and vine•. From a 
diatance of 15 metera, both the All-15 llifle and the M2 Carbine were fired 
at the tar1et1. 

b. The di1tance wa1 then increaaed to 50 meters and the tar1et1 were 
fired upon aaain. (Beyond 50 meter■ it wa1 impo11ible to di1tinpi1h a 
taraet, 10 thi1 wa1 con1idered an acceptable maximum diatance for the 
teat). 

c. ProcedurH a and b above were repeated 1everal time• with foliaae 
of varyin1 denaity. 

9 
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CONIFIDENTRAL 
lle1ult■: No. of bit• 

No. of round, 
TyP• of Underbru1h R.an1• fired il-15 M2 

Li1ht underbru1h 15 meten 6 6 6 

Moderate underbru1h • 
bamboo thicket 15 meten 6 6 6 

Heavy underbru1h • 
bamboo thicket inter-
woven with vine• 15 meter• 6 6 6 

Li1ht underbruah 50 meter• 6 6 6 

Moderate underbru1h • 
bamboo thicket 50 meter• 6 6 a 

Heavy underbruah • 
bamboo thicket inter-
woven with vine• SO meter• 6 6 5 

Analyai1: 

a. The trajectory of the All-1 S bullet i1 not 1ipiificantly affected when 
fired throqh denae underbru1h at ran1e1 up to SO meter,. 

b. The All-15 round will penetrate Jun1le und.er1rowth equally a1 well 
•• the M2 Carbine round at ran1e1 up to SO metera. 

Teat No. 9. Troop Preference Poll. 

Purpoae: To obtain 1ubjective data concernin1 the AllVN 1oldier•1 indi
vidual preference between the All-15 llifle and the M2 Carbine. 

M•thocl: Upon completion of all te1t1 by participatin1 peracmnel, each 
individual pre1ent for duty (158) wa• que1tioned with re1ard to preference 
between the two weapon,. 

ae1ult1: 

a. Thoupt the AIL-15 had the beat "feel" 
Thou1ht the M2 Carbine had the beat "feel" 

10 
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CONFllDENTRAL 
b. Thought the All-15 had the beat sight 66 

, 
Thouaht the M2 Carbine had the beat aiaht 92 

c. Thouaht the All-15 would stand up beat under 
combat condition• 107 

Thouaht the M2 Carbine would stand up beat 
under combat conditions 51 

d. Preferred the All-15 grip 129 
Preferred M2 Carbine arip 29 

e. Thouaht AR.-15 easier to load 120 
Thouaht M2 Carbine easier to load 38 

f. Thouaht AR.-15 ea•ier to aet ready to UH 81 
Thouaht M2 Carbine easier to get ready to UH 77 

g. Thouaht All- i 5 easier to cliaaHemble 140 
Thou1ht M2 Carbine easier to cli•auemble 18 

h. Lilted the AR.-1S better from recoil •tandpoint 106 
Lilted MZ Carbine better from recoil •tandpoint 52 

i. Thou1ht All-1S ea•1er to aet back on taraet 
after firina a round 117 

Thou1ht M2 Carbine ea•ier to aet back an 
taraet after firing a rowid 41 

j. Thouaht AR.-15 more dependable 107 
Thouaht M2 Carbine more dependable 51 

k. Thouaht All-1S beet all around weapon for 
Infantry UH 100 

Thouaht M2 Carbine beat all around weapon 
for Infantry u•e 58 

L Thouaht AR.-15 climbed lea•t when fired auto-
matically 117 

Thouaht M2 Carbine chmbed lea•t when fired 
automatically 41 

11 
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CONJFIDENTRAU. 

m. Thouaht All.-15 more accurate when fired full 
automatic 

Thouaht M2 Carbine more accurate when fired 
full automatic 

n. Would prefer All-15 in combat 
Wowd prefer M2 Carbine in combat 

Analy•i•: 

136 

22 

130 
28 

a. The majority of te•t •ubject• preferred the All-15 Bille to the M2 
Carbine in all a•pecta covered by the poll, except for the •ilht•• Further 
queationin& of the aubject• by teat committee peraOllnel diacloaed that thi• 
preference waa due to areater familiarity with carblne-type •islat•• not 
becauH of an inability to uncleratand the All-15 aipta. Thi• l• not con
aidered a •hortcomin1 of the weapon but a matter of traillin1 and familiar
isation. 
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CON IFR DEN 'lI' n All.. 
ANNEX "C" 

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

DEFICIENCY/ 
SHOlt.TCOMJNG 

SUGGESTED 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 

SECTION I 

Thia · atlction contain• defic1enciH rprinl elimination in order to 
make the item acceptable for uae on a minimum baaia. 

None None None 

SECTION II 

Thia Hction liata tho•• deficienciea and allortcomin1• in the item which 
were diacovered durina teat and aatiafactorily corrected prior to completion 
of the teat. They no lonaer repreaent a defect in the item teated. The cor
rection muat be applied to the production model of Wa item. 

None None None 

SSCTIONW 

Thia Hction contain• ahortcomina• which are deaired to be corrected 
a• practicable, either cancu:rrent with el,minatian of deficienciea in Section 
I, or in productian en1ineerin1 or by product improvement. 

1. The upper hand 
pard la bard to &rip 
when hand• are aweaty. 

2. The weapan 
cleuin1 rocl ia of mini
mwn leqlh and bard to 
1rip. 

lt.ouahen aurface. 

Add one (1) acldltional 
Hction and provide 
"T" ehaped bandle. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Ltr. from OSD/ 
Alt.PA OD 11 Jul 62 
atat•• that manu
facturer ia now 
moudina "cb.eck
••illa" on upper 
band parda. 
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CONFIDENTRAL 
ANNEX "D" 

PHOTOGllAPHS 

Thi• Annex contain• miacellaneoua photo1rapha which viaually depict 

pertinent aapecta of the evaluation of the All-15 conducted in South Vietnam. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: 

1. VN Soldier with All-15 and Ml IUfle 
2. VN Soldier with All-15 and BAil 
3. M2 Carbine and il-15 ltifle with AcceHorie• 
4. VN Soldier with il-15 and M2 Carbine 
s. M2 Carbine and All-15 Rifle 
6. M2 Carbine and il-15 llifle "J'ield Stripped" 
7. VC Canalty by il-15 - 150 Meters 
a. VC Canalty By Aa-15 - 15 Meters 
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COLT AR-15 SPORTER 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE 

.223 CALIBER 
Colt 's answer to the demand for a semi-automatic version of the 

AR-15 automatic rifle purchased by The United States Armed 

Forces . Painstaking engineering redesign efforts have resulted 

in a Government-approved conversion of the Colt AR-15 auto

matic rifle without sacrificing any performance or weight charac

teristics. The semi-automatic AR-15 Sporter weighs only 6.3 

pounds. Its recoil is light and barrel rise minimal. 

Lightweight • Extremely accurate • Easy to handle • Straight line 

construction - barrel , bolt , recoil buffer unit and stock assembled 

in a straight line • Rapid semi-automatic fire is more controllable 

than with rifles of commercial design • Simple to maintain . 

MODEL R-6000 

.223 21 " 39" 5 rounds 
Double tang rear peep sight adjustable 

for windage. Post type front sight 

adjustable for elevation. 

Rotary 

RETAIL 
PRICE * 

$189.50 

safety- Approx. 

selector 6¾ lbs. 

lever 

' The suggested retail price of the Sporter is $189 .50 and includes two magazines (each blocked for five rounds). sling, flash suppres
sor , rubber recoil pad , cleaning rod assembly . cleaning brush. and the Colt AR-15 Sporter Operation and Maintenance manual. 
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Barrel Overall 
length length Stock 

AIMS Sporter 20" 39" Reinforced 
223 (5 .56mm) polycar-

bonate 
with butt-
stock 
storage 
compartment 

I 

AR-15 Sporter 
The semi-automatic version of the U.S. Military M16A1 which meets the highest 

standards of function and dependability. Lightweight and rugged. Clip fed 
with two 5-round magazines. 3 power scope is available as an accessory item. 

Finish 

Black 

Extremely effective for varmint control and hunting small game. Excellent for 
the ranch or farm. 

AR-15 Sporter with Collapsable 
Butt Stock 

The collapsable butt stock and redesigned forearm offer a more compact 
version of the AR-15. 

Weight Length Magazine 
(empty) of pull capacity Sights Fittings 

7-1 / 2 lbs. 13" 5 rds. with Windage Optional 
anodized with 5- detachabl~ adjustment 3xscope 
receiver, rd. mag- 19-3/ 4" magazine quick-flip 
black azine sight rear 
ox ide radius Elevation 
barrel adjustment 

frpnt post 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary of the Treasury ordered a review 

of the importation of certain modified versions of semiautomatic assault rifles into the 

United States.
1
 The decision to conduct this review stemmed in part from concerns 

expressed by members of Congress and others that the rifles being imported were 

essentially the same as semiautomatic assault rifles previously determined to be 

nonimportable in a 1989 decision by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

(ATF). The decision also stemmed from the fact that nearly 10 years had passed since 

the last comprehensive review of the importation of rifles, and many new rifles had been 

developed during this time. 

Under 18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3), the Secretary shall approve applications for 

importation only when the firearms are generally recognized as particularly suitable for 

or readily adaptable to sporting purposes (the “sporting purposes test”). In 1989, ATF 

denied applications to import a series of semiautomatic versions of automatic-fire 

military assault rifles. When ATF examined these semiautomatic assault rifles, it found 

that the rifles, while no longer machineguns, still had a military configuration that was 

designed for killing and disabling the enemy and that distinguished the rifles from 

traditional sporting rifles. This distinctively military configuration served as the basis for 

ATF’s finding that the rifles were not considered sporting rifles under the statute. 

The military configuration identified by ATF incorporated eight physical features: 

ability to accept a detachable magazine, folding/telescoping stocks, separate pistol grips, 

ability to accept a bayonet, flash suppressors, bipods, grenade launchers, and night sights. 

In 1989, ATF took the position that any of these military configuration features, other 

than the ability to accept a detachable magazine, would make a semiautomatic rifle not 

importable. 

Subsequent to the 1989 decision, certain semiautomatic assault rifles that failed the 

1989 sporting purposes test were modified to remove all of the military configuration 

features other than the ability to accept a detachable magazine. Significantly, most of 

these modified rifles not only still had the ability to accept a detachable magazine but, 

more specifically, still had the ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine that 

The President and the Secretary directed that all pending and future applications for importation of 

these rifles not be acted upon until completion of the review. They also ordered that outstanding 

permits for importation of the rifles be suspended for the duration of the review period. The existence 

of applications to import 1 million new rifles and outstanding permits for nearly 600,000 other rifles 
threatened to defeat the purpose of the expedited review unless the Department of the Treasury 

deferred action on additional applications and temporarily suspended the outstanding permits. (See 

exhibit 1 for a copy of the November 14, 1997, memorandum directing this review.) 

The rifles that are the subject of this review are referred to in this report as “study rifles.” 

1 
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was originally designed and produced for the military assault rifles from which they were 

derived. These magazines are referred to in this report as “large capacity military 

magazines.” Study rifles with the ability to accept such magazines are referred to in this 

report as “large capacity military magazine rifles,” or “LCMM rifles.” It appears that 

only one study rifle, the VEPR caliber .308 (an AK47 variant), is not an LCMM rifle. 

Based on the standard developed in 1989, these modified rifles were found to meet the 

sporting purposes test.  Accordingly, the study rifles were approved for import into the 

United States. 

These modified rifles are the subject of the present review.  Like the rifles banned in 

1989, the study rifles are semiautomatic rifles based on AK47, FN-FAL, HK91 and 93, 

Uzi, and SIG SG550 military assault rifles. While there are at least 59 specific model 

designations of the study rifles, they all fall within the basic designs listed above. There 

are at least 39 models based on the AK47 design, 8 on the FN-FAL design, 7 on the 

HK91 and 93 designs, 3 on the Uzi design, and 2 on the SIG SG550 design (see exhibit 2 

for a list of the models). Illustrations of some of the study rifles are included in exhibit 3 

of this report. 

This review takes another look at the entire matter to determine whether the modified 

rifles approved for importation since 1989 are generally recognized as particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes.
2 

We have explored the statutory 

history of the sporting purposes test and prior administrative and judicial interpretations; 

reexamined the basic tenets of the 1989 decision; analyzed the physical features of the 

study rifles, as well as information from a wide variety of sources relating to the rifles’ 

use and suitability for sporting purposes; and assessed changes in law that might have 

bearing on the treatment of the rifles. 

This review has led us to conclude that the basic finding of the 1989 decision remains 

valid and that military-style semiautomatic rifles are not importable under the sporting 

purposes standard. Accordingly, we believe that the Department of the Treasury 

correctly has been denying the importation of rifles that had any of the distinctly military 

configuration features identified in 1989, other than the ability to accept a detachable 

magazine. Our review, however, did result in a finding that the ability to accept a 

detachable large capacity magazine originally designed and produced for a military 

assault weapon should be added to the list of disqualifying military configuration features 

identified in 1989. 

Several important changes have occurred since 1989 that have led us to reevaluate the 

importance of this feature in the sporting purposes test.  Most significantly, by passing 

the 1994 bans on semiautomatic assault weapons and large capacity ammunition feeding 

The study was carried out by a working group composed of ATF and Treasury representatives. The 

working group’s activities and findings were overseen by a steering committee composed of ATF and 

Treasury officials. 

2 
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devices, Congress sent a strong signal that firearms with the ability to expel large 

amounts of ammunition quickly are not sporting; rather, firearms with this ability have 

military purposes and are a crime problem. Specifically, Congress found that these 

magazines served “combat-functional ends” and were attractive to criminals because they 

“make it possible to fire a large number of rounds without reloading, then to reload 

quickly when those rounds are spent.”
3 

Moreover, we did not find any evidence that the 

ability to accept a detachable large capacity military magazine serves any sporting 

purpose. Accordingly, we found that the ability to accept such a magazine is a critical 

factor in the sporting purposes test, which must be given the same weight as the other 

military configuration features identified in 1989. 

In addition, the information we collected on the use and suitability of LCMM rifles for 

hunting and organized competitive target shooting demonstrated that the rifles are not 

especially suitable for sporting purposes. Although our review of this information 

indicated that, with certain exceptions, the LCMM rifles sometimes are used for hunting, 

their actual use in hunting is limited. There are even some general restrictions and 

prohibitions on the use of semiautomatic rifles for hunting game. Similarly, although the 

LCMM rifles usually may be used, with certain exceptions, and sometimes are used for 

organized competitive target shooting, their suitability for this activity is limited. In fact, 

there are some restrictions and prohibitions on their use. 

Furthermore, the information we gathered demonstrated that the LCMM rifles are 

attractive to certain criminals. We identified specific examples of the LCMM rifles’ 

being used in violent crime and gun trafficking. In addition, we found some disturbing 

trends involving the LCMM rifles, including a rapid and continuing increase in crime gun 

trace requests after 1991 and a rapid “time to crime.” Their ability to accept large 

capacity military magazines likely plays a role in their appeal to these criminals. 

After weighing all the information collected, we found that the LCMM rifles are not 

generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes 

and are therefore not importable. However, this decision will in no way preclude the 

importation of true sporting firearms. 

H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 18-19. 3 
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BACKGROUND 

Importation of Firearms Under the Gun Control Act 

The Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA)
4
 generally prohibits the importation of firearms into 

the United States.
5 

However, the GCA creates four narrow categories of firearms that the 

Secretary of the Treasury shall authorize for importation. The category that is relevant to 

this study is found at 18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3). 

The Secretary shall authorize a firearm . . . to be imported or brought into the 

United States . . . if the firearm . . . 

(3) is of a type that does not fall within the definition of a 

firearm as defined in section 5845(a) of the Internal 

Revenue Code of 1954 and is generally recognized as 

particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting 

purposes, excluding surplus military firearms, except in any 

case where the Secretary has not authorized the importation 

of the firearm pursuant to this paragraph, it shall be 

unlawful to import any frame, receiver, or barrel of such 

firearm which would be prohibited if assembled. (Emphasis 

added) 

This provision originally was enacted, in a slightly different form, by Title IV of the 

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968
6 
and also was contained in Title I of 

the GCA, which amended Title IV later that year. 

The GCA was enacted in large part "to assist law enforcement authorities in the States and 

their subdivisions in combating the increasing prevalence of crime in the 

United States." However, the Senate Report to the act also made clear that Congress did 

not intend the GCA to place any undue or unnecessary restrictions or burdens on 

responsible, law-abiding citizens with respect to acquiring, possessing, transporting, or 

using firearms for lawful activities.
7 

4
  Pub. L. No. 90-618. 

5 
18 U.S.C. section 922(l). 

6 
Pub. L. No. 90-351. 

7
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d Sess. 22 (1968). 
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5 

Consistent with this general approach, legislative history indicates that Congress intended 

the importation standard provided in section 925(d)(3) to exclude military-type weapons 

from importation to prevent such weapons from being used in crime, while allowing the 

importation of high-quality sporting rifles. According to the Senate Report, section 

925(d)(3) was intended to "curb the flow of surplus military weapons and other firearms 

being brought into the United States which are not particularly suitable for target shooting 

or hunting."
8 

The report goes on to explain that "[t]he importation of certain foreign-

made and military surplus nonsporting firearms has an important bearing on the problem 

which this title is designed to alleviate [crime]. Thus, the import provisions of this title 

seem entirely justified."
9

 Indeed, during debate on the bill, Senator Dodd, the sponsor of 

the legislation, stated that "Title IV prohibits importation of arms which the Secretary 

determines are not suitable for . . . sport . . . . The entire intent of the importation section 

is to get those kinds of weapons that are used by criminals and have no sporting 

purpose."
10 

The Senate Report, however, also makes it clear that the importation standards "are 

designed and intended to provide for the importation of quality made, sporting firearms, 

including . . . rifles such as those manufactured and imported by Browning and other such 

manufacturers and importers of firearms."
11 

(The rifles being imported by Browning at 

that time were semiautomatic and manually operated traditional sporting rifles of high 

quality.) Similarly, the report states that the importation prohibition "would not interfere 

with the bringing in of currently produced firearms, such as rifles . . . of recognized quality 

which are used for hunting and for recreational purposes."
12

 The reference to recreational 

purposes is not inconsistent with the expressed purpose of restricting importation to 

firearms particularly suitable for target shooting or hunting, because firearms particularly 

suitable for these purposes also can be used for other purposes such as recreational 

shooting. 

During debate on the bill, there was discussion about the meaning of the term "sporting 

purposes." Senator Dodd stated: 

[h]ere again I would have to say that if a military weapon is used in a 

8
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d Sess. 22 (1968). 

9
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d Sess. 24 (1968). 

10
 114 Cong. Rec. S 5556, 5582, 5585 (1968). 

11 
S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d. Sess. 38 (1968). 

12 
S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d. Sess. 22 (1968). 
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special sporting event, it does not become a sporting weapon. It is a 

military weapon used in a special sporting event . . . . As I said previously 

the language says no firearms will be admitted into this country unless they 

are genuine sporting weapons.
13 

Legislative history also shows that the determination of a weapon's suitability for sporting 

purposes is the direct responsibility of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secretary was 

given this discretion largely because Congress recognized that section 925(d)(3) was a 

difficult provision to implement. Immediately after discussing the large role cheap 

imported .22 caliber revolvers were playing in crime, the Senate Report stated: 

[t]he difficulty of defining weapons characteristics to meet this target 

without discriminating against sporting quality firearms, was a major 

reason why the Secretary of the Treasury has been given fairly broad 

discretion in defining and administering the import prohibition.
14 

Indeed, Congress granted this discretion to the Secretary even though some expressed 

concern with its breadth: 

[t]he proposed import restrictions of Title IV would give the Secretary of 

the Treasury unusually broad discretion to decide whether a particular type 

of firearm is generally recognized as particularly suitable for, or readily 

adaptable to, sporting purposes. If this authority means anything, it 

permits Federal officials to differ with the judgment of sportsmen expressed 

through consumer preference in the marketplace . . . .  
15 

Section 925(d)(3) provides that the Secretary shall authorize the importation of a firearm 

if it is of a "type" that is generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes. The legislative history also makes it clear that the 

Secretary shall scrutinize types of firearms in exercising his authority under section 925(d).

 Specifically, the Senate Report to the GCA states that section 925(d) "gives the 

Secretary authority to permit the importation of ammunition and certain types of 

firearms."
16 

13
 114 Cong. Rec. 27461-462 (1968). 

14
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d Sess. 38 (1968). 

15
 S. Rep. No. 1097, 90

th
 Cong. 2d. Sess. 2155 (1968) (views of Senators Dirksen, Hruska, Thurmond, and 

Burdick). In Gun South, Inc. v. Brady, F.2d 858, 863 (11
th

 Cir. 1989), the court, based on legislative 

history, found that the GCA gives the Secretary “unusually broad discretion in applying section 925(d)(3).” 

16 
S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d. Sess. 38 (1968). 
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7 

The Senate Report to the GCA also recommended that the Secretary establish a council 

that would provide him with guidance and assistance in determining which firearms meet 

the criteria for importation into the United States.
17

 Accordingly, following the enactment 

of the GCA, the Secretary established the Firearms Evaluation Panel (FEP) (also known as 

the Firearms Advisory Panel) to provide guidelines for implementation of the "sporting 

purposes" test. This panel was composed of representatives from the military, the law 

enforcement community, and the firearms industry. At the initial meeting of the FEP, it 

was understood that the panel's role would be advisory only.
18 

The panel focused its 

attention on handguns and recommended the adoption of factoring criteria to evaluate the 

various types of handguns. These factoring criteria are based upon such considerations as 

overall length of the firearm, caliber, safety features, and frame construction. ATF 

thereafter developed an evaluation sheet (ATF Form 4590) that was put into use for 

evaluating handguns pursuant to section 925(d)(3). (See exhibit 4.) 

The FEP did not propose criteria for evaluating rifles and shotguns under section 

925(d)(3). Other than surplus military firearms, which Congress addressed separately, the 

rifles and shotguns being imported prior to 1968 were generally conventional rifles and 

shotguns specifically intended for sporting purposes. Therefore, in 1968, there was no 

cause to develop criteria for evaluating the sporting purposes of rifles and shotguns. 

1984 Application of the Sporting Purposes Test 

The first time that ATF undertook a meaningful analysis of rifles or shotguns under the 

sporting purposes test was in 1984.  At that time, ATF was faced with a new breed of 

imported shotgun, and it became clear that the historical assumption that all shotguns were 

sporting was no longer viable. Specifically, ATF was asked to determine whether the 

Striker-12 shotgun was suitable for sporting purposes. This shotgun is a military/law 

enforcement weapon initially designed and manufactured in South Africa for riot control. 

When the importer was asked to submit evidence of the weapon's sporting purposes, it 

provided information that the weapon was suitable for police/combat-style competitions. 

ATF determined that this type of competition did not constitute a sporting purpose 

under the statute, and that the shotgun was not suitable for the traditional shotgun sports 

of hunting, and trap and skeet shooting. 

17
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90th Cong. 2d Sess. 38 (1968). 

18 
Gilbert Equipment Co. v. Higgins, 709 F. Supp. 1071, 1083, n. 7 (S.D. Ala. 1989), aff’d without op., 894 

F.2d 412 (11
th

 Cir. 1990). 
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1986 Firearms Owners Protection Act 

On May 19, 1986, Congress passed the Firearms Owners Protection Act,
19 

which 

amended section 925(d)(3) to provide that the Secretary "shall" (instead of "may") 

authorize the importation of a firearm that is of a type that is generally recognized as 

particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. The Senate Report to 

the law stated "it is anticipated that in the vast majority of cases, [the substitution of 'shall' 

for 'may' in the authorization section] will not result in any change in current practices."
20 

As the courts have found, "[r]egardless of the changes made [by the 1986 law], the 

firearm must meet the sporting purposes test and it remains the Secretary's obligation to 

determine whether specific firearms satisfy this test."
21 

1986 Application of the Sporting Purposes Test 

In 1986, ATF again had to determine whether a shotgun met the sporting purposes test, 

when the Gilbert Equipment Company requested that the USAS-12 shotgun be classified 

as a sporting firearm under section 925(d)(3). Again, ATF refused to recognize 

police/combat-style competitions as a sporting purpose. After examining and testing the 

weapon, ATF determined its weight, size, bulk, designed magazine capacity, 

configuration, and other factors prevented it from being classified as particularly suitable 

for or readily adaptable to the traditional shotgun sports of hunting, and trap and skeet 

shooting. Accordingly, its importation was denied. 

When this decision was challenged in Federal court, ATF argued, in part, that large 

magazine capacity and rapid reloading ability are military features. The court accepted 

this argument, finding "the overall appearance and design of the weapon (especially the 

detachable box magazine . . . ) is that of a combat weapon and not a sporting weapon."
22 

In reaching this decision, the court was not persuaded by the importer's argument that box 

magazines can be lengthened or shortened depending on desired shell capacity.
23

 The 

court also agreed with ATF’s conclusion that police/combat-style competitions were not 

considered sporting purposes. 

19 
Pub. L. No. 99-308. 

20
 S. Rep. No. 98-583, 98

th
 Cong. 1

st
 Sess. 27 (1984). 

21 
Gilbert Equipment Co., 709 F. Supp. at 1083. 

22 
Id. at 1089. 

23 
Id. at 1087, n. 20 and 1089. 
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1989 Report on the Importability of Semiautomatic Assault Rifles 

In 1989, after five children were killed in a California schoolyard by a gunman with a 

semiautomatic copy of an AK47, ATF decided to reexamine whether certain 

semiautomatic assault-type rifles met the sporting purposes test. This decision was 

reached after consultation with the Director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy.

 In March and April 1989, ATF announced that it was suspending the importation of 

certain "assault-type rifles." For the purposes of this suspension, assault-type rifles were 

those rifles that generally met the following criteria: (1) military appearance; (2) large 

magazine capacity; and (3) semiautomatic version of a machinegun. An ATF working 

group was established to reevaluate the importability of these assault-type rifles. On July 

6, 1989, the group issued its Report and Recommendation of the ATF Working Group on 

the Importability of Certain Semiautomatic Rifles (hereinafter 1989 report). 

In the 1989 report, the working group first discussed whether the assault-type rifles under 

review fell within a "type" of firearm for the purposes of section 925(d)(3). The working 

group concluded that most of the assault-type rifles under review represented "a 

distinctive type of rifle [which it called the "semiautomatic assault rifle"] distinguished by 

certain general characteristics which are common to the modern military assault rifle."
24 

The working group explained that the modern military assault rifle is a weapon designed 

for killing or disabling the enemy and has characteristics designed to accomplish this 

purpose. Moreover, it found that these characteristics distinguish modern military assault 

rifles from traditional sporting rifles. 

The characteristics of the modern military assault rifle that the working group identified 

were as follows: (1) military configuration (which included: ability to accept a detachable 

magazine, folding/telescoping stocks, separate pistol grips, ability to accept a bayonet, 

flash suppressors, bipods, grenade launchers, and night sights) (see exhibit 5 for a 

thorough discussion of each of these features); (2) ability to fire automatically (i.e., as a 

machinegun); and (3) chambered to accept a centerfire cartridge case having a length of 

2.25 inches or less.
25

 In regards to the ability to accept a detachable magazine, the 

working group explained that: 

[v]irtually all modern military firearms are designed to accept large, 

detachable magazines. This provides the soldier with a fairly large 

ammunition supply and the ability to rapidly reload. Thus, large capacity 

magazines are indicative of military firearms. While detachable 

24 
1989 report at 6. 

25 
1989 report at 6. 
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magazines are not limited to military firearms, most traditional 

semiautomatic sporting firearms, designed to accommodate a detachable 

magazine, have a relatively small magazine capacity.
26 

The working group emphasized that these characteristics had to be looked at as a whole to 

determine whether the overall configuration of each of the assault-type rifles under review 

placed the rifle fairly within the semiautomatic assault rifle type. The semiautomatic 

assault rifles shared all the above military assault rifle characteristics other than being 

machineguns.
27 

The working group also addressed the scope of the term "sporting purposes." It 

concluded that the term should be given a narrow interpretation that focuses on the 

traditional sports of hunting and organized competitive target shooting. The working 

group made this determination by looking to the statute, its legislative history, applicable 

case law, the work of the FEP, and prior interpretations by ATF. In addition, the working 

group found that the reference to sporting purposes was intended to stand in contrast to 

military and law enforcement applications. Consequently, it determined that 

police/combat-type competitions should not be treated as sporting activities.
28 

The working group then evaluated whether the semiautomatic assault rifle type of firearm 

is generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to traditional 

sporting applications. This examination took into account technical and marketing data, 

expert opinions, the recommended uses of the firearms, and information on the actual uses 

for which the weapons are employed in this country. The working group, however, did 

not consider criminal use as a factor in its analysis of the importability of this type of 

firearm. 

After analyzing this information, the working group concluded that semiautomatic assault 

rifles are not a type of firearm generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes. Accordingly, the working group concluded that semi-

automatic assault rifles should not be authorized for importation under section 925(d)(3). 

However, the working group found that some of the assault-type rifles under review (the 

Valmet Hunter and .22 rimfire caliber rifles), did not fall within the semiautomatic assault 

rifle type. In the case of the Valmet Hunter, the working group found that although it was 

based on the operating mechanism of the AK47 assault rifle, it had been substantially 

26
 1989 report at 6 (footnote omitted). 

27 
The semiautomatic assault rifles were semiautomatic versions of machineguns. 

28 
1989 report at 9-11. 
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changed so that it was similar to a traditional sporting rifle.
29

 Specifically, it did not have 

any of the military configuration features identified by the working group, except for the 

ability to accept a detachable magazine. 

Following the 1989 study, ATF took the position that a semiautomatic rifle with any of 

the eight military configuration features identified in the 1989 report, other than the 

ability to accept a detachable magazine, failed the sporting purposes test and, therefore, 

was not importable. 

Gun South, Inc. v. Brady 

Concurrent with its work on the 1989 report, ATF was involved in litigation with Gun 

South, Inc. (GSI). In October 1988 and February 1989, ATF had granted GSI permits to 

import AUG-SA rifles. As mentioned previously, in March and April of 1989, ATF 

imposed a temporary suspension on the importation of rifles being reviewed in the 1989 

study, which included the AUG-SA rifle. GSI filed suit in Federal court, seeking to 

prohibit the Government from interfering with the delivery of firearms imported under 

permits issued prior to the temporary suspension. 

The court of appeals found that the Government had the authority to suspend temporarily 

the importation of GSI's AUG-SA rifles because the GCA "impliedly authorizes" such 

action.
30

 In addition, the court rejected GSI's contention that the suspension was arbitrary 

and capricious because the AUG-SA rifle had not physically changed, explaining the 

argument "places too much emphasis on the rifle's structure for determining whether a 

firearm falls within the sporting purpose exception. While the Bureau must consider the 

rifle's physical structure, the [GCA] requires the Bureau to equally consider the rifle's 

use."
31

 In addition, the court found that ATF adequately had considered sufficient 

evidence before imposing the temporary suspension, citing evidence ATF had considered 

demonstrating that semiautomatic assault-type rifles were being used with increasing 

frequency in crime.
32 

29 
This finding reflects the fact that the operating mechanism of the AK47 assault rifle is similar to the 

operating mechanism used in many traditional sporting rifles. 

30 
Gun South, Inc. v. Brady, 877 F.2d 858 (11th Cir. 1989). The court of appeals issued its ruling just days 

before the 1989 report was issued. However, the report was complete before the ruling was issued. 

31 
Id. 

32 
Id. 
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Although GSI sued ATF on the temporary suspension of its import permits, once the 1989 

report was issued, no one pursued a lawsuit challenging ATF’s determination that the 

semiautomatic assault rifles banned from importation did not meet the sporting purposes 

test.
33 

Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 

On September 13, 1994, Congress passed the Violent Crime Control and Law 

Enforcement Act of 1994,
34 

which made it unlawful, with certain exceptions, to 

manufacture, transfer, or possess semiautomatic assault weapons as defined by the 

statute.
35 

The statute defined semiautomatic assault weapons to include 19 named models 

of firearms (or copies or duplicates of the firearms in any caliber);
36 

semiauto-matic rifles 

that have the ability to accept detachable magazines and have at least two of five features 

specified in the law; semiautomatic pistols that have the ability to accept detachable 

magazines and have at least two of five features specified in the law; and semiautomatic 

shotguns that have at least two of four features specified in the law.
37

 However, Congress 

33 
After the 1989 report was issued, Mitchell Arms, Inc. asserted takings claims against the Government 

based upon the suspension and revocation of four permits allowing for the importation of semiautomatic 

assault rifles and ATF’s temporary moratorium on import permits for other rifles. The court found for the 

Government, holding the injury complained of was not redressable as a taking because Mitchell Arms did 

not hold a property interest within the meaning of the Just Compensation Clause of the Fifth Amendment. 

Mitchell Arms v. United States, 26 Cl. Ct. 1 (1992), aff’d, 7 F.3d 212 (Fed. Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 511 

U.S. 1106 (1994). 

34 
Pub. L. No. 103-22. Title XI, Subtitle A of this act may be cited as the “Public Safety and Recreational 

Firearms Use Protection Act.” 

35
 18 U.S.C. section 922(v). 

36
 Chapter 18 U.S.C. section 921(a)(30)(A) states that the term "semiautomatic assault weapon" means "any 

of the firearms, or copies or duplicates of the firearms in any caliber, known as -," followed by a list of 

named firearms. Even though section 921(a)(3) defines "firearm" as used in chapter 18 to mean, in part, 

"the frame or receiver of any such weapon," the use of "firearm" in section 921(a)(30)(A) has not been 

interpreted to mean a frame or receiver of any of the named weapons, except when the frame or receiver 

actually is incorporated in one of the named weapons. 

Any other interpretation would be contrary to Congress' intent in enacting the assault weapon ban. In the 

House Report to the assault weapon ban, Congress emphasized that the ban was to be interpreted narrowly.

 For example, the report explained that the present bill was more tightly focused than earlier drafts which 

gave ATF authority to ban any weapon which "embodies the same configuration" as the named list of guns 

in section 921(a)(30)(A); instead, the present bill "contains a set of specific characteristics that must be 

present in order to ban any additional semiautomatic assault weapons [beyond the listed weapons]." H. 

Rep. 103-489 at 21. 

37
 18 U.S.C. section 921(a)(30). 
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exempted from the assault weapon ban any semiautomatic rifle that cannot accept a 

detachable magazine that holds more than five rounds of ammunition and any 

semiautomatic shotgun that cannot hold more than five rounds of ammunition in a fixed or 

detachable magazine.
38 

Although the 1994 law was not directly addressing the sporting purposes test in section 

925(d)(3), section 925(d)(3) had a strong influence on the law's content. The technical 

work of ATF's 1989 report was, to a large extent, incorporated into the 1994 law. The 

House Report to the 1994 law explained that although the legal question of whether 

semiautomatic assault weapons met section 925(d)(3)'s sporting purposes test "is not 

directly posed by [the 1994 law], the working group's research and analysis on assault 

weapons is relevant on the questions of the purposes underlying the design of assault 

weapons, the characteristics that distinguish them from sporting guns, and the reasons 

underlying each of the distinguishing features."
39

 As in the 1989 study, Congress focused 

on the external features of firearms, rather than on their semiautomatic operating 

mechanism. 

The 1994 law also made it unlawful to possess and transfer large capacity ammunition 

feeding devices manufactured after September 13, 1994.
40

 A large capacity ammunition 

feeding device was generally defined as a magazine, belt, drum, feed strip, or similar 

device that has the capacity of, or that can be readily restored or converted to accept, 

more than 10 rounds of ammunition.
41 

Congress passed these provisions of the 1994 law in response to the use of semiautomatic 

assault weapons and large capacity ammunition feeding devices in crime. Congress had 

been presented with much evidence demonstrating that these weapons were "the weapons 

of choice among drug dealers, criminal gangs, hate groups, and mentally deranged persons 

bent on mass murder."
42

 The House Report to the 1994 law recounts numerous 

crimes that had occurred involving semiautomatic assault weapons and large capacity 

magazines that were originally designed and produced for military assault rifles.
43 

38 
18 U.S.C. sections 922(v)(3)(C)&(D). 

39 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 17, n. 19. 

40 
18 U.S.C. section 922(w). 

41 
18 U.S.C. section 921(a)(31). 

42 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 13. 

43 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 14-15. 
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In enacting the semiautomatic assault weapon and large capacity ammunition feeding 

device bans, Congress emphasized that it was not preventing the possession of sporting 

firearms. The House Report, for example, stated that the bill differed from earlier bills in 

that "it is designed to be more tightly focused and more carefully crafted to clearly exempt 

legitimate sporting guns."
44

 In addition, Congress specifically exempted 661 long guns 

from the assault weapon ban which are "most commonly used in hunting and recreational 

sports."
45 

Both the 1994 law and its legislative history demonstrate that Congress recognized that 

ammunition capacity is a factor in determining whether a firearm is a sporting firearm. For 

example, large capacity ammunition feeding devices were banned, while rifles and 

shotguns with small ammunition capacities were exempted from the assault weapon ban. 

Moreover, the House Report specifically states that the ability to accept a large capacity 

magazine was a military configuration feature which was not "merely cosmetic," but 

"serve[d] specific, combat-functional ends."
46

 The House Report also explains that, while 

“[m]ost of the weapons covered by the [ban] come equipped with magazines that hold 

30 rounds [and can be replaced with magazines that hold 50 or even 100 rounds], . . . [i]n 

contrast, hunting rifles and shotguns typically have much smaller magazine capabilities--

from 3-5.”
47 

Finally, it must be emphasized that the semiautomatic assault weapon ban of section 

922(v) is distinct from the sporting purposes test governing imports of section 925(d)(3). 

Clearly, any weapon banned under section 922(v) cannot be imported into the 

United States because its possession in the United States would be illegal. However, it is 

possible that a weapon not defined as a semiautomatic assault weapon under section 

922(v) still would not be importable under section 925(d)(3). In order to be importable, 

the firearm must be of a type generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes regardless of its categorization under section 922(v). The 

Secretary's discretion under section 925(d)(3) remains intact for all weapons not banned 

by the 1994 statute. 

The Present Review 

Prior to the November 14, 1997, decision to conduct this review, certain members of 

44 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 21. 

45 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 20. None of these 661 guns are study rifles. 

46 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 18. 

47
 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 19 (footnote omitted). 
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Congress strongly urged that it was necessary to review the manner in which the Treasury 

Department is applying the sporting purposes test to the study rifles, in order to ensure 

that the present practice is consistent with section 925(d)(3) and current patterns of gun 

use. The fact that it had been nearly 10 years since the last comprehensive review of the 

importation of rifles (with many new rifles being developed during this time) also 

contributed to the decision to conduct this review. 
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DEFINING THE TYPE OF WEAPON UNDER REVIEW 

Section 925 (d) (3) provides that the Secretary shall authorize the importation of a firearm 

if it is of a “type” that meets the sporting purposes test. Given this statutory mandate, we 

had to determine whether the study rifles suspended from importation fell within one type 

of firearm. Our review of the study rifles demonstrated that all were derived from 

semiautomatic assault rifles that failed to meet the sporting purposes test in 1989 but were 

later found to be importable when certain military features were removed. 

Within this group, we determined that virtually all of the study rifles shared another 

important feature: The ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine (e.g., more 

than 10 rounds) that was originally designed and produced for one of the following 

military assault rifles:  AK47, FN-FAL, HK91 or 93, SIG SG550, or Uzi. (This is the only 

military configuration feature cited in the 1989 study that remains with any of the study 

rifles). 

We determined that all of the study rifles that shared both of these characteristics fell 

within a type of firearm which, for the purposes of this report, we call “large capacity 

military magazine rifles” or “LCMM rifles.” It appears that only one study rifle, the 

VEPR caliber .308--which is based on the AK47 design--does not fall within this type 

because it does not have the ability to accept a large capacity military magazine. 

SCOPE OF "SPORTING PURPOSES" 

As in the 1989 study, we had to determine the scope of "sporting purposes" as used in 

section 925(d)(3). Looking to the statute, its legislative history, the work of the Firearms 

Evaluation Panel (see exhibit 6), and prior ATF interpretations, we determined sporting 

purposes should be given a narrow reading, incorporating only the traditional sports of 

hunting and organized competitive target shooting (rather than a broader interpretation 

that could include virtually any lawful activity or competition.) 

In terms of the statute itself, the structure of the importation provisions suggests a 

somewhat narrow interpretation. Firearms are prohibited from importation (section 

922(l)), with four specific exceptions (section 925(d)). A broad interpretation permitting 

a firearm to be imported because someone may wish to use it in some lawful shooting 

activity would render the general prohibition of section 922(l) meaningless. 

Similarly, as discussed in the "Background" section, the legislative history of the GCA 

indicates that the term sporting purposes narrowly refers to the traditional sports of 

hunting and organized competitive target shooting. There is nothing in the history to 

indicate that it was intended to recognize every conceivable type of activity or competition 

that might employ a firearm. 
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In addition, the FEP specifically addressed the informal shooting activity of "plinking" 

(shooting at randomly selected targets such as bottles and cans) and determined that it was 

not a legitimate sporting purpose under the statute. The panel found that, "while many 

persons participate in this type of activity and much ammunition was expended in such 

endeavors, it was primarily a pastime and could not be considered a sport for the purposes 

of importation. . . ." (See exhibit 6.) 

Finally, the 1989 report determined that the term sporting purposes should be given a 

narrow reading incorporating the traditional rifle sports of hunting and organized 

competitive target shooting. In addition, the report determined that the statute's reference 

to sporting purposes was intended to stand in contrast with military and law enforcement 

applications. This is consistent with ATF’s interpretation in the context of the Striker-12 

shotgun and the USAS-12 shotgun. It is also supported by the court’s decision in Gilbert 

Equipment Co. v. Higgins. 

We received some comments urging us to find "practical shooting" is a sport for the 

purposes of section 925(d)(3).
48

 Further, we received information showing that practical 

shooting is gaining in popularity in the United States and is governed by an organization 

that has sponsored national events since 1989. It also has an international organization. 

While some may consider practical shooting a sport, by its very nature it is closer to 

police/combat-style competition and is not comparable to the more traditional types of 

sports, such as hunting and organized competitive target shooting. Therefore, we are not 

convinced that practical shooting does, in fact, constitute a sporting purpose under section 

925(d)(3).
49

 However, even if we were to assume for the sake of argument that practical 

shooting is a sport for the purposes of the statute, we still would have to decide whether a 

firearm that could be used in practical shooting meets the sporting purposes test.  In other 

words, it still would need to be determined whether the firearm is of a type that is 

generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to practical shooting 

and other sporting purposes.
50

 Moreover, the legislative history makes clear that the use 

of a military weapon in a practical shooting competition would not make that weapon 

48 
Practical shooting involves moving, identifying, and engaging multiple targets and delivering a num ber of 

shots rapidly. In doing this, practical shooting participants test their defensive skills as they encounter 

props, including walls and barricades, with full or partial targets, "no-shoots," steel reaction targets, 

movers, and others to challenge them. 

49 
As noted earlier, ATF has taken the position that police/combat-style competitions do not constitute a 

“sporting purpose.” This position was upheld in Gilbert Equipment Co., 709 F. Supp. at 1077. 

50 
Our findings on the use and suitability of the LCMM rifles in practical shooting competitions are contained 

in the “Suitability for Sporting Purposes” section of this report. 
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sporting: “if a military weapon is used in a special sporting event, it does not become a 

sporting weapon. It is a military weapon used in a special sporting event.”
51

 While none 

of the LCMM rifles are military weapons, they still retain the military feature of the ability 

to accept a large capacity military magazine. 

51 
114 Cong. Rec. 27461-462 (1968) (Sen. Dodd). 
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METHOD OF STUDY 

As explained in the “Executive Summary” section of this report, the purpose of this study is to 

review whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles are properly importable under 

18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3). More specifically, we reexamined the conclusions of the 

1989 report as applied today to determine whether we are correct to allow importation of the 

study rifles that have been modified by having certain military features removed. To determine 

whether such rifles are generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes, the Secretary must consider both the physical features of the rifles and the 

actual uses of the rifles.
52

 Because it appears that all of the study rifles that have been imported 

to date have the ability to accept a large capacity military magazine,
53

 all of the information 

collected on the study rifles’ physical features and actual uses applies only to the LCMM rifles. 

Physical features: 

The discussion of the LCMM rifles’ physical features are contained in the “Suitability for 

Sporting Purposes” section of this report. 

Use: 

We collected relevant information on the use of the LCMM rifles. Although the 1989 study did 

not consider the criminal use of firearms in its importability analysis, legislative history 

demonstrates and the courts have found that criminal use is a factor that can be considered in 

determining whether a firearm meets the requirements of section 925(d)(3).
54

 Accordingly, we 

decided to consider the criminal use of the LCMM rifles in the present analysis. 

The term "generally recognized" in section 925(d)(3) indicates that the Secretary should base his 

evaluation of whether a firearm is of a type that is particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes, in part, on a “community standard” of the firearm’s use.
55

 The community 

standard "may change over time even though the firearm remains the same. Thus, a changing 

pattern of use may significantly affect whether a firearm is generally recognized as particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to a sporting purpose."
56

 Therefore, to assist the Secretary in 

determining whether the LCMM rifles presently are of a type generally recognized as 

particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes, we gathered information from 

the relevant “community.” The relevant community was defined as persons and groups who are 

52 Gun South, Inc., 877 F.2d at 866. 

53 The VEPR caliber .308 discussed on page 16 has not yet been imported. 

54 114 Cong. Rec. S 5556, 5582, 5585 (1968)(“[t]he entire intent of the importation section [of the sporting 

purposes test] is to get those kinds of weapons that are used by criminals and have no sporting purposes”) (Sen. 
Dodd); Gun South, Inc., 877 F.2d at 866. 

55 Gun South, Inc., 877 F.2d at 866. 

56 Id. 
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knowledgeable about the uses of these firearms or have relevant information about whether these 

firearms are particularly suitable for sporting purposes. We identified more than 2,000 persons 

or groups we believed would be able to provide relevant, factual information on these issues. 

The individuals and groups were selected to obtain a broad range of perspectives on the issues. 

We conducted surveys to obtain specific information from hunting guides, editors of hunting and 

shooting magazines, organized competitive shooting groups, State game commissions, and law 

enforcement agencies and organizations. Additionally, we asked industry members, trade 

associations, and various interest and information groups to provide relevant information.
57

 A 

detailed presentation of the surveys and responses is included as an appendix to this report. 

We also reviewed numerous advertisements and publications, both those submitted by the editors 

of hunting and shooting magazines and those collected internally, in our search for material 

discussing the uses of the LCMM rifles. Further, we collected importation data, tracing data, and 

case studies.
58 

Our findings on use are contained in the “Suitability for Sporting Purposes” section of this 

report. 

57 
Hunting guides: Guides were asked about specific types of firearms used by their clients. The guides were an 

easily definable group, versus the entire universe of hunters. We obtained the names of the hunting guides 
surveyed from the States. 

Editors of hunting and shooting magazines: Editors were surveyed to determine whether they recommended 

the LCMM rifles for hunting or organized competitive target shooting and whether they had written any articles 

on the subject. The list of editors we surveyed was obtained from a directory of firearms-related organizations. 

Organized competitive shooting groups: Organized groups were asked whether they sponsored competitive 

events with high-power semiautomatic rifles and whether the LCMM rifles were allowed in those competitions. 

We felt it was significant to query those who are involved with organized events rather than unofficial activities 

with no specific rules or guidelines. As with the editors above, the list of groups was obtained from a directory 

of firearms-related organizations. 

State game commissions: State officials were surveyed to determine whether the use of the LCMM rifles was 

prohibited or restricted for hunting in each State. 

Law enforcement agencies and organizations: Specific national organizations and a sampling of 26 police 

departments across the country were contacted about their knowledge of the LCMM rifles’ use in crime. The 

national organizations were surveyed with the intent that they would gather input from the wide range of law 

enforcement agencies that they represent or that they would have access to national studies on the subject. 

Industry members and trade associations: These groups were included because of their knowledge on the 

issue. 

Interest and information groups: These organizations were included because of their wide range of 

perspectives on the issue. 

58 To assist us with our review of the crime-related information we collected, we obtained the services of Garen J. 

Wintemute, MD, M.P.H. Director of the Violence Prevention Research Program, University of California, 

Davis, and Anthony A. Braga, Ph.D., J.F.K. School of Government, Harvard University. 
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SUITABILITY FOR SPORTING PURPOSES 

The next step in our review was to evaluate whether the LCMM rifles, as a type, are 

generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to hunting and 

organized competitive target shooting.
59

 The standard applied in making this 

determination is high. It requires more than a showing that the LCMM rifles may be used 

or even are sometimes used for hunting and organized competitive target shooting; if this 

were the standard, the statute would be meaningless. Rather, the standard requires a 

showing that the LCMM rifles are especially suitable for use in hunting and organized 

competitive target shooting. 

As discussed in the “Method of Study” section, we considered both the physical features 

of the LCMM rifles and the actual uses of the LCMM rifles in making this determination. 

Physical Features 

The ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine that was originally 

designed and produced for one of the following military assault rifles: AK47, FN-

FAL, HK91 or 93, SIG SG550, or Uzi. 

Although the LCMM rifles have been stripped of many of their military features, they all 

still have the ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine that was originally 

designed and produced for one of the following military assault rifles: AK47, FN-FAL, 

HK91 and 93, SIG SG550, or Uzi; in other words, they still have a feature that was 

designed for killing or disabling an enemy. As the 1989 report explains: 

Virtually all modern military firearms are designed to accept large, 

detachable magazines. This provides the soldier with a fairly large 

ammunition supply and the ability to rapidly reload. Thus, large capacity 

magazines are indicative of military firearms. While detachable 

magazines are not limited to military firearms, most traditional 

59 
One commenter suggests that the Secretary has been improperly applying the “readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes” provision of the statute. Historically, the Secretary has considered the “particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to” provisions as one standard. The broader interpretation urged by the 

commenter would make the standard virtually unenforceable. If the Secretary allowed the importation of a 

firearm which is readily adaptable to sporting purposes, without requiring it actually to be adapted prior to 

importation, the Secretary would have no control over whether the adaptation actually would occur 

following the importation. 
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semiautomatic sporting firearms, designed to accommodate a detachable 

magazine, have a relatively small magazine capacity.
60 

Thus, the 1989 report found the ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine 

originally designed and produced for a military assault rifle was a military, not a sporting, 

feature. Nevertheless, in 1989 it was decided that the ability to accept such a large 

capacity magazine, in the absence of other military configuration features, would not be 

viewed as disqualifying for the purposes of the sporting purposes test.  However, several 

important developments, which are discussed below, have led us to reevaluate the weight 

that should be given to the ability to accept a detachable large capacity military magazine 

in the sporting purposes test. 

Most significantly, we must reevaluate the significance of this military feature because of a 

major amendment that was made to the GCA since the 1989 report was issued. In 1994, 

as discussed in the “Background” section of this report, Congress passed a ban on large 

capacity ammunition feeding devices and semiautomatic assault weapons.
61

 In enacting 

these bans, Congress made it clear that it was not preventing the possession of sporting 

firearms.
62

 Although the 1994 law was not directly addressing the sporting purposes test, 

section 925(d)(3) had a strong influence on the law's content. As discussed previously, 

the technical work of ATF's 1989 report was, to a large extent, incorporated into the 1994 

law. 

Both the 1994 law and its legislative history demonstrate that Congress found that 

ammunition capacity is a factor in whether a firearm is a sporting firearm. For example, 

large capacity ammunition feeding devices were banned, while rifles and shotguns with 

small ammunition capacities were exempted from the assault weapon ban. In other words, 

Congress found magazine capacity to be such an important factor that a semiautomatic 

rifle that cannot accept a detachable magazine that holds more than five rounds of 

ammunition will not be banned, even if it contains all five of the assault 

60 
1989 report at 6 (footnote omitted). This was not the first time that ATF considered magazine capacity to 

be a relevant factor in deciding whether a firearm met the sporting purposes test.  See Gilbert Equipment 

Co., 709 F. Supp. at 1089 (“the overall appearance and design of the weapon (especially the detachable box 

magazine . . .) is that of a combat weapon and not a sporting weapon.” 

61 
The ban on large capacity ammunition feeding devices does not include any such device manufactured on 

or before September 13, 1994. Accordingly, there are vast numbers of large capacity magazines originally 

designed and produced for military assault weapons that are legal to transfer and possess (“grandfathered” 

large capacity military magazines). Presently these grandfathered large capacity military magazines fit the 

LCMM rifles. 

62
 See, for example, H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 21. 
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weapon features listed in the law. Moreover, unlike the assault weapon ban in which a 

detachable magazine and at least two physical features are required to ban a rifle, a large 

capacity magazine in and of itself is banned. 

In addition, the House Report specifically states that the ability to accept a large capacity 

magazine is a military configuration characteristic that is not "merely cosmetic," but 

"serve[s] specific, combat-functional ends."
63

 The House Report also explains that large 

capacity magazines 

make it possible to fire a large number of rounds without re-loading, then 

to reload quickly when those rounds are spent. Most of the weapons 

covered by the proposed legislation come equipped with magazines that 

hold 30 rounds. Even these magazines, however, can be replaced with 

magazines that hold 50 or even 100 rounds. Furthermore, expended 

magazines can be quickly replaced, so that a single person with a single 

assault weapon can easily fire literally hundreds of rounds within minutes. . 

. . In contrast, hunting rifles and shotguns typically have much smaller 

magazine capabilities--from 3-5.
64 

Congress specifically exempted 661 long guns from the assault weapon ban that are "most 

commonly used in hunting and recreational sports."
65 

The vast majority of these long 

guns do not use large capacity magazines. Although a small number of the exempted long 

guns have the ability to accept large capacity magazines, only four of these exempted long 

guns were designed to accept large capacity military magazines.
66 

The 1994 law also demonstrates Congress' concern about the role large capacity 

magazines and firearms with the ability to accept these large capacity magazines play in 

63 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 18. 

64 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 19 (footnote omitted). The fact that 12 States place a limit on the magazine     

capacity allowed for hunting, usually 5 or 6 rounds, is consistent with this analysis. (See exhibit 7). 

65 
H. Rep. 103-489, at 20. 

66 
These four firearms are the Iver Johnson M-1 carbine, the Iver Johnson 50

th
 Anniversary M-1 carbine, the 

Ruger Mini-14 autoloading rifle (without folding stock), and the Ruger Mini Thirty rifle. All of these 

weapons are manufactured in the United States and are not the subject of this study. In this regard, it should 

also be noted that Congress can distinguish between domestic firearms and foreign firearms and impose 

different requirements on the importation of firearms. For example, Congress may ban the importation of 

certain firearms although similar firearms may be produced domestically. See, for example, B-West 

Imports v. United States, 75 F.3d 633 (Fed. Cir. 1996). 
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crime. The House Report for the bill makes reference to numerous crimes involving these 

magazines and weapons, including the following:
67 

The 1989 Stockton, California, schoolyard shooting in which a gunman with a 

semiautomatic copy of an AK47 and 75-round magazines fired 106 rounds in less 

than 2 minutes. Five children were killed and twenty-nine adults and children were 

injured. 

The 1993 shooting in a San Francisco, California, office building in which a 

gunman using 2 TEC DC9 assault pistols with 50-round magazines killed 

8 people and wounded 6 others. 

A 1993 shooting on the Long Island Railroad that killed 6 people and wounded 19 

others. The gunman had a Ruger semiautomatic pistol, which he reloaded several 

times with 15-round magazines, firing between 30 to 50 rounds before he was 

overpowered. 

The House Report also includes testimony from a representative of a national police 

officers’ organization, which reflects the congressional concern with criminals’ access to 

firearms that can quickly expel large amounts of ammunition: 

In the past, we used to face criminals armed with a cheap Saturday Night Special 

that could fire off six rounds before [re]loading. Now it is not at all unusual for a 

cop to look down the barrel of a TEC-9 with a 32 round clip. The ready 

availability of and easy access to assault weapons by criminals has increased so 

dramatically that police forces across the country are being required to upgrade 

their service weapons merely as a matter of self-defense and preservation. The six-

shot .38 caliber service revolver, standard law enforcement issue for years, is just 

no match against a criminal armed with a semiautomatic assault weapon.
68 

Accordingly, by passing the 1994 law, Congress signaled that firearms with the ability to 

accept detachable large capacity magazines are not particularly suitable for sporting 

purposes. Although in 1989 we found the ability to accept a detachable large capacity 

military magazine was a military configuration feature, we must give it more weight, given 

this clear signal from Congress. 

The passage of the 1994 ban on large capacity magazines has had another effect. Under 

the 1994 ban, it generally is unlawful to transfer or possess a large capacity magazine 

67 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 15 (two of these examples involve handguns). 

68
 H. Rep. 103-489, at 13-14 (footnote omitted). 
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manufactured after September 13, 1994. Therefore, if we require the LCMM rifles to be 

modified so that they do not accept a large capacity military magazine in order to be 

importable, a person will not be able to acquire a newly manufactured large capacity 

magazine to fit the modified rifle. Thus, the modified rifle neither will be able to accept a 

grandfathered large capacity military magazine, nor can a new large capacity magazine be 

manufactured to fit it. Accordingly, today, making the ability to accept a large capacity 

military magazine disqualifying for importation will prevent the importation of firearms 

which have the ability to expel large amounts of ammunition quickly without reloading. 

This was not the case in 1989 or prior to the 1994 ban. 

It is important to note that even though Congress reduced the supply of large capacity 

military magazines by passing the 1994 ban, there are still vast numbers of grandfathered 

large capacity military magazines available that can be legally possessed and transferred. 

These magazines currently fit in the LCMM rifles. Therefore, the 1994 law did not 

eliminate the need to take further measures to prevent firearms imported into the United 

States from having the ability to accept large capacity military magazines, a nonsporting 

factor. 

Another impetus for reevaluating the existing standard is the development of modified 

weapons. The 1989 report caused 43 different models of semiautomatic assault rifles to 

be banned from being imported into the United States. The effect of that determination 

was that nearly all semiautomatic rifles with the ability to accept detachable large capacity 

military magazines were denied importation. Accordingly, at the time, there was no need 

for the ability to accept such a magazine to be a determining factor in the sporting 

purposes test. This is no longer the case. As discussed earlier, manufacturers have 

modified the semiautomatic assault rifles disallowed from importation in 1989 by 

removing all of their military configuration features, except for the ability to accept a 

detachable magazine. As a result, semiautomatic rifles with the ability to accept 

detachable large capacity military magazines (and therefore quickly expel large amounts of 

ammunition) legally have been entering the United States in significant numbers. 

Accordingly, the development of these modified weapons necessitates reevaluating our 

existing standards. 

Thus, in order to address Congress’ concern with firearms that have the ability to expel 

large amounts of ammunition quickly, particularly in light of the resumption of these 

weapons coming into the United States, the ability to accept a detachable large capacity 

military magazine must be given greater weight in the sporting purposes analysis of the 

LCMM rifles than it presently receives.
69 

69 
A firearm that can be easily modified to accept a detachable large capacity military magazine with only 

minor adjustments to the firearm or the magazine is considered to be a firearm with the ability to accept 

these magazines. The ROMAK4 is an example of such a firearm: With minor modifications to either the 
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Derived from semiautomatic assault rifles that failed to meet the sporting purposes 

test in 1989 but were later found importable when certain military features were 

removed. 

All rifles that failed to meet the sporting purposes test in 1989 were found to represent a 

distinctive type of rifle distinguished by certain general characteristics that are common to 

the modern military assault rifle. Although the LCMM rifles are based on rifle designs 

excluded from importation under the 1989 standard, they all were approved for import 

when certain military features were removed. However, the LCMM rifles all still maintain 

some characteristics common to the modern military assault rifle. Because the outward 

appearance of most of the LCMM rifles continues to resemble the military assault rifles 

from which they are derived, we have examined the issue of outward appearance carefully.

 Some might prefer the rugged, utilitarian look of these rifles to more traditional sporting 

guns. Others might recoil from using these rifles for sport because of their nontraditional 

appearance. In the end, we concluded that appearance alone does not affect the LCMM 

rifles’ suitability for sporting purposes. Available information leads us to believe that the 

determining factor for their use in crime is the ability to accept a detachable large capacity 

military magazine. 

Use 

In the 1989 study, ATF found that all rifles fairly typed as semiautomatic assault rifles 

should be treated the same. Accordingly, the report stated "[t]he fact that there may be 

some evidence that a particular rifle of this type is used or recommended for sporting 

purposes should not control its importability.  Rather, all findings as to suitability of these 

rifles as a whole should govern each rifle within this type."
70

 We adopt the same approach 

for the present study. 

Use for hunting: 

The information we collected on the actual use of the LCMM rifles for hunting medium or 

larger game suggests that, with certain exceptions, the LCMM rifles sometimes are used 

for hunting; however, their actual use in hunting is limited.
71 

In fact, there are some 

firearm or a large capacity magazine that was originally designed and produced for a semiautomatic assault 

rifle based on the AK47 design, the ROMAK4 has the ability to accept the magazine. 

70 
1989 report at 11. 

71 
We targeted the surveys toward the hunting of medium and larger game (e.g., turkey and deer) because the 

LCMM rifles chamber centerfire cartridges and therefore likely would be most suitable for hunting this 

type of game. We also learned that the LCMM rifles were used to shoot certain varmints (e.g., coyotes and 

groundhogs), which are generally considered to be pests, not game.  Many commented that the LCMM 
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general restrictions and prohibitions on the use of any semiautomatic rifle for hunting 

game. Almost half of the States place restrictions on the use of semiautomatic rifles in 

hunting, mostly involving magazine capacity (5-6 rounds) and what can be hunted with the 

rifles (see exhibit 7). 

Of the 198 hunting guides who responded to our survey, only 26 stated that they had 

clients who used the LCMM rifles on hunting trips during the past 2 hunting seasons and 

only 10 indicated that they recommend the LCMM rifles for hunting. In contrast, the vast 

majority of the guides (152) indicated that none of their clients used the LCMM rifles on 

hunting trips during the past 2 hunting seasons. In addition, the hunting guides indicated 

that the most common semiautomatic rifles used by their clients were those made by 

Browning and Remington.
72

 We found significant the comments of the hunting guides 

indicating that the LCMM rifles were not widely used for hunting. 

Of the 13 editors of hunting and shooting magazines who responded to our survey, only 

2 stated that their publications recommend specific types of centerfire semiautomatic rifles 

for use in hunting medium or larger game. These two respondents stated that they 

recommend all rifles that are safe and of appropriate caliber for hunting, including the 

LCMM rifles. However, they did not recommend the LCMM rifles based on the Uzi 

design for hunting big game; these rifles use a 9mm cartridge, which is not an appropriate 

caliber for this type of game, according to the editors. It is important to note that the 

LCMM rifles use different cartridges. The LCMM rifles based on the FN-FAL, SIG 

SG550, and HK91 and 93 designs are chambered for either the .308 Winchester cartridge 

or the .223 Remington cartridge, depending on the specific model; the LCMM rifles based 

on the Uzi design are chambered for the 9mm Parabellum cartridge; and the majority of 

the LCMM rifles based on the AK47 design are chambered for the 7.62 x 39mm cartridge 

(some are chambered for the .223 Remington cartridge). 

Of the five interest and information groups that responded to our survey, three supported 

the use of the LCMM rifles for hunting. However, one of these groups stated that the 

rifles were particularly useful on farms and ranches because of their ruggedness, utilitarian design, and 

reliability. 

72 
According to a 1996 study conducted for the Fish and Wildlife Service, only 2 percent of big game hunters 

surveyed used licensed hunting guides. Therefore, it should be noted that the information provided by the 

guides we surveyed may not be representative of all hunters. However, we believe that the hunting guides’ 

information is reliable and instructive because of their high degree of experience with and knowledge of 

hunting. 
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ammunition used by the LCMM rifle models based on the Uzi design were inadequate for 

shooting at long distances (i.e., more than 100 yards). 

Out of the 70 published articles reviewed from various shooting magazines, only 

5 contained relevant information. One of these five articles stated that, in the appropriate 

calibers, the LCMM rifles could make “excellent” hunting rifles. Two of the articles 

stated that the 7.62 x 39mm cartridge (used in LCMM rifles based on the AK47 design) 

could be an effective hunting cartridge. One of the articles that recommended the rifles 

also recommended modifications needed to improve their performance in hunting. None 

of the articles suggested that LCMM rifles based on the Uzi design were good hunting 

rifles. Thus, although the LCMM rifles could be used in hunting, the articles provided 

limited recommendations for their use as hunting weapons. 

In their usage guides, ammunition manufacturers recommend the .308 and the 7.62 x 

39mm cartridges (used in LCMM rifles based on the FN-FAL and HK 91 designs, and the 

AK47 design respectively) for medium game hunting. However, the usage guides do not 

identify the 9mm cartridge (used in the Uzi design rifles) as being suitable for hunting. 

A majority of the importers who provided information said that the LCMM rifles they 

import are used for hunting deer and similar animals. However, they provided little 

evidence that the rifles were especially suitable for hunting these animals. Two of the 

importers who responded also provided input from citizens in the form of letters 

supporting this position. The letters show a wide variety of uses for the LCMM rifles, 

including deer hunting, plinking, target shooting, home defense, and competitive shooting. 

Our review of all of this information indicates that while these rifles are used for hunting 

medium and larger game, as well as for shooting varmints, the evidence was not 

persuasive that there was widespread use for hunting. We did not find any evidence that 

the ability to accept a large capacity military magazine serves any hunting purpose. 

Traditional hunting rifles have much smaller magazine capabilities. Furthermore, the mere 

fact that the LCMM rifles are used for hunting does not mean that they are particularly 

suitable for hunting or meet the test for importation. 

Use for organized competitive target shooting: 

Of the 31 competitive shooting groups we surveyed that stated they have events using 

high-power semiautomatic rifles, 18 groups stated that they permit the use of the LCMM 

rifles for all competitions. However, 13 respondents stated that they restrict or prohibit 

the LCMM rifles for some competitions, and one group stated that it prohibits the LCMM 
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rifles for all competitions. These restrictions and prohibitions generally were enacted for 

the following reasons: 

1.  High-power rifle competitions generally require accuracy at ranges beyond the 

capabilities of the 9mm cartridge, which is used by the LCMM rifles based on the Uzi 

design. 

2. The models based on the AK47 design are limited to competitions of 200 yards or less 

because the 7.62 x 39mm cartridge, which is used by these models, generally has an 

effective range only between 300 and 500 yards. 

3. Certain matches require U.S. military service rifles, and none of the LCMM rifles fall 

into this category. 

The LCMM rifles are permitted in all United States Practical Shooting Association 

(USPSA) rifle competitions. The USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook, Glossary of 

Terms, states that “[y]ou can use any safe firearm meeting the minimum caliber (9mm/.38) 

and power factor (125PF) requirements.” The USPSA has stated that “rifles with designs 

based on the AR15, AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, and others are allowed 

and must be used to be competitive.” Moreover, we received some information indicating 

that the LCMM rifles actually are used in practical shooting competitions.
73 

However, we 

did not receive any information demonstrating that an LCMM rifle’s ability to accept large 

capacity military magazines was necessary for its use in practical shooting competitions. 

A couple of the interest groups recommended the LCMM rifles for organized competitive 

target shooting. 

None of the 70 published articles read mentioned the use of the LCMM rifles in organized 

competitive target shooting. 

All of the major ammunition manufacturers produce .308 Winchester ammunition (which 

is used in the LCMM rifle models based on the HK 91 and FN-FAL designs) and .223 

Remington ammunition (which is used in the HK 93, the SIG SG550, and some of the 

study rifle models based on the AK47 design) specifically for competitive shooting for 

rifles. The major manufacturers and advertisers of 9mm ammunition (which is used in the 

LCMM rifles based on the Uzi design) identify it as being suitable for pistol target 

shooting and self-defense. 

73 
Merely because a rifle is used in a sporting competition, the rifle does not become a sporting rifle. 114 

Cong. Rec. 27461-462 (1968). 
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A majority of the importers who provided information stated that the LCMM rifles they 

import are permitted in and suitable for organized competitive target shooting. Two of 

the importers who responded also provided input from citizens in the form of letters and 

petitions supporting this position. However, the importers provided little evidence that 

the rifles were especially suitable for organized competitive target shooting.

 The information collected on the actual use of the LCMM rifles for organized competitive 

target shooting suggests that, with certain exceptions, the LCMM rifles usually may be 

used and sometimes are used for organized competitive target shooting; however, their 

suitability for this activity is limited. In fact, there are some restrictions and prohibitions 

on their use. The use of the rifles in competitive target shooting appears more widespread 

than for hunting and their use for practical shooting was the most significant. Although 

we are not convinced that practical shooting does in fact constitute a sporting purpose 

under section 925(d), we note that there was no information demonstrating that rifles with 

the ability to accept detachable large capacity military magazines were necessary for use in 

practical shooting. Once again, the presence of this military feature on LCMM rifles 

suggests that they are not generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes. 

Use in crime: 

To fully understand how the LCMM rifles are used, we also examined information 

available to us on their use in crime. Some disturbing trends can be identified, and it is 

clear the LCMM rifles are attractive to criminals. 

The use of LCMM rifles in violent crime and firearms trafficking is reflected in the cases 

cited below. It should be noted that the vast majority of LCMM rifles imported during the 

period 1991-1997 were AK47 variants, which explains their prevalence in the cited cases. 

North Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

From April 1995 to November 1996, a convicted felon used a straw purchaser to acquire 

at least 55 rifles, including a number of MAK90s. The rifles were then trafficked by the 

prohibited subject to individuals in areas known for their high crime rates. In one case, the 

rifles were sold from the parking lot of a local elementary school. 

Oakland, California 

On July 8, 1995, a 32-year-old Oakland police officer assisted a fellow officer with a 

vehicle stop in a residential area. As the first officer searched the rear compartment of the 

stopped vehicle, a subject from a nearby residence used a Norinco model NMH 90 to 

shoot the 32-year old officer in the back. The officer later died from the wound. 
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El Paso, Texas 

On April 15, 1996, after receiving information from the National Tracing Center, ATF 

initiated an undercover investigation of a suspected firearms trafficker who had purchased 

326 MAK90 semiautomatic rifles during a 6-month period. The individual was found to 

be responsible for illegally diverting more than 1,000 firearms over the past several years. 

One of the MAK90 rifles that the subject had purchased was recovered from the scene of 

a 1996 shootout in Guadalajara, Mexico, between suspected drug traffickers and Mexican 

authorities. Another MAK90 was recovered in 1997 from the residence of a former 

Mexican drug kingpin following his arrest for drug-related activities. 

Charlotte, North Carolina 

On May 24, 1996, four armed subjects—one with a MAK90 rifle—carried out a home 

invasion robbery during which they killed the resident with a 9mm pistol. All four 

suspects were arrested. 

Dallas, Texas 

In September 1997, an investigation was initiated on individuals distributing crack cocaine 

from a federally subsidized housing community. During repeated undercover purchases of 

the narcotics, law enforcement officials noticed that the suspects had firearms in their 

possession. A search warrant resulted in the seizure of crack cocaine, a shotgun, and a 

North China Industries model 320 rifle. 

Chesterfield, Virginia 

In November 1997, a MAK90 rifle was used to kill two individuals and wound three 

others at a party in Chesterfield, Virginia. 

Orange, California 

In December 1997, a man armed with an AKS 762 rifle and two other guns drove to 

where he was previously employed and opened fire on former coworkers, killing four and 

injuring three, including a police officer. 

Baltimore, Maryland 

In December 1997, a search warrant was served on a homicide suspect who was armed at 

the time with three pistols and a MAK90 rifle. 
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We also studied import and trace information to learn whether the LCMM rifles are used 

in crime. 

Between 1991 and 1997, there were 425,114 LCMM rifles imported into the United 

States. This represents 7.6 percent of the approximately 5 million rifles imported during 

this period. The breakdown of the specific variants of LCMM rifles imported follows: 

AK-47 variants:  377,934 

FN-FAL variants:  37,534 

HK variants:  6,495 

Uzi variants:  3,141 

SIG SG550 variants:  10 

During this same time period, ATF traced 632,802 firearms.
74

 This included 81,842 rifles 

of which approximately 3,176 were LCMM rifles.
75

 While this number is relatively 

low compared to the number of total traces, it must be viewed in light of the small 

number of LCMM rifles imported during this time period and the total number of rifles, 

both imported domestic, that were available in the United States. A more significant trend 

is reflected in figure 1. 

74 
ATF traces crime guns recovered and submitted by law enforcement officials.  A crime gun is defined, for 

purposes of firearms tracing, as any firearm that is illegally possessed, used in a crime, or suspected by law 

enforcement of being used in a crime. Trace information is used to establish links between criminals and 

firearms, to investigate illegal firearm trafficking, and to identify patterns of crime gun traces by 

jurisdiction. A substantial number of firearms used in crime are not recovered by law enforcement 

agencies and therefore not traced. In addition, not all recovered crime guns are traced. Therefore, trace 

requests substantially underestimate the number of firearms involved in crimes, and trace numbers contain 

unknown statistical biases. These problems are being reduced as more law enforcement agencies institute 

policies of comprehensive crime gun tracing. 

75 
The vast majority of LCMM rifles traced during this time period were AK47 variants. Specifically, AK47 

variants comprised 95.6 percent of the LCMM rifles traced. This must be viewed within the context that 

88 percent of the LCMM rifles imported during this period were AK47 variants. 
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Firearms Traces 1991-1997 

Year 

Total Firearms

 Traced

 Total Rifles

 Traced 

Total Assault
76

 Rifles Traced

 Total LCMM

 Rifles Traced

 1991  42,442  6,196  656  7

 1992  45,134  6,659  663  39

 1993  54,945  7,690  852  182

 1994  83,137  9,201  735  596

 1995  76,847  9,988  717  528

 1996  136,062  17,475  1,075  800

 1997  194,235  24,633  1,518  1,024 

Cumulative Total  632,802  81,842  6,216  3,176 

Figure 1 

The figures in this table show that between 1991 and 1994, trace requests involving 

LCMM rifles increased rapidly, from 7 to 596. During the same period, trace requests for 

assault rifles increased at a slower rate, from 656 to 735. The years 1991 to 1994 are 

significant because they cover a period between when the ban on the importation of 

semiautomatic assault rifles was imposed and before the September 13, 1994, ban on 

semiautomatic assault weapons was enacted. Thus, during the years leading up to the 

1994 ban, traces of LCMM rifles were increasing much more rapidly than the traces of the 

rifles that had been the focus of the 1989 ban, as well as the rifles that were the focus of 

the 1994 congressional action. 

We also compared patterns of importation with trace requests to assess the association of 

LCMM rifles with criminal involvement. The comparison shows that importation of 

LCMM rifles in the early 1990s was followed immediately by a rapid rise in the number of 

trace requests involving LCMM rifles. This is shown in figures 2 and 3. 

76 
For purposes of this table, assault rifles include (1) semiautomatic assault rifles banned from importation 

in 1989 but still available domestically because they had been imported into the  United States prior to 

the ban, (2) domestically produced rifles that would not have qualified for importation after 1989, and (3) 

semiautomatic assault rifles that were banned in 1994. 
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LCMM Rifles Imported, 1991-1997 
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Figure 2 

LCMM Rifles Traced, 1991-1997 
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Figure 3 

Two aspects of the relationship between importation and trace request patterns are 

significant. First, the rapid rise in traces following importation indicates that, at least in 

some cases, very little time elapsed between a particular LCMM rifle’s importation and its 

recovery by law enforcement. This time lapse is known as “time to crime.” A short time 

to crime can be an indicator of illegal trafficking. Therefore, trace patterns suggest what 

the case examples show:  LCMM rifles have been associated with illegal trafficking. 

Second, while LCMM rifles have not been imported in large numbers since 1994,
77

 the 

number of trace requests for LCMM rifles continues to rise. This reflects a sustained and 

One reason is that there has been an embargo on the importation of firearms from China since       

May 1994. 

77 
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continuing pattern of criminal association for LCMM rifles despite the fact that there were 

fewer new LCMM rifles available.
78

 Moreover, it is reasonable to conclude that if the 

importation of LCMM rifles resumes, the new rifles would contribute to the continuing 

rise in trace requests for them. 
79 

All of the LCMM rifles have the ability to accept a detachable large capacity military 

magazine. Thus, they all have the ability to expend large amounts of ammunition quickly.

 In passing the 1994 ban on semiautomatic assault rifles and large capacity ammunition 

feeding devices, Congress found that weapons with this ability are attractive to criminals.
80

 Thus, we can infer that the LCMM rifles may be attractive to criminals because in some 

ways they remain akin to military assault rifles, particularly in their ability to accept a 

detachable large capacity military magazine. 

78
 The increase in trace requests also reflects the fact that law enforcement officials were making trace 

requests for all types of firearms much more frequently beginning in 1996. There were 76,847 trace 

requests in 1995, 136,062 trace requests in 1996, and 194,235 trace requests in 1997. Traces for assault 

rifles were increasing by approximately the same percentage as traces for LCMM rifles during these years. 

79 
In addition to looking at case studies and tracing and import information, we attempted to get information 

on the use of the LCMM rifles in crime by surveying national law enforcement agencies and organizations, 

as well as metropolitan police departments. Twenty-three national law enforcement agencies and 

organizations were surveyed and five responded. Three of the respondents stated they had no information.

 The other two provided information that was either outdated or not specific enough to identify the LCMM 

rifles. 

The 26 metropolitan police departments surveyed provided the following information: 

17 departments had no information to provide. 

5 departments stated that the LCMM rifles were viewed as crime guns. 

1 department stated that the LCMM rifles were nonsporting. 

2 departments stated that the LCMM rifles were used to hunt coyotes in their areas. 

1 department stated that the LCMM rifles were used for silhouette target shooting. 

80 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 13, 18, 19. 
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DETERMINATION 

In 1989, ATF determined that the type of rifle defined as a semiautomatic assault rifle 

was not generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting 

purposes. Accordingly, ATF found that semiautomatic assault rifles were not importable 

into the United States. This finding was based, in large part, on ATF’s determination that 

semiautomatic assault rifles contain certain general characteristics that are common to the 

modern military assault rifle. These characteristics were designed for killing and 

disabling the enemy and distinguish the rifles from traditional sporting rifles. One of 

these characteristics is a military configuration, which incorporates eight physical 

features: Ability to accept a detachable magazine, folding/telescoping stocks, separate 

pistol grips, ability to accept a bayonet, flash suppressors, bipods, grenade launchers, and 

night sights. In 1989, ATF decided that any of these military configuration features, 

other than the ability to accept a detachable magazine, would make a semiautomatic 

assault rifle not importable. 

Certain semiautomatic assault rifles that failed the 1989 sporting purposes test were 

modified to remove all of the military configuration features, except for the ability to 

accept a detachable magazine. Significantly, most of these modified rifles not only still 

have the ability to accept a detachable magazine but, more specifically, still have the 

ability to accept a large capacity military magazine. It appears that only one of the 

current study rifles, the VEPR caliber .308 (an AK47 variant), does not have the ability to 

accept a large capacity military magazine and, therefore, is not an LCMM rifle. Based on 

the standard developed in 1989, these modified rifles were found not to fall within the 

semiautomatic assault rifle type and were found to meet the sporting purposes test. 

Accordingly, these rifles were approved for import into the United States. 

Members of Congress and others have expressed concerns that these modified 

semiautomatic assault rifles are essentially the same as the semiautomatic assault rifles 

determined to be not importable in 1989. In response to such concerns, the present study 

reviewed the current application of the sporting purposes test to the study rifles to 

determine whether the statute is being applied correctly and to ensure that the current use 

of the study rifles is consistent with the statute’s criteria for importability. 

Our review took another look at the entire matter. We reexamined the basic tenets of the 

1989 study, conducted a new analysis of the physical features of the rifles, surveyed a 

wide variety of sources to acquire updated information relating to use and suitability, and 

assessed changes in law that might have bearing on the treatment of the study rifles. 

This review has led us to conclude that the basic finding of the 1989 decision remains 

valid and that military-style semiautomatic rifles are not importable under the sporting 

purposes standard. Accordingly, we believe that the Department of the Treasury 

correctly has been denying the importation of rifles that had any of the distinctly military 
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configuration features identified in 1989, other than the ability to accept a detachable 

magazine. Our review, however, did result in a finding that the ability to accept a 

detachable large capacity magazine originally designed and produced for a military 

assault weapon should be added to the list of disqualifying military configuration features 

identified in 1989. 

Several important changes have occurred since 1989 that have led us to reevaluate the 

importance of this feature in the sporting purposes test.  Most significantly, by passing 

the 1994 bans on semiautomatic assault weapons and large capacity ammunition feeding 

devices, Congress sent a strong signal that firearms with the ability to expel large 

amounts of ammunition quickly are not sporting; rather, firearms with this ability have 

military purposes and are a crime problem. The House Report to the 1994 law 

emphasizes that the ability to accept a large capacity magazine “serve[s] specific, 

combat-functional ends.”
81

 Moreover, this ability plays a role in increasing a firearm’s 

“capability for lethality,” creating “more wounds, more serious, in more victims.”
82 

Furthermore, the House Report noted semiautomatic assault weapons with this ability are 

the “weapons of choice among drug dealers, criminal gangs, hate groups, and mentally 

deranged persons bent on mass murder.”
83 

Moreover, we did not find any evidence that the ability to accept a detachable large 

capacity military magazine serves any sporting purpose. The House Report to the 1994 

law notes that, while most of the weapons covered by the assault weapon ban come 

equipped with detachable large capacity magazines, hunting rifles and shotguns typically 

have much smaller magazine capabilities, from 3 to 5 rounds.
84

 Similarly, we found that 

a number of States limit magazine capacity for hunting to 5 to 6 rounds. We simply 

found no information showing that the ability to accept a detachable large capacity 

military magazine has any purpose in hunting or organized competitive target shooting. 

Accordingly, we find that the ability to accept a detachable large capacity military 

magazine is a critical factor in the sporting purposes test that must be given the same 

weight as the other military configuration features identified in 1989. 

The information we collected on the use and suitability of the LCMM rifles for hunting 

and organized competitive target shooting demonstrated that the rifles are not especially 

suitable for sporting purposes. Although our study found that the LCMM rifles, as a 

type, may sometimes be used for hunting, we found no evidence that they are commonly 

used for hunting. In fact, some of the rifles are unsuitable for certain types of hunting. 

81 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 18. 

82 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 19. 

83 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 13. 

84 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 19 (footnote omitted). 
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The information we collected also demonstrated that although the LCMM rifles, as a 

type, may be used for organized competitive target shooting, their suitability for these 

competitions is limited. There are even some restrictions or prohibitions on their use for 

certain types of competitions. In addition, we believe that all rifles which are fairly 

typed as LCMM rifles should be treated the same. Therefore, the fact that there may be 

some evidence that a particular rifle of this type is used or recommended for sporting 

purposes should not control its importability. Rather, all findings as to suitability of 

LCMM rifles as a whole should govern each rifle within this type. The findings as a 

whole simply did not satisfy the standard set forth in section 925(d)(3). 

Finally, the information we gathered demonstrates that the LCMM rifles are attractive to 

certain criminals. We find that the LCMM rifles’ ability to accept a detachable large 

capacity military magazine likely plays a role in their appeal to these criminals. In 

enacting the 1994 bans on semiautomatic assault weapons and large capacity ammunition 

feeding devices, Congress recognized the appeal large magazine capacity has to the 

criminal element. 

Weighing all this information, the LCMM rifles, as a type, are not generally recognized 

as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. As ATF found in 

conducting its 1989 study, although some of the issues we confronted were difficult to 

resolve, in the end we believe the ultimate conclusion is clear and compelling. The 

ability of all of the LCMM rifles to accept a detachable large capacity military magazine 

gives them the capability to expel large amounts of ammunition quickly; this serves a 

function in combat and crime, but serves no sporting purpose. Given the high standard 

set forth in section 925(d)(3) and the Secretary’s discretion in applying the sporting 

purposes test, this conclusion was clear. 

This decision will in no way preclude the importation of true sporting firearms. It will 

prevent only the importation of firearms that cannot fairly be characterized as sporting 

rifles. 

Individual importers with existing permits for, and applications to import involving, the 

LCMM rifles will be notified of this determination in writing. Each of these importers 

will be given an opportunity to respond and present additional information and 

arguments. Final action will be taken on permits and applications only after an affected 

importer has an opportunity to makes its case. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
WASHINGTION 

November 14, 3997 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

SUBJECT: Impartation of Modified Semiautomatic 
Assault-Type Rifles 

The Gun Control Act of 1968 restricts the imporation of 
firearms unless they are determined to be particularly suitable 
for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. In 1989, the 

Department of the Treasury (the Department) conducted a review 
of existing criteria for applying the statutory test based on 
changing patterns of gun use. AS a result of that review, 
43 assault-type rifles were specifically banned from impor-
tation. However. manufacturers have modified many of those 
weapons banned in 1989 to remove certain military features 

without changing their essential operational mechanism. 
Examplee of such weapons are the Galil and the Uzi. 

In recent weeks Members of Congress have strongly urged that it 
is again necessary to review’the manner in which the Department 
is applying the sporting purposes test, in order to ensure that 
the agency’s practice is consistent with the statute and current 

patterns of gun use. A letter signed by 30 Senators strongly . 
urged that modified assault-type weapons are not properly 
importable under the statute and that I should use my authority 
to suspend temporarily their importation while the Department 

conducts an intensive, expedited review. A recent letter from 
Senator Dianne Feinstein emphasized again that weapons of this 
type are designed not for sporting purposes but for the com-
mission of crime. In addition, 34 Members of the House of 
Representatives signed a letter to Israeli Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu requesting that he intervene to stop all 
sales of Galils and Uzis nnto the United States. These 
concerns have caused the Government of Israel to announce 
a temporary moratorium on the exportation of Galils and Uzis 
so that the United States can review the importability of 
these weapons under the Gun Control Act. 
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The number of weapons at issue underscores the potential threat 
to the public health and safety that necessitates immediate 
action. Firearms importers have obtained permits to import 
nearly 600,000 modified assault-type rifles. In addition, there 
are pending before the Department applications to import more 

than 1 million additional such weapons. The number of rifles 
covered by outstanding permits is comparable to that which 
existed in 1989 when the Bush Administration temporarily 
suspended import permits for assault-type rifles. The number 
of weapons for which permits for importation are being sought 
through pending applications is approximately 10 times greater 
than in 1989. The number of such firearms for which import 
applications have been filed has skyrocketed from 10,000 on 
October 9, 1997, to more than 1 million today. 

My Administration is committed to enforcing the statutory 
restrictions on importation of firearms that do not meet the 
sporting purposes test. It is necessary that we ensure that the 
statute is being correctly applied and chat the current use of 
these modified weapons is consistent with the statute’s criteria 
for importability. This review should be conducted at once on . 
an expedited basis. The review is directed to weapons such as 
the Uzi and Galil that failed to meet the sporting purposes test 
in 1989, but were later found importable when certain military 
features were removed, The results of this review should be 
applied to all pending and future applications. 

The existence of outstanding permits for nearly 6OO,OOO,modified 
assault-type rifles threatens to defeat the purpose of the 
expedited review unless, as in 1989, the Department temporarily 
suspends such permits. Importers typically obtain authorization 
to import firearms in far greater numbers than are actually 
imported into the United States. However. gun importers could 
effectively negate the impact of any Department determination by 
simply importing weapons to the maximum amount allowed by their 
permits. The public health and safety require that the only 
firearms allowed into the United States are those that meet the 
criteria of the statute. 

Accordingly, as we discussed, you will: 

1) Conduct an immediate expedited review not to exceed 
120 days in length to determine whether modified semiautomatic 
assault-type rifles are properly importable under the statutory
sporting purposes test. The results of this review will govern
action on pending and future applications for import permits, 
which shall not be acted upon until the completion of this 
review. 
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2} Suspend outstanding permits for importation of 
modified semiautomatic assaut-type rifles for the duration 
of the 120-day review period. The temporary suspension does 
not constitute a permanent revocation of any license. 

Permits
will be revoked only if and to the extent that you determine 
that a particular weapon does not satisfy the statutory test 
for importation, and only after an affected importer has an 
opportunity to make its case tO the Deparment. 
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Exhibit 2 

STUDY RIFLE MODELS 

AK47 Variants: FN-FAL Variants: 

MAK90* SA2000 Saiga rifle L1A1 Sporter 

314* ARM Galil Sporter FAL Sporter 

56V* MISR Haddar FZSA 

89* MISTR Haddar II SAR4800 

EXP56A* SA85M WUM 1 X FAL 

SLG74 Mini PSL WUM 2 C3 

NHM90* ROMAK 1 SLR95 C3A 

NHM90-2* ROMAK 2 SLR96 LAR Sporter 

NHM91* ROMAK 4 SLR97 

SA85M Hunter rifle SLG94 

SA93 386S SLG95 

A93 PS/K SLG96 

AKS 762 VEPR caliber 

VEPR 7.62 x 39mm 

caliber .308 

HK Variants: Uzi Variants: SIG SG550 Variants: 

BT96 Officers 9* SG550-1 

Centurian 2000 320 carbine* SG550-2 

SR9 Uzi Sporter 

PSG1 

MSG90 

G3SA 

SAR8 

• These models were manufactured in China and have not been imported since the 1994 

embargo on the importation of firearms from China. 
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Exhibit 3 

STUDY RIFLES 

The study rifles are semiautomatic firearms based on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK 91 and 93, Uzi, 

and SIG SG550 designs. Each of the study rifles is derived from a semiautomatic assault rifle. 

The following are some examples of specific study rifle models grouped by design type. In each 

instance, a semiautomatic assault rifle is shown above the study rifles for comparison. 

AK47 Variants 

AK47 semiautomatic assault rifle 

=================================================================== 

MISR  ARM 

MAK90  WUM 1 
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FN-FAL Variants 

FN-FAL semiautomatic assault rifle 

==================================================================== 

      L1A1 Sporter SAR 4800 

HK 91 and 93 Variants 

HK91 semiautomatic assault rifle 

===================================================================== 

SR9 SAR 8 
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Uzi Variants 

Uzi semiautomatic assault rifle 

===================================================================== 

320 carbine 

SIG SG550 Variants 

The following illustration depicts the configuration of a semiautomatic assault rifle based on the 

SIG SG550 design. No illustrations of modified semiautomatic versions are available. 

SIG SG550 semiautomatic assault rifle 
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Exhibit 5 

MILITARY CONFIGURATION 

1. Ability to accept a detachable magazine. Virtually all modern military firearms are 

designed to accept large, detachable magazines. This provides the soldier with a fairly large 

ammunition supply and the ability to rapidly reload. Thus, large capacity magazines are 

indicative of military firearms. While detachable magazines are not limited to military 

firearms, most traditional semiautomatic sporting firearms, designed to accommodate a 

detachable magazine, have a relatively small magazine capacity. Additionally, some States 

have a limit on the magazine capacity allowed for hunting, usually five or six rounds. 

2. Folding/telescoping stock. Many military firearms incorporate folding or telescoping 

stocks. The main advantage of this item is portability, especially for airborne troops. These 

stocks allow the firearm to be fired from the folded position, yet it cannot be fired nearly as 

accurately as with an open stock. With respect to possible sporting uses of this feature, the 

folding stock makes it easier to carry the firearm when hiking or backpacking. However, its 

predominant advantage is for military purposes, and it is normally not found on the 

traditional sporting rifle. 

3. Pistol grips. The vast majority of military firearms employ a well-defined separate pistol 

grip that protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the weapon. In most cases, the 

“straight line design” of the military weapon dictates a grip of this type so that the shooter 

can hold and fire the weapon. Further, a pistol grip can be an aid in one-handed firing of the 

weapon in a combat situation. Further, such grips were designed to assist in controlling 

machineguns during automatic fire. On the other hand, the vast majority of sporting 

firearms employ a more traditional pistol grip built into the wrist of the stock of the firearm 

since one-handed shooting is not usually employed in hunting or organized competitive 

target competitions. 

4. Ability to accept a bayonet. A bayonet has distinct military purposes. First, it has a 

psychological effect on the enemy. Second, it enables soldiers to fight in close quarters with 

a knife attached to their rifles. No traditional sporting use could be identified for a bayonet. 

5. Flash suppressor. A flash suppressor generally serves one or two functions. First, in 

military firearms it disperses the muzzle flash when the firearm is fired to help conceal the 

shooter’s position, especially at night. A second purpose of some flash suppressors is to 

assist in controlling the "muzzle climb" of the rifle, particularly when fired as a fully 

automatic weapon. From the standpoint of a traditional sporting firearm, there is no 

particular benefit in suppressing muzzle flash. Flash suppressors that also serve to dampen 

muzzle climb have a limited benefit in sporting uses by allowing the shooter to reacquire 
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the target for a second shot. However, the barrel of a sporting rifle can be modified by 

"magna-porting" to achieve the same result. There are also muzzle attachments for sporting 

firearms to assist in the reduction of muzzle climb. In the case of military-style weapons 

that have flash suppressors incorporated in their design, the mere removal of the flash 

suppressor may have an adverse impact on the accuracy of the firearm. 

6. Bipods. The majority of military firearms have bipods as an integral part of the firearm or 

contain specific mounting points to which bipods may be attached.  The military utility of 

the bipod is primarily to provide stability and support for the weapon when fired from the 

prone position, especially when fired as a fully automatic weapon. Bipods are available 

accessory items for sporting rifles and are used primarily in long-range shooting to enhance 

stability. However, traditional sporting rifles generally do not come equipped with bipods, 

nor are they specifically designed to accommodate them. Instead, bipods for sporting 

firearms are generally designed to attach to a detachable “slingswivel mount” or simply 

clamp onto the firearm. 

7. Grenade launcher. Grenade launchers are incorporated in the majority of military firearms as 

a device to facilitate the launching of explosive grenades. Such launchers are generally of 

two types. The first type is a flash suppressor designed to function as a grenade launcher. 

The second type attaches to the barrel of the rifle by either screws or clamps. No traditional 

sporting application could be identified for a grenade launcher. 

8. Night sights. Many military firearms are equipped with luminous sights to facilitate sight 

alignment and target acquisition in poor light or darkness. Their uses are generally for 

military and law enforcement purposes and are not usually found on sporting firearms since 

it is generally not legal to hunt at night. 
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[This document has been retyped for clarity.] 

MEMORANDUM TO FILE 

FIREARMS ADVISORY PANEL 

The initial meeting of the Firearms Advisory Panel was held in Room 3313, Internal 

Revenue Building, on December 10, 1968, with all panel members present.  Internal Revenue 

Service personnel in attendance at the meeting were the Director, Alcohol and Tobacco Tax 

Division, Harold Serr; Chief, Enforcement Branch, Thomas Casey; Chief, Operations 

Coordination Section, Cecil M. Wolfe, and Firearms Enforcement Officer, Paul Westenberger. 

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Compliance, Leon Green, visited the meeting several times 

during the day. 

The Director convened the meeting at 10:00 a.m. by welcoming the members and outlining 

the need for such an advisory body. He then introduced the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 

Mr. Sheldon Cohen, to each panel member. 

Mr. Cohen spoke to the panel for approximately fifteen minutes. He thanked the members 

for their willingness to serve on the panel, explained the role of the panel and some of the 

background which led to the enactment of the Gun Control Act of 1968. Commissioner Cohen 

explained to the panel members the conflict of interest provisions of regulations pertaining to 

persons employed by the Federal Government and requested that if any member had any 

personal interest in any matter that came under discussion or consideration, he should make such 

interest known and request to be excused during consideration of the matter. 

Mr. Seer then explained to the panel the areas in which the Division would seek the advice 

of the panel and emphasized that the role of the panel would be advisory only, and that it was the 

responsibility of the Service to make final decisions. He then turned the meeting over to the 

moderator, Mr. Wolfe. 

Mr. Wolfe explained the responsibility of the Service under the import provisions of the 

Gun Control Act and under the Mutual Security Act. The import provisions were read and 

discussed. 

The panel was asked to assist in defining Αsporting purposes≅ as used in the Act. It was 

generally agreed that firearms designed and intended for hunting and all types of organized 

competitive target shooting would fall within the sporting purpose category. A discussion was 

held on the so-called sport of Αplinking≅. It was the consensus that, while many persons 
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participated in the type of activity and much ammunition was expended in such endeavors, it was 

primarily a pastime and could not be considered a sport for the purposes of importation since any 

firearm that could expel a projectile could be used for this purpose without having any 

characteristics generally associated with target guns. 

The point system that had been developed by the Division and another point system formula 

suggested and furnished by the Southern Gun Distributors through Attorney Michael Desalle, 

was explained and demonstrated to the panel by Paul Westenberger.  Each panel member was 

given copies of the formulas and requested to study them and endeavor to develop a formula he 

believed would be equitable and could be applied to all firearms sought to be imported. 

A model BM59 Beretta, 7.62 mm, NATO Caliber Sporter Version Rifle was presented to 

the panel and their advice sought as to their suitability for sporting purposes. It was the 

consensus that these rifles do have a particular use in target shooting and hunting. Accordingly, 

it was recommended that importation of this rifle together with the SIG-AMT 7.62mm NATO 

Caliber Sporting Rifle and the Cetme 7.62mm NATO Caliber Sporting Rifle be authorized for 

importation. Importation, however, should include the restriction that these weapons must not 

possess combination flash suppressors/grenade adaptors with outside diameters greater than 

20mm (.22 mm is the universal grade adaptor size). 

The subject of ammunition was next discussed. Panel members agreed that incendiary and 

tracer small arms ammunition have no use for sporting purposes.  Accordingly, the Internal 

Revenue Service will not authorize these types of small arms ammunition importation. All other 

conventional small arms ammunition for pistols, revolvers, rifles and shotguns will be 

authorized. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m. 

C.M. Wolfe 
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STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSION REVIEW 

STATE RESTRICTION RIFLE RESTRICTION MAGAZINE RESTRICTION 

Alabama Not for turkey 

Alaska 

Arizona Not more than five rounds 

Arkansas Not for turkey 

California 

Colorado Not more than six rounds 

Connecticut* No rifles on public land 

Delaware No rifles 

Florida Not more than five rounds 

Georgia Not for turkey 

Hawaii 

Idaho Not for turkey 

Illinois Not for deer or turkey 

Indiana* Not for deer or turkey 

Iowa Not for deer or turkey 

No restrictions on coyote or fox 

Kansas 

Kentucky 

Louisiana Not for turkey 

Maine* Not for turkey 

Maryland* 
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STATE RESTRICTION RIFLE RESTRICTION MAGAZINE RESTRICTION 

Massachusetts Not for deer or turkey 

Michigan Not for turkey Not more than six rounds 

Minnesota 

Mississippi Not for turkey 

Missouri Not for turkey Chamber and magazine not more 

than 11 rounds 

Montana 

Nebraska Not more than six rounds 

Nevada Not for turkey 

New Hampshire* Not for turkey Not more than five rounds 

New Jersey No rifles 

New Mexico Not for turkey 

New York* Not more than six rounds 

North Carolina Not for turkey 

North Dakota Not for turkey 

Ohio Not for deer or turkey 

Oklahoma Not more than seven rounds for 

.22 caliber 

Oregon* Not more than five rounds 

Pennsylvania* No semiautomatics 
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STATE RESTRICTION RIFLE RESTRICTION MAGAZINE RESTRICTION 

Rhode Island Prohibited except for 

woodchuck in summer 

South Carolina Not for turkey 

South Dakota Not more than five rounds 

Tennessee Not for turkey 

Texas 

Utah Not for turkey 

Vermont Not more than six rounds 

Virginia* 

Washington Not for turkey 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin 

Wyoming 

* Limited restrictions (e.g., specified areas, county restrictions, populated areas, time of day). 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226 

DIRECTOR 

O:F:S:DMS 
3310 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary 
of the Treasury decided to conduct a review to 
determine whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles 
are properly importable under Federal law. Under 
18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3), firearms may be imported 
into the United States only if they are determined to 
be of a type generally recognized as particularly 
suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. 
The firearms in question are semiautomatic rifles based 
on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG SG550-1, and Uzi 
designs. 

As part of the review, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms (ATF) is interested in receiving 
information that shows whether any or all of the above 
types of semiautomatic rifles are particularly suitable 
for or readily adaptable to hunting or organized 
competitive target shooting. We are asking that you 
voluntarily complete the enclosed survey to assist us 
in gathering this information. We anticipate that the 
survey will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. 

Responses must be received no later than January 9, 
1998; those received after that date cannot be included 
in the review. Responses should be forwarded to the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Department HG, 
P.O. Box 50860, Washington, DC 20091. We appreciate 
any information you care to provide. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 
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OMB No.1512-os42 

ATF SURVEY OF HUNTING GUIDES 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page1of2 

Please report only on those clients who hunted medium game (for example, turkey) or larger 

game for example, deer) with a rifle. 

For the purposes of this survey, please count only individual clients and NOT the number of trips 

taken by a client. For example, ifyou took the same client on more than one trip, count the client 

only once. 

1. What is the approximate number of your clients who have ever used manually operated rifles 

during the past two hunting seasons of 1995 and 1996? 

number of clients. 

2. What is the approximate number of your clients who have ever used semiautomatic rifles 

during the past two hunting seasons of 1995 and 1996? 

number of clients. 

3. What is the approximate number of your clients who have ever used semiautomatic rifles 

whose design is based on the AK 47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG 550-1, or Uzi during the past 

two hunting seasons of 1995 and 1996? 

number of clients. 

4. From your knowledge, for your clients who use semiautomatic rifles, please list the three 

most commonly used rifles. 

Make Model Caliber 

5. Do you recommend the use ofanyspecific byyourclients?rifles 

Yes {Continue to #6) No (You are finished with the survey. Thank you.) 

sponsor, isnotrequired An agencymay notconductor andaperson torespondto,thecollection 

ofinformationunlessit acurrently OMB controldisplays valid number. 
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OMB No. 1512-0542 

ATF SURVEY OF HUNTING GUIDES 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page 2 of 2 

6. If your answer to item 5 is “Yes”, please identify the specific rifles you recommend. 

Make Model Caliber 

7. Do yourecommend the use of any semiautomatic rifles whose design is based on the AK 47, 

FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG 550-1, or Uzi? 

Yes (Continue to #8) ____ No (You are finished with the survey. Thank you.) 

8. If your answer to item 7 is “Yes”, please identify the specific rifles whose design is based on 

the AK 47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG 550-1, or Uzi that you recommend. 

Make Model Caliber 

An agencymay not conductor sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, the collection 

of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. 
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Hunting Guides 
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Hunting Guides 
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Additional Comments by Hunting Guides 

Additional comments: 

(8) The respondent answered questions 1, 2, 3, and 5 with “None of your 

business.” He then stated in question 4: "It's none of your business what 

kind, make, model or how many guns law abiding citizens of the U.S. own, 

prefer to shoot.” 

(9) The respondent wrote that he was no longer in business but that he had 

owned a waterfowl operation and upland bird operation (shotguns only) . He 

added that assault rifles were not true sporting rifles and that they 

should be limited to use by the military and law enforcement agencies. 

However, he felt that true sporting weapons that can be modified into some 

“quasi-assault weapons” should not be restricted. He stated that he 

supported the effort to get military weapons off the streets but did not 

want the rights of true sportsmen to be affected. 

(10) Although licensed, the respondent did not guide anyone during the past 

year. 

(11) The respondent stated in question 6 that he recommends any legal caliber 

rifle that client is comfortable with and that is capable of killing the 

desired game. 

(12) For question 6, the respondent replied that he didn’t recommend any 

specific make or model, other than whatever his clients are most 

comfortable using so long as the weapons are legal for the particular 

game. 

(15) The respondent stated that his organization was solely recreational 

wildlife watching and photography. 

(17) The respondent did not answer the questions but informed us that it is 

illegal in Hawaii to hunt turkey with a rifle. 

(23) The Respondent stated that the study rifles were more suitable for 
militants than sportsmen. He added, “If they want to use these weapons 

let them go back to the service and use them to defend our country, not 

against it.” 

(25) The respondent stated that, in his 35 years of conducting big game hunts, 

he had never seen any of the study rifles used for hunting. He suggested 

that the rifles are made to kill people, not big game. 

(26) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for his clients but stated 
that he doesn’t demand that they use such rifles. The respondent 

recommended the study rifles in close-range situations in which there are 

multiple targets that may pose a danger to the hunter (e.g., coyotes, 

foxes, mountain lions, and bears) . 

(27) The respondent stated that he recommended the study rifles for hunting but 

not any specific make. 
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(32) The respondent said that most of his clients are bow or pistol hunters. 

He said that there is little if any use for the study rifles in his 

outfitting service because it focuses on hunts of mountain lions and 

bighorn sheep. However, he did recommend the study rifles on target 

ranges and in competitive shooting situations and cited his right to bear 

arms. 

(35) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for his clients. 

(40) The respondent stated that semiautomatic rifles (such as the AK47) and 

others are useful for predator hunting. 

(41) The respondent said that he recommended only ranges of calibers deemed 

suitable but not makes and models of specific rifles. 

(44) The respondent recommended the following calibers for hunting without any 

specific makes or models: 30.06, 300 Win mag, 338, and 270. 

(47) The respondent stated: “YOU are asking questions about certain makes of 

assault rifles, but you are going to end up going after ALL semiautomatic 

guns . I’ve spent about 21 years HUNTING with shotguns and I’ve used 

semiautomatic models. If you go down the list of times that one new law 

didn’t end up being a whole SlOO [sic] of other laws I would be surprised. 

Maybe some face-to-face with these weapons would be a good thing for 

politicians. If they see how they are used in ‘the Real World’ then they 

may make better amendments.” 

(49) The respondent specifically recommended the study rifles only for grizzly 

bears or moose. 

(50) The respondent stated that his business involved waterfowl hunting, which 

uses only shotguns. 

(51) The respondent replied: “It is my opinion this is a one sided survey, and 

does not tell the real meaning and purpose of the survey. And that is to 

ban all sporting arms in the future. The way this survey is presented is 

out of line.” 

(53) The respondent stated: “I recommend to all my hunters that they join the 

NRA, vote Republican, and buy a good semi-auto for personal defense.” 

(57) The respondent stated that most of his clients use bolt-action rifles. He 

suggested that semiautomatics are not as accurate as bolt-action rifles. 

(58) The respondent stated that the survey did not pertain to his waterfowl 

hunting business since only shotguns are used. He added that he did not 

believe semiautomatics in general present any more threat to the public 

than other weapons or firearms. However, he suggested that cheaply made 

assault-type rifles imported from China and other countries are inaccurate 

and not suitable for hunting. 

(59) The respondent stated that he had no knowledge of the semiautomatic rifles 

beyond 30.06 or similar calibers for hunting. He added that he did not 

have a use for “automatic” weapons. 
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(64) The respondent stated: “We need to look at weapons and determine what the 

designer’s intent was for the weapon. We really don’t need combat weapons 

in the hunting environment. I personally would refuse to guide for anyone 

carrying such a weapon.” 

(65) The respondent recommended the following calibers for hunting: 7mm, 30.06,” 

.308, .708, 25.06, .243, 22.250, and 300 msg. However, he stated that the 

study rifles are of no use to the sporting or hunting community 

whatsoever. 

(71) The respondent stated that he mainly hunts elk but did not recommend any 

additional information about specific firearms except for using 300 mag 

and 7 mm mag calibers. 

(73) The respondent recommended any bolt-action or semiautomatic in the 30 or 

7mm calibers. However, he stated that he doesn’t allow his clients to use 

any models based on assault rifles: “They are not needed for hunting. A 

good hunter does not have these.” 

(78) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for hunting, particularly 

Browning and Remington. 

(80) Although the respondent stated that he does not conduct guides, he did not 

see a reason to allow any rifles other those manufactured specifically for 

hunting and sport shooting: “All assault rifles are for fighting war and 

killing humans.” 

(82) The respondent stated that he used shotguns only. 

(84) The respondent said that he did not allow semiautomatic or automatic 

rifles in his business. He specifically recommended manually operated 

rifles . 

(90) The respondent stated that all the semiautomatics like AK47s are 

absolutely worthless and that he found no redeeming hunting value in any 

AK47 type of rifle. He further explained that the purpose of hunting is 

to use the minimum number of shells, not the maximum: “I have only known 

1 [person] in 50 years to use an AK47. He shot the deer about 30 times. 

That wasn’t hunting, it was murder.” He suggested that he would be 

willing to testify in Congress against such weapons. 

(92) The respondent stated that he had been contacted in error, as he was not 

in the hunting guide business. 

(98) The respondent recommended any rifle that a client can shoot the best. 

(101) The respondent wrote a letter saying that his business was too new to 

provide us with useful information about client use; however, he stated 

that the Chinese AK47 does a proficient job on deer and similar sizes of 

game and may be the only rifle that some poor people could afford. He 

said that he is willing to testify to Congress about the outrageous price 

of certain weapons. 

(102) The respondent did not recommend rifles but recommended calibers .270, 

30.06, .300, and 7mm. 

3 
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(103) The respondent stated that he had clients who used semiautomatic rifles, 

but he didn’t know which makes or models. 

(104) The respondent recommended any legal weapons capable of killing game, 

“including the types mentioned under the 2nd amendment.” 

(105) The respondent stated that the semiautomatic rifles used by his clients 

were Remington. 

(112) The respondent stated that he could not provide any useful information 

because his business was too new. 

(113) The respondent recommended whatever is available to knock down an elk. 

He recommended specific calibers: 30.06, 300, or 338. 

(115) The respondent questioned why anyone would use a semiautomatic firearm to 

hunt game: “Anyone using such horrible arms should be shot with one 

themselves. Any big game animal does not have a chance with a rifle and 

now you say people can use semiautomatic rifles.” 

(116) The respondent had had three clients who used semiautomatics with 30.06 

and 270-caliber ammunition; however, he didn’t know the makes or models. 

(118) The survey questions were not answered, but the respondent wrote: “This 

is a stupid survey. No one contends they hunt much for big game with an 

AK47 . The debate is over the right to own one, which the 2nd amendment 

says we can.” 

(119) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for hunting. 

(121) The respondent stated that he uses only shotguns in his operation. 

(122) The respondent recommended rifles with the calibers of .270 - 30.06 or 

larger to the .300 mag or .338 mag. However, he said that anything other 

than a standard semiautomatic sporting rifle is illegal in Colorado, 

where his business is conducted. 

(123) The respondent, who is a bighorn sheep outfitter, stated that the 

semiautomatic rifles have no place in big game hunting. He recommended 

basic hunting rifles with calibers of 270 or 30.06. 

(124) The respondent, who hunts mainly deer and elk, recommended calibers 270, 

30.06, 300 mag, 7mm, 8mm, or 338. 

(125) The respondent said that his clients did use semiautomatics, but he 

didn’t have any specific information about which ones. 

(126) The respondent stated that the study rifles should remain in one’s home 

or on private property. He would like to have some for personal use but 

would not recommend them for hunting. He further expressed his 

displeasure with the Brady bill and stated that criminals need to be held 

accountable for their actions. 

(127) The respondent, who hunts mostly elk and deer, said that the AK47 is not 

powerful enough to hunt elk; however, it may be ideal for smaller game, 

like deer or antelope. He recommended any rifles of 30.06 caliber or 

larger for hunting. 
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(131) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for his clients with 

calibers .24, .25, 7 mm, or .30. He cited his preference because of 

fewer moving parts, their ease to fix, and their lack of sensitivity to 

weather conditions in the field. He added, however, that he had seen the 

study rifles used with good success. 

(132) The respondent stated that the study rifles are not worth anything in 

cold weather. 

(133) The respondent recommended handguns for hunting in calibers 41 or 44 msg. 

(136) The respondent did not recommend any rifles by make, but he did recommend 

a caliber of .308 or larger for elk. 

(140) The respondent recommended any good bolt or semiautomatic in 270 caliber 

and up . He added: “I feel the government is too involved in our lives 

and seek too much control over the people of our country. I am 65 yrs 

old and see more of our freedom lost every day. I believe in our country 

but I have little faith in [organizations] like the A.T.F.” 

(145) The responded stated: “Don’t send these guns out west. Thanks!” 

(148) The respondent did not hunt turkey or deer and had no additional 

information to provide. 

(149) The respondent said that he recommends specific rifles to his clients if 

they ask, usually 270 to 7mm caliber big game rifles. 

(150) The respondent recommended Winchester, Remington, or any other 

autoloading hunting rifle. 

(152) The respondent said that he recommended caliber sizes but not specific 

rifles. 

(159) The respondent recommended any gun with which a client can hit a target. 

He stated that the AK47 could be used for hunting and target shooting. 

(174) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles to his clients. 

(175) The respondent said that most of his deer-hunting clients use bolt-action 

rifles, such as Rugers and Remington, in calibers of 30.06, 270, or 243. 

In his duck guide service, only shotguns are used. 

(180) The respondent wrote: “We agree people should not be allowed to have 

semiautomatics and automatics. This does not mean that you silly 

bastards in Washington need to push complete or all gun control.” 

(182) The respondent felt that the survey is biased because it didn’t ask about 

hunting varmints. He stated that many of the study rifles are suitable 

for such activity. 

(184) The respondent did not recommend single shots or automatics and only 

allows bolt action or pumps for use by his clients. 
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(188) The respondent wrote that the study guns are good for small game hunting: 

“I have very good luck with them as they are small, easy to handle, fast. 

shooting and flat firing guns.” 

(192) The respondent submitted a letter with the survey: “I do not recommend 

the use of semiautomatic weapons for hunting in my area. Most Of these 

weapons are prone to be unreliable because the owner does not know how to 

properly care-for them in adverse weather. The FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, and 

SIG SG550-1 are excellent and expensive weapons very much suited to 

competition shooting. 

“Have you surveyed the criminal element on their choice of weapons? I 

suspect the criminal use of the six weapons you mentioned do law-abiding 

citizens compare a very small percentage to the same weapon used. I 

realize that even one wrongful death is too many but now can you justify 

the over 300,000 deaths per year from government supported tobacco? 

“Gun control does not work - it never has and it never will. What we 

need are police that capture criminals and a court system with the 

fortitude to punish them for their crimes.” 

(198) The respondent stated that this was his first year in and that it was 

mainly a bow-hunting business. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20226 

DIRECTOR 

DEC 10 1997 
O:F:S:DMS 
3310 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary 
of the Treasury decided to conduct a review to 
determine whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles 
are properly importable under Federal law. Under 

18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3), firearms may be imported 
into the United States only if they are determined to 
be of a type generally recognized as particularly 
suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. 
The firearms in question are semiautomatic rifles based 
on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG SG550-1, and Uzi 
designs. 

As part of the review, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms (ATF) is interested in receiving 
information that shows whether any or all of the above 
types of semiautomatic rifles are particularly suitable 
for or readily adaptable to hunting or organized 
competitive target shooting. We are asking that your 

organization voluntarily complete the enclosed survey 
to assist us in gathering this information. We 
anticipate that the survey will take approximately 
15 minutes to complete. 

Responses must be received no later than 30 days 
following the date of this letter; those received after 
that date cannot be included in the review. Responses 

should be forwarded to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms, Department HSE, P.O. Box 50860, 
Washington, DC 20091. We appreciate any information 
you care to provide. 

Sincerely yours, 

v Director 

Enclosure 
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OMB No. 1512-0542 

ATF SURVEY OF HUNTING/SHOOTING EDITORS 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page 1of2 

1. Doesyourpublication types semiautomatic forrecommendspecific ofcenterfire rifles usein 

hunting medium game (for example, turkey) or larger game (for example, deer)? 

Yes (Continue) No (Skip to#3) 

2. Ifyouranswertoitem1is“Yes”,please thespecific semiautomaticidentify centerfire rifles 

yourecommend. 

Make Model Caliber 

3.Doesyourpublicationrecommendagainsttheuseofanysemiautomatic whosedesignrifles is 

basedontheAK 47,FN-FAL,HK91, HK93,SIG 550-1,orUziforuseinhuntingmedium 

game (forexample,turkey)orlargergame (forexample,deer)? 

Yes (Continue) No (skip to #5) 

Yes,incertain Pleasecircumstances. explain 

(Continue) 

4. Ifyouranswertoitem3 is“Yes”or“Yes,incertain please thecircumstances”, identify 

specific that usingforhuntingmedium game (forexample, rifles yourecommendagainst 

turkey)orlargergame (forexample,deer)? 

Make Model Caliber 

5. Doesyourpublicationrecommendspecifictypes semiautomatic forofcentefire rifles usein 

high-power rifle competition? 

Yes (Continue) No (skip to #7) 

An agencymay notconductor andaperson torespondto,thecollection sponsor, isnotrequired 

ofinformationunlessit acurrently OMB controlnumber.displays valid 
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OMB No. 1512-0542 

ATF SURVEY OF HUNTING/SHOOTING EDITORS 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page2 of2 

6. Ifyouranswer please thespecific semiautomatictoitem5is“Yes”, identify centerfire rifles 

yourecommend. 

Make Model Caliber 

7. Doesyourpublicationrecommendagainsttheuseofanysemiautomatic whosedesignrifles is 

basedontheAK 47,FN-FAL,HK91, HK93, SIG 550-1,orUzi foruseinhigh-powerrifle 

competition? 

Yes (Continue) No (skip to #9) 

Yes,incertain Pleasecircumstances. explain 

(Continue) 

8. Ifyouranswertoitem7is“Yes”or“Yes, circumstances”, identifyincertain please the 

specific yourpublication against using forhigh-power rifle competition.rifles recommends 

Make Model Caliber 

9. Haveyouoranyotherauthor toyourpublication anyarticles who contributes written since 

1989concerningtheuseofsemiautomaticrifles suitabilityuseinhuntingorandtheir for 

organized competitive shooting? (Exclude Letters to the Editor.) 

Yes (Continue) No (You are finished with the survey. Thank you.) 

10.Ifyouranswertoitem9 is“Yes”,pleasesubmitacopyoftheapplicablearticle(s).Any 

material toprovide beverybeneficial Please theyouareable will toourstudy. indicate 

publication date eacharticle. issue andpagefor 

An agencymay notconductorsponsor, isnotrequired to,thecollection andaperson torespond 

ofinformationunlessit acurrently OMB controlnumber.displays valid 
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Editors 

Comments: 

2. If your answerto item 1 is “Yes,”pleaseidentifythe specificcenterfire 
riflesyou recommend: 

(8) AnythingexceptUzis. 

(9) All studyriflesexceptUzi. 

(12) See attached‘articles. 

3. Pleaseexplaincircumstancesto question3: Does your publicationrecommend 
againstthe use of any semiautomaticrifleswhosedesignis basedon the AK 
47, FN-FAL,HK91,HK93,SIG 550-1,or Uzi for use in huntingmediumgame 
(forexample,turkey)or largergame (forexample,deer)? 

(12) When the caliberis inappropriateor illegalfor the specificgame 
species. 

Otherriflemake recommendationsin responseto question4: If your answer 
to item 3 is “Yes”or “Yes,in certaincircumstances,”pleaseidentifythe 
specificriflesthatyou recommendagainstusingfor huntingmediumgame 
(forexample,turkey)or largergame (forexample,deer)? 

(12)See attachedarticles. 

The followingtwo itemsare for the responsesto question6: If your answer 
to item 5 is “Yes,”pleaseidentifythe specificcenterfiresemiautomatic 
riflesyou recommend: 

Model 

(5) SpringfieldMIA and ColtAR-15. 

Caliber 

(5) 7.62m (MIA)and .223 (Colt). 

The followingitemsare for questions9 and 10 on articleswrittenand the 
submissionof thesearticleswith the survey. 

.1Article 

(8) No articlesenclosed. 

(9) SemiautomaticTakesTubb to HP Title. 

(lo) No articlesattached. 

Article2 

(9) AR-15 SpacegunsInvadingMatch. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20226 

DIRECTOR zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
DEC 10 1997 O: F: S:DMS 

3310 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary 

of the Treasury decided to conduct a review to 

determine whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles 

are properly importable under Federal law. Under 

18 U.S.C. section 925(d) (3), firearms may be imported 
into the United States only if they are determined to 

be of a type generally recognized as particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. 

The firearms in question are semiautomatic rifles based 

on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG SG550-1, and Uzi 

designs. 

As part of the review, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms (ATF) is interested in receiving 

information that shows whether any or all of the above 

types of semiautomatic rifles are particularly suitable 

for or readily adaptable to hunting or organized 

competitive target shooting. We are asking that your 

organization voluntarily complete the enclosed survey 

to assist us in gathering this information. We 

anticipate that the survey will take approximately 

15 minutes to complete. 

Responses must be received no later than 30 days 

following the date of this letter; those received after 

that date cannot be included in the review. Responses 

should be forwarded to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms, Department FG, P.O. BOX 50860, 

Washington, DC 20091. We appreciate any information 

you care to provide. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 
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OMB No.1512-0542 

ATFSURVEYOFSTATEFISHANDGAMECOMMISSIONS 
FORRIFLEUSAGE 

Page1of2 

State: 

1.Do thelawsinyourstateplace orrestrictions thanseasonal) useanyprohibitions (other onthe 

ofhigh-powerrifles medium game (for turkey)orlargergame (for forhunting example, 

example,deer)? 

Yes(Continue) No (Skipto#2) 

la.If“Yes”,pleasecitelaw(s)andbrieflydescribetherestrictions. 

2.Do thelawsinyourstateplace orrestrictions thanseasonal) useanyprohibitions (other onthe 

ofsemiautomaticriflesforhuntingmedium game (forexample,turkey)orlargergame (for 

example,deer)? 

Yes(Continue) No (skipto#3) 

2a.If“Yes”,pleasecitelaw(s)andbrieflydescribetherestrictions. 

An agencymay notconductor andaperson torespondto,thecollection sponsor, isnotrequired 

ofinformationunlessit acurrently OMB controlnumber.displays valid 
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OMB No.1512-0542 

ATF SURVEY OF STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSIONS 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page2of2 

(Continue) 

3.What,ifany, orcartridge thatmaybe usedforhuntingistheminimumcaliber dimensions 

medium game (forexample,turkey)orlargergame (forexample,deer)? 

Caliber: OR Dimensions: 

Thereisnominimum. 

4.Doesyourcommissionorstate anydataonthetypes usedinyourstateforcollect ofrifles 

huntingmedium game (forexample,turkey)orlargergame (forexample,deer)? 

Yes(Continue) No (You are filnished with the survey. Thank you.) 

4a.If“Yes”,please hardcopies data thepast provide ofanysuchavailable for two 

huntingseasons Any data youprovidewillbemostbeneficial of1995and1996. that to 

Ourstudy. 

Ifyouwouldlikeustocontact the data please provide your name and youregarding 

phone number. 

Name: Phone: 

An agencymay notconductorsponsor,andapersonisnotrequiredtorespondto,thecollection 

ofinformationunlessitdisplaysacurrentlyvalidOMB controlnumber. 
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StateFish and Game Commissions 

Restrictionsfor High PoweredRifles 

la. Pleasecite law(s)and brieflydescribethe restrictions. 

(19)No automaticweapons,no silencedweapons. 

(23)Bisonhuntersmust use a calibercapableof firinga 200-grainbullet 
having2,000poundsof energyat 100 yards. 

(11)No riflesfor turkey. 

(22)Centerfirefor big game, 10 gaugeor smallerfor residentsmallgame. 

Colorado 
(10)Semiautomaticriflemay not holdmore than 6 rounds. 

(39)Shotgunonly on publiclands. Can use any type of rifleon privateland. 

(4o)No rifles- shotguns/muzzleloadersonly. 

(25)Machineguns and silencersnot permittedfor any hunting. 

(29)No hi-powerriflesallowedfor turkeyhunting. 

Hawaii 
(49)Must have dischargeof 1200 footpounds. 

(30)No hi-powerriflesallowedfor huntingturkey. 

(12)Turkeyor deer may not be huntedwith rifle. Deer may not be huntedwith 

muzzleloadingrifle. No restrictionon riflesfor coyote,fox, and 
woodchuck,etc. 

(34)NO hi-powerriflesallowedfor deer or turkeyhunting. Limited 
restrictionsfor specifiedareas. 

(26)Cannotuse riflesfor turkeyor deer,only shotgunor bow and arrow. NO 
differenceif publicor privatelands. For coyoteor fox, thereis no 
restrictionon rifles,magazinesize,or caliber. 

(33)Must use ammunitionspecificallydesignedfor hunting. 
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Louisiana 
(6) No rifles for turkey hunting. Rifles for deer hunting must be no smaller 

than .22 centerfire. 

Maine 
(32)No hi-power rifles for turkey and water fowl. Some limited restrictions 

for specific areas. 

Marvland 

(42) Some restrictions based on county. They are allowed in western and 

southern Maryland. Shotguns only in and around Baltimore and 

Washington, D.C. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
(14) Rifles not permitted for hunting deer and turkey. 

(27) No turkey hunting with hi-power rifle. No night hunting with hi-power 

rifle. Deer hunting with hi-power rifle allowed only in lower southern 

peninsula. Limited restrictions for specific areas. 

(13) Caliber must be at least .23. Ammunition must have a case length of at 

least 1.285”. .30 caliber Ml carbine cartridge may not be used. 

. . . ,
Mississippi 
(15) Restricts turkey hunting to shotguns. However quadriplegics may hunt 

turkey with a rifle. 

Missouri 
(5) Rifles not permitted for turkey. Self loading firearms for deer may not 

have a combined magazine + chamber capacity of more than 11 cartridges. 

Nebraska 
(43) Allowed and frequently used, but magazine capacity maximum is six rounds. 

Nevada 

(1) Answer to #3 refers to NAS 501.150 and NAS 503.142. Not for turkey. 

New Hampshire 
(7) Magazine capacity no more than 5 rounds. Prohibits full metal jacket 

bullets for hunting. Prohibits deer hunting with rifles in certain towns. 

New Jersey 
(17)No rifles. 

New Mexico 
(31) No hi-power rifles allowed for hunting turkey. 

New York 
(24) No semiautomatics with a magazine capacity of greater than 6 rounds; 

machineguns and silencers not permitted for any hunting. Limited 

restrictions for specific areas. 

th Carolina 

(20) Centerfire rifles not permitted for turkey hunting. 

2 
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North Dakota 

(28) No hi-power rifles for turkey hunting. 

Ohio 
(3) Prohibits high power rifles for turkey, deer and migratory birds. High 

power rifles can be used on all other legal game animals. 

(8) Centerfire rifles only for large game. Magazines for .22 centerfire rifles 

may not hold more than 7 rounds. 

(2) OAR 635-65-700(1) must be .24 caliber or larger center fire rifle, no full 

automatic; OAR 635-65-700(2) hunters shall only use centerfire rifle .22 

caliber; OAR-65-700(5) no military or full jacket bullets in original or 

altered form. Limited restrictions for specific areas. 

(16) Rifles not permitted in Philadelphia & Pittsburgh areas. 

de Island 

(44) .22 center fire during the summer for woodchucks. 

th 

(18) No rifle for turkey, rifle for deer must be larger than .22 caliber 

South Dakota 
(50) Magazine not more than five rounds. 

(37) NO hi-power rifles allowed for turkey hunting. 

(21) Rimfire ammunition not permitted for hunting deer, antelope, and bighorn 

sheep; machine guns and silencers not permitted for hunting any game 

animals. 

(9) No rifles for turkey hunting. 

Vermont 

(47) Turkey size less than 10 gauge. Deer/moose/beer, no restriction on 

caliber. 

(48) 23 caliber or larger for deer and bear. No restrictions for turkey. No 

magazine restrictions, shotgun limited to 3 shells. Restrictions vary from 

county to county - approximately 90 different rifle restrictions in the 

State of Virginia based on the county restrictions. Sawed-off firearms are 

illegal to own unless with a permit, if barrel less than 16 inches for 

rifle, and 18 inches for shotgun. 

(46) Hunting turkey limited to shotguns. Small game limited to shotguns. 

3 
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Wisconsin 

(36)NO .22 rimfire rifles for deer hunting. 

Wyoming 

(4) Big game and trophy animals, firearm must have a bore diameter of at least 

23/100 of an inch. 

Restrictions for Semiautomatic Rifles 

2a. Please cite law(s) and briefly describe the restrictions. 

(19)Turkey may not be hunted with a centerfire rifle or rimfire rifle. 
Semiautomatic rifles of proper caliber are legal for all types of hunting. 
No restrictions on magazine capacity, except wildlife management areas 

where centerfire rifles are restricted to 10 round max. 

Arizona 
(38)Magazine cannot hold more than 5 rounds. 

Colorado 

(10) Semiautomatic rifle may not hold more than 6 rounds. 

(39) Shotgun only on public lands. Any type of rifle can be used on private 

land. 

Delaware 

(40) No rifles - shotguns/muzzle loaders only. 

(25) NO semiautomatic centerfire rifles having a magazine capacity greater than 

5 rounds. 

(3o)No hi-power rifles (including semiautomatic) allowed for turkey hunting. 

(12) See #1. 

(34) No hi-power rifles allowed for turkey hunting. 

(26) Cannot use rifles for turkey or deer, only shotgun or bow and arrow. NO 

difference in public or private land. For coyote or fox, there is no 

restriction on rifle, magazine size, or caliber. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
(33) Must use ammunition specifically designed for hunting. 
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Marylimd 
(42) Some restrictions. Based on county. Shotguns only in and around Baltimore 

and Washington, D.C. 

(27)Unlawful to hunt with semiautomatic rifles capable of holding more than 6 

rounds in magazine and barrel. Rimfire (.22 cal) rifles excluded from 
restrictions. 

Missouri 

(5) Combined magazine + chamber capacity may not be more than 11 cartridges. 

New Hampshire 

(7) Turkey may not be hunted with rifles. Rifles may not have magazine 
capacity of more than 5 cartridges. 

New Jersey 
(17)No rifles. 

New York 

(24)No semiautomatics with a magazine capacity of greater than 6 rounds. 

(28)No hi-power rifles (includingsemiautomatics)may be used for hunting 

turkey. 

(8) See #1. 

(2) OAR 635-65-700(1) and (2) limits magazine capacity to no more than 5 
cartridges. 

(16) Semiautomatic rifles are not lawful for hunting in Pennsylvania. 

Rhode Island 

(44) Cannot use semiautomatic during the winter, only during the summer months 

for woodchucks (during daylight from April 1 to September 30). 

(37)No hi-power rifles, including semiautomatics, allowed for turkey hunting. 

Vermont 

(47) Semiautomatic 5 rounds or less. 

(48) Semiautomatics are legal wherever rifles can be used. 23 caliber or larger 

for deer and bear. No restrictions for turkey. No magazine restrictions, 

shotgun limited to 3 shells. Restrictions vary from county to county – 

approximately 90 different rifle restrictions in the State of Virginia 

based on the county restrictions. Sawed-off firearms are illegal to own 

unless with a permit, if barrel less than 16 inches for rifle, and 18 

inches for shotgun. Striker 12 - drums holds 12 or more rounds and is 

illegal. 
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Washington 

(46) Cannot use fully automatic for hunting. 

West Virginia 

(45) Cannot use fully automatic firearms for hunting. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(7) 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226 

DIRECTOR zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
DEC101997 O: F:S:DMS 

3310 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary 

of the Treasury decided to conduct a review to 

determine whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles 
Underare properly importable under Federal law. 

18 U.S.C. section 925(d) (3), firearms may be imported 

into the United States only if they are determined to 

be of a type generally recognized as particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. 

The firearms in question are semiautomatic rifles based 

on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG SG550-11 and Uzi 

designs. 

As part of the review, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms (ATF) is interested in receiving 

information that shows whether any or all of the above 

types of semiautomatic rifles are particularly suitable 

for or readily adaptable to hunting or organized 

competitive target shooting. 

Although ATF is not required to seek public comment on 

this study, the agency would appreciate any factual, 

relevant information concerning the sporting use 

suitability of the rifles in question. 

Your voluntary response must be received no later than 

30 days from the date of this letter; those received 

after that date cannot be included in the review. 

Please forward your responses to the Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobacco and Firearms, Department TA, P.O. Box 50860, 

Washington, DC 20091. 

Sincerely yours, 
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.

CommentsProvidedbyIndustryMembersandTradeAssociations 

(12) The respondent felt that definitions and usage should be subject 

to rulemaking. The respondent stated that limits on “sporting” 

use do not take into account firearms technology and its 

derivative uses among millions of disparate consumers. Millions 

of gun owners currently engage in informal target competition. 

The respondent stated that the firearms are suitable for sporting 

purposes and that ATF’s practice of making “ad hoc” revisions to 

import criteria disrupts legitimate commerce. The respondent 

recommends that all changes to criteria should be subject to 

rulemaking. 

(19) The respondent submitted a brochure and a statement supported by 

seven letters from FFL’s who sell the SLR-95 and 97 and ROMAK 1 

and 2. The respondent and all the supporting letters attest to 

the suitability of these guns for hunting because (1) they are 
excellent for deer or varmint hunting; (2) they are used by many 

for target shooting; (3) their ammunition is readily available 
and affordable; and (4) they are excellent for young/new hunters 
because of low recoil, an inexpensive purchase price, durability, 

and light weight, as well as being designed only for 

semiautomatic fire. 

(20) One respondent submitted results of its independently conducted 
survey, which consisted of 30 questions. The results of the 

survey suggest that 36 percent of those queried actually use 
AK47-type rifles for hunting or competition, 38 percent use L1A1-

type rifles for hunting or competition, and 38 percent use G3-
type rifles for hunting or competition. Other uses include home 

defense, noncompetitive target shooting, and plinking. Of those 

queried who do not currently own these types of rifles, 35 

percent would use AK-type rifles for hunting or competition, 36 

percent would use L1A1-type rifles for hunting or competition, 

and 37 percent would use G3-type rifles for hunting or 

competition. 

(22) The respondent claims that the majority of the study rifles’ 
length and calibers can be used only for sporting purposes. The 

respondent asserts that the only technical detail remaining after 

the 1989 decision that is similar to a military rifle is the 

locking system. After 1989, the imported rifles have no physical 

features of military assault rifles. All have features which can 

be found on any semiautomatic sporting/hunting rifle. 

However, the respondent writes that the Uzi-type carbines are 
“not suitable for any kind of sporting events other than law 
enforcement and military competitions because the caliber and 
locking system do not allow precise shooting over long 

distances.” 

1 
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(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
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(28) Letters from H&K users were submitted in support of their 

continued importation and use as sporting arms. Specifically, 
the SR9 and PSG1 were said to be clearly suitable and utilized 

daily for hunting and target shooting. The respondent states 
that sport is defined as “an active pastime, diversion, 

recreation” and that the use of these is all the justification 

needed to allow their importation. The PSG1 has been imported 

since 1974, and the SR9 since 1990. The semiautomatic feature 

dates to turn of the century. 

The respondent states that the cost would dissuade criminals from 

using them. The respondent refers to ATF’s reports “Crime Gun 

Analysis (17 Communities)” and “Trace Reports 1993-1996” to show 
that the H&K SR9 and PSG1 are not used in crime. In the 4-year 

period covered by the reports, not one was traced. 

(29) The respondent faults the 1989 report both for not sufficiently 

addressing the issue of ready adaptability, as well as for the 

limited definition of sporting purposes. The respondent states 

that sport is defined as “that which diverts, and makes mirth; 

pastime, diversion.” The respondent says that the NRA sponsors 
many matches, and personally attests to the FN-FAL and HK91 as 

being perfectly suitable for such matches. The respondent states 

that the rifles are also used for hunting deer, rabbits, and 
varmints. Further, the respondent remarks that the use of these 
rifles in crime is minuscule. 

Importer/IndividualLetters 

On January 15, 1998, the study group received a second submission from 
Heckler and Koch, dated January 14, 1998. It transmitted 69 letters 

from individuals who appeared to be answering an advertisement placed 
in Shotgun News by Heckler and Koch. The study group obtained a copy 

of the advertisement, which requested that past and current owners of 

certain H&K rifles provide written accounts of how they use or used 

these firearms. The advertisement stated that the firearms in 

question, the SR9 and the PSG1, were used for sporting purposes such as 

hunting, target shooting, competition, collecting, and informal 
plinking. The advertisement also referred to the 120-day study and the 
temporary ban on importation, indicating that certain firearms may be 

banned in the future. 

1. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer (photo included). 

2. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer (photo included). 

3. The writer used his SR9 for informal target shooting and plinking. 

4. The writer used his SR9 for target practice and recreation. 

5. The writer (a police officer) used SR9 to hunt. Said that it’s too 
heavy and expensive for criminals. 
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6. The writer used his SR9 for competition. 

7. The writer used H&K rifles such as these around the farm to control 

wild dog packs. 

8. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer, 

9. The writer used his SR9 to hunt, participate in target practice, 
and compete. 

10. The writer used his H&K rifles for informal target shooting. 

11. The writer used his SR9 to hunt elk because it’s rugged, and to 

shoot targets. 

12. The writer used his SR9 to target practice. 

13. The writer used his HK91 to hunt varmints and compete in military 

rifle matches. 

14. The writer does not use the firearms but is familiar with their use 

for target shooting, hunting, and competition. 

15. The writer uses HK firearms for DCM marksmanship competition. 

16. The writer used his HK93 for 100-yard club matches and NRA-high 

power rifle matches. 

17. The writer does not own the firearms but enjoys shooting sports and 

collecting. 

18. The writer used his HK91 to hunt deer, boar, and mountain goat and 
in high-power match competitions. 

19. The writer used his SR9 to shoot targets and for competitions. 

20. The writer used his HK91 to shoot varmints, hunt small and big 
game, and shoot long-range silhouettes. 

21. The writer used his SR8 to hunt deer, target shoot, and plink. 

22. The writer used his HK93 to shoot in club competitions. 

23. The writer used his SR9 to shoot targets because the recoil does 
not impact his arthritis. 

24. The writer (a police officer) does not own the firearm but never 
sees HKs used in crime. 

25. The writer used his HKs for target shooting, competition, and 
collection. 

26. The writer does not own the firearms but likes recreational target 
shooting. 

27. Writer does not own the firearms but states, “Don’t ban.“ 
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28. The 

for 

29. The 

and 

30. The 

31. The 

32. The 

33. The 

writer used his SR9 for hunting deer, varmints, and groundhogs; 

target shooting; and for occasional competitions. 

writer used his SR9 to 

reliable. 

writer used his SR9 to 

writer used his SR9 to 

writer used his SR9 to 

hunt deer because it’s accurate, rugged, 

hunt deer and elk. 

target shoot. 

hunt deer and target shoot. 

writer used his HK91 to shoot military rifle 100-yard 

competitions. 

34. The writer used his SR9 for hunting varmints and coyotes, for 

target shooting, and for competitions. 

35. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer and target shoot. 

36. The writer (a former FBI employee) used his SR9 for hunting 

varmints and for precision and target shooting. 

37. The writer used his HK for target shooting and competition. 

38. The writer used his SR9 for informal target shooting and plinking 

and his HK91 for bowling pin matches, high-power rifle 
competitions, informal target shooting, and plinking. 

39. The writer used his SR9 to plink and shoot targets, saying it’s too 
heavy for hunting. 

40. The writer has an HK91 as part of his military collection and 

indicates it may be used for hunting. 

41. The writer used his SR9 to target shoot. 

42. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer 

43. The writer does not own the firearms 

44. The writer used his SR9 and HK93 for 
shooting, and for home defense. 

45. The writer states, “Don’t ban.” 

46. Writer states, “Don’t ban.” 

47. Writer states, “Don’t ban.” 

and target shoot. 

but says, “Don’t ban.” 

hunting deer, for target 

48. The writer owns 

49. Writer used his 

competitions.“ 

50. The writer used 

an SR9; no use was reported. 

SR9 to compete in club matches and “backyard 

his HK to hunt boar and antelope. 
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51. The writer states, “Don’t ban.” 

52. The writer (a police officer) does not own the firearms but states 

that the are not used by criminals. 

53. The writer used his HK91 to hunt deer. 

54. The writer (a police trainer) says that the PSG1 is used for police 

sniping and competitive shooting because it’s accurate. He says 

that it’s too heavy to hunt with and has attached an article on the 
PSG1. 

55. The writer used her two PSGIs for target shooting and fun. 

56. The writer used his SR9 and PSG1 to hunt and target shoot. 

57. The writer used his two PSGIS to hunt and target shoot. 

58. The writer provides an opinion that the SR9 is used to hunt and 
target shoot. 

59. The writer used his PSG1 for hunting deer and informal target 
shooting. 

60. The writer used his PSG1 to target shoot and plink. 

61. The writer states, “Don’t ban.‘( 

62. The writer used his HK91 to target shoot. 

63. The writer used his HK91 to target shoot. 

64. The writer (a U.S. deputy marshall) used his SR9 to shoot at the 

range. 

65. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer and coyotes. 

66. The writer used his SR9 to competitively target shoot. 

67. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer and bear. 

68. The writer uses military-type rifles like these for predator 

control on the farm. 

69. The writer used his SR9 to target shoot, plink, and compete in DCM 
matches. 
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CommentsProvidedby InterestGroups 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Impact Evaluation of the Public Safety and Recreational Firearms 

Use Protection Act of 1994, Final Report. March 13, 1997. 

Identical comments were received from five members of the JPFO. 

They are against any form of gun control or restriction regardless 

of the type of firearm. References are made comparing gun control 

to Nazi Germany. 

The respondent contends that police/military-style competitions, 

“plinking,” and informal target shooting should be considered 

sporting. Note: The narrative was provided in addition to survey 
that Century Arms put on the Internet. 

The respondent questions ATF’s definition of “sporting” purposes. 

The respondent contends that neither the Bill of Rights nor the 

Second Amendment places restrictions on firearms based on use. 

Citing the 1989 report, the respondent states that the drafters of 
the report determined what should be acceptable sports, thus 

excluding “plinking.” 

The respondent states that appearance (e.g., military looking) is 

not a factor in determining firearms’ suitability for sporting 

purposes. It is their function or action that should determine a 
gun’s suitability. Over 50 percent of those engaged in Practical 
Rifle Shooting use Kalashnikov variants. Further, citing U.S. vs. 

the “readily adaptable” determination would fit all 

The respondent states that the vast majority of competitive 

marksmen shoot either domestic or foreign service rifles. Only 2-3 

participants at any of 12 matches fire bolt-action match rifles. 

If service rifles have been modified, they are permitted under NRA 

rule 3.3.1. 

The respondent says that attempts to ban these rifles “is a joke.” 

The respondent states that these firearms are used by men and women 
alike throughout Nebraska. All of the named firearms are used a 
lot all over the State for hunting. The AK47 has the same basic 

power of a 30/30 Winchester. All of these firearms function the 

same as a Browning BAR or a Remington 7400. Because of their 

design features, they provide excellent performance. 

The respondent states that the Bill of Rights does not show the 

second amendment connected to “sporting purposes.” The respondent 
says that all of the firearms in question are “service rifles,” all 
can be used in highpower rifle competition (some better than 
others), but under no circumstances should “sporting use” be used 
as a test to determine whether they can be sold to the American 
public. The respondent states that “sporting use” is a totally 
bogus question. 
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(17) The respondent’s basic concern is that the scope of our survey is 

significantly too narrow (i.e., not responsive to the Presidential 

directive, too narrow to address the problem, and inadequate to the 

task). The respondent states, “We do not indicate that our 

determination will impact modifications made to skirt law. We rely 

on the opinions of the ‘gun press.‘ At a minimum, the Bureau 
should deny importation of: any semiautomatic capable of accepting 
with a capacity of more than 10 rounds, and any semiautomatic rifle 
with a capacity to accept more rounds than permitted by the State 

with the lowest number of permitted rounds. Deny any semiautomatic 

that incorporates cosmetically altered ‘rule-beating’ 

characteristics. Deny any semiautomatic that can be converted by 

using parts available domestically to any of the 1994 banned 

guns/characteristics. Deny any semiautomatic manufactured by any 

entity controlled by a foreign government. OR manufactured by a 

foreign entity that also manufactures, assembles or exports 

assault-type weapons. Deny any semiautomatic that contains a part 

that is a material component of any assault type weapon made, 

assembled, or exported by the foreign entity which is the source of 

the firearm proposed to be imported.” 

“A material component of any assault type weapon, assembled or 

exported by the foreign entity, which is, the source of the 

firearms proposed to be imported. The gun press has fabricated 

‘sporting’ events to justify these weapons. The manner in which we 

are proceeding is a serious disservice to the American people.” 

(30) The respondent states, “At least for handguns, and among young 

adult purchasers who have a prior criminal history, the purchase of 

an assault-type firearm is an independent risk factor for later 

criminal activity on the part of the purchaser.” 

NOTE : The above study was for assault-type handguns used in 

criminal activity versus other handguns. The study involved only 

young adults, and caution should be used in extending these results 

to other adults and purchasers of rifles. However, the respondent 

states, it is plausible that findings for one class of firearms may 

pertain to another closely related class. 
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(32) In a memo from the Center to Prevent Handgun Violence the sections 

are Legal Background, History of Bureau Application of the 

“Sporting Purposes” Test, The Modified Assault Rifles under Import 

Suspension Should Be Permanently Barred from Importation, [The 

Galils and Uzis Should Be Barred from Importation Because They Are 

Banned by the Federal Assault Weapon Statute, and All the Modified 

Assault Rifles Should Be Barred from Importation Because They Fail 

the Sporting Purposes Test]. The conclusion states: “The modified 

assault rifles currently under suspended permits should be 

permanently barred from importation because they do not meet the 

sporting purposes test for importation under the Gun Control Act of 

1968 and because certain of the rifles [Galils and Udis] also are 

banned by the 1994 Federal assault weapon law.” 
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Comments Provided by Individuals 

(10) The respondent does not recommend the Uzi, but he highly recommends the 

others for small game and varmints. He feels that the calibers of these 

are not the caliber of choice for medium or large game; however, he 

believes that the SIG and H&K are the best-built semiautomatics available. 

He can not and will not defend the Uzi, referring to it as a “piece of 

junk.” 

The respondent feels that because of their expense and their being hard to 

find, the study rifles (excludingthe Uzi) would not be weapons of choice 

for illegal activities. 

(11) The respondent questions ATF’s definition of “sporting” and “organized 

shooting.“ He feels that ATF’s definition is too narrow and based on 

“political pressure.” 

The respondent feels that the firearms are especially suitable for 

competitive shooting and hunting and that the restrictions on caliber and 
number of cartridges should be left to the individual States. He has shot 

competitively for 25 years. 

(18) The respondent specifically recommends the MAK90 for hunting because its 
shorter length makes for easier movement through covered areas, it allows 
for quicker follow-up shots, its open sights allow one to come up upon a 
target more quickly, and it provides a quicker determination of whether a 

clear shot exists through the brush than with telescopic sighting. 

(21) The respondent states that the second amendment discusses “arms,” not 
"sporting arms.“ The respondent further states that taxpayer money was 

spent on this survey and ATF has an agenda. A gun’s original intent 

(military)has nothing to do with how it is used now. “The solution to 

today’s crime is much the same as it always has been, proper enforcement 

of existing laws, not the imposition of new freedom-restricting laws on 

honest people.” 
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Information on Articles Reviewed 

(1) Describes limited availability of Uzi Model B sporter with thumbhole stock. 

(2) Describes rifle and makes political statement concerning 1989 ban. 

(3) Describes Chinese copy of Uzi with thumbhole stock. 

(4) Quality sporting firearms from Russia. 

(5) Short descriptions of rifles and shotguns available. Lead-in paragraph 

mentions hunting. Does not specifically recommend any of the listed 
weapons for hunting. 

(6) Geared to retail gun dealers, provides list of available products. States 

LIA1 Sporter is pinpoint accurate and powerful enough for most North 

American big game hunting. 

(7) Discusses the use of the rifle for hunting bear, sheep, and coyotes. 
Describes accuracy and ruggedness. NOTE: The rifle is a pre-1989 ban 

assault rifle. 

(8) Deals primarily with performance of the cartridge. Makes statement that 

AK 47-type rifle is adequate for deer hunting at woods ranges. 

(9) Discusses gun ownership in the United States. Highlighted text (not by 

writers) includes the National Survey of Private Ownership of Firearms that 

was conducted by Chilton Research Services of Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania 

during November and December 1994: 70 million rifles are privately held, 

including 28 million semiautomatics. 

(10)Discusses pre-1989 ban configuration. Describes use in hunting, and makes 

the statement that “in the appropriate calibers, the military style 

autoloaders can indeed make excellent rifles, and that their ugly 

configuration probably gives them better handling qualities than more 

conventional sporters as the military discovered a long time ago.” 

(15)Not article - letter from Editor of Gun World magazine discussing “sport” 

and various competitions. Note: Attached submitted by Century Arms. 

(16)Letter addressed to “To Whom It May Concern” indicating HK91 (not mentioned 
but illustrated in photos) is suitable for hunting and accurate enough for 

competition. Note: Submitted by Century Arms. 

(17)Describes a competition developed to test a hunter’s skill. Does not 

mention any of the rifles at issue. 

(18)Not on point - deals with AR 15. 

(19)Describes function, makes political statement. 

(20)Discusses function and disassembly of rifle. 

(21)Not on point - deals with AR 15 rifle. 
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(22)Discusses competition started to show sporting use of rifles banned for 

sale in California. Unknown if weapons in study were banned in California 

in 1990. 

(23)Not on point - deals with national matches. 

(24)Not on point - deals with various surplus military rifles. 

(25)Deals with 7.62x39mm ammunition as suitable for deer hunting and mentions 

the use in SKS rifles, which is a military style semiautomatic but not a 

part of the study. 

(26)Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(27)Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(28)Not on point - deals with AR15 rifles in competition. 

(29)Not on point - deals with the SKS rifle. 

(30)Not on point - deals with national matches. 

(31)Not on point - deals with national matches. 

(32)Not on point - deals with national matches. 

(33)Not on point - deals with national matches at Camp Perry. 

(34)Not on point - deals with national matches at Camp Perry. 

(35)Not on point - deals with 1989 national matches at Camp Perry. 

(36)Not on point - deals with Browning BAR sporting semiautomatic rifles. 

(38)Not on point - deals with AR15, mentions rifle in caliber 7.62 x 39. 

(39)Not on point - deals with bullet types. 

(40)Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(41)Discusses tracking in snow. Rifles mentioned do not include any rifles in 

study. 

(42)Deals with deer hunting in general. 

(43)Deals with rifles for varmint hunting. Does not mention rifles in study. 

(44)Not on point - deals with hunting pronghorn antelope. 

(45)Deals with various deer rifles. 

(46)Not on point - deals with two Browning rifles’ recoil reducing system. 

(47)Not on point - deals with bolt-action rifles. 

(48)Not on point - deals with ammunition. 
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(49) Deals with modifications to AR15 trigger for target shooting. 

(50) Not on point - deals with Ml Garand as a target rifle. 

(51) Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(52) Deals with impact of banning semiautomatic rifles would have on competitors 

at Camp Perry. 

(53) Deals with economic impact in areas near Camp Perry if semiautomatic rifles 

banned. Reprint from on Beacon Journal. 

(54) Deals with training new competitive shooters - mentions sporting use of 

assault rifles, i.e., Ar15. 

(55) Not on point - article about Nelson Shew. 

(56) Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(57) Not on point - deals with shooting the AR15. 

(58) Not on point - article about AR15 as target rifle. 

(59) Not on point - article about well known competitive shooter. 

(67) Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(68) Discusses semiautomatic versions of M14. 

(69) Discusses gas operation. 

(70) Discusses right adjustment on Ml and MIA rifles. 

(71) Discusses MIA and AR15-type rifles modified to remove them from assault 

weapon definition, and their use in competition. 

(72) Deals with AR15 type rifle. 

(73) Not on point - deals with AR15 . 

(74) Not on point - deals with target rifle based on AR15/M16. 

(75) Not on point - deals with SKS rifle. 

(76) Not on point - deals with reloading 7.62x39mm cartridge. 

(77) Not on point - deals with reloading. Mentions 7.62x39mm. 

(78) Not on point - deals with ammunition performance. 

(79) Deals with .223 Remington caliber ammunition as a hunting cartridge. 

(80) Describes MIA (semiautomatic copy of M14) as a target rifle. 

(81) Not on point - deals with bullet design. 

(82) Not on point - deals with ammunition performance. 
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Information on Advertisements Reviewed 

(11) Indicates rifles are rugged, reliable and accurate. 

(12) Describes rifles, lists price. 

(13) Sporting versions of AK 47 and FAL. 

(14) Sporting version of AK 47, reliable, accurate. 

(61) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 7.62x39mm ammunition. 

(62) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 7.62x39mm ammunition. 

(63) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 7.62x39mm ammunition. 

(64) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 9mm ammunition. 

(65) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 9mm ammunition. 

(66) Catalog of ammunition - lists recommended uses for 9mm ammunition. 
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CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on August 16, 2023, I electronically filed the 

foregoing Defendants-Appellees’ Supplemental Appendix with the Clerk 

of the Court for the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit 

by using the appellate CM/ECF system. 

Participants in the case who are registered CM/ECF users will be 

served by the appellate CM/ECF system. 

I also certify that four (4) paper copies of the foregoing Defendants-

Appellees’ Supplemental Appendix  shall be filed by Federal Express to 

the Office of the Clerk, United States Court of Appeals for the Third 

Circuit, within 5 days of the date of electronic filing of the Supplemental 

Appendix. 

 
Dated:  August 16, 2023   /s/ David E. Ross    
       Counsel for Defendants-Appellees 
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